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Camp Longhorn Alumni and Special Parents

MORE DUES NAMES . . .
Continued from Page 27

CARNIVALS ARE FOR ALUMNI, TOO!

DANA TODD
MARYLYN TOLEDO
LEIGH TOMASKI
BILL & JENNIFER TRACEWELL
JASON & KATHERINE HEYNE TRAMONTE
LENA SULLIVAN TREANOR
TARA TRELEAVEN
ROXI JOHNSON TSAKAS
BRIAN & MELINDA GEORGE TUCKER
LINDSAY SHEFFIELD TURNER
NICKOLAS & ASHLEY RUSSELL
UNDERWOOD
LISA CHAPMAN URIBE .
BEN VAELLO
KATHERINE OSBORNE VALDEZ
AMANDA WATSON VALENTINO
DYLAN VAN DAM
SCOTT & LAURA MCANDREW VAN SLYKE
DEAN & SHANEL VANDERGRIFF
LOUISA HOUSTON VANN
TRAVIS & NIKKI STOLL VARGO
TRACEY VELEZ
CHRISTINA WEAVER VEST
JOHN VILLARREAL
XAVIER & TIFFANY VILLARREAL
MATTHEW & TISH MAULDIN VISINSKY
DONALD VOLTZ
TOM & DEBORAH WACHSMUTH
MALCOLM & SUZANNE BRUCE WADDELL
CHRIS & KRISTA WAGNER
KELLY WAGNON
STEPHEN & ANNE WAKEFIELD
BLAIR WALKER & JOACHIM “MARC”
SCHMID
BLAIR MCDANIEL WALKER
ELIZABETH WALKER
HODGE & RACHEL WALKER
MADELEINE WALKER
SAM & LINDSAY GREEN WALLACE
JAMES & JENNIFER WALLIS
HOLLAND WALSH
JENNY W ALZEL
ERICA WARD
HOLLY REESE WARD
WESLEY WARE
STIRLING & ANNE WARREN
DOUG WASSON
TASS & LAURA WATERSTON
PATRICK & MISTY WATKINS
KIM WEATHERFORD
KAYCEE WEAVER
CRAYTON & NIKKI NELSON WEBB
KRISTIN ALLEN WEBB
SOMER WEBB
WAYNE & ELIZABETH WEBB
DOUG & ANGIE ROWLAND WEBSTER
SARAH WEINBERG
DANA & MENDI WEINSTEIN
BETSY WELP
SCOTT & GINNY ELLIOTT WENGER
LES & SHANNON FESTE WERME
DAVID & NANETTE ROUNTREE WHEELIS
JOHN & KELLY WHELAN
MATT & LAUREN WHELAN
ROBERT & CAROL WHILDEN
BEN & AMANDA WHITE

WE ARE ALWAYS LOOKING . . . for ALUMNI names and addresses (that we do not already have. We now have
over 7,5 00 Alumni and Special Parents in our computer and know there are 25,000 more to contact! If you know
of any former campers and/or counselors that are not receiving our mailings, please let us know on the following
“fill in the blank!” (If married, please include maiden name) A reward for the capture of new names and addresses! THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU for your help . . .
Full name

Send Reward To:

Address

City/State/Zip

JOHN WHITE
STEWART & KATHERINE WHITE
ROY WHITEHEAD
CHRISTOPHER & LESLEY WHITLEY
JEFF & BROOKE BAILEY WHITLEY
ALEXIS WIESENTHAL
ALISON WIESENTHAL
DAVID & CARLA SWINDLE WIGGS
JACQUELYN WILCOX
JEREMY & BETH MCBRIDE WILHELMI
GREG & MONICA WILKINS
TRENT & SARAH REILLY WILKINS
JENNIFER SABO WILLCOTT
AMY WILLERSON
ANDREW & JILL WILLIAMSON
BARRETT WILLINGHAM
KYLE & HILLARY WILLIAMS WILLMON
MICHAEL & DARLA WILLOUGHBY
BRIAN & ANN WILSON
CARTER & ALISE WILSON
LINDSEY WILSON
CHRIS & LYNNSEY SMIT WIMMER
ODELL & CHRISTIAN WINN
JACK WISE
NATHALIE WOLK
BOBBY & SHANNON STROTHER WOMBLE
JEFF & KAYLA WOOD
DOUG & STACIE WOODCOCK
DEDE STEVENS WOODMAN
BRETT & KATIE WAGNER WOODROOF
DENNIS & LISA WAGNER WOODS
TOM & KELLI MARTIN WOODSIDE
MICHAEL & SHERRI WOYTEK
DAVID & JANET GAGE WRATHER
MELISSA WRAY & RICK BOSTWICK
LOIS HAMILTON WRIGHT
CAROLYN WRIGHT
CHRIS WRIGHT
PHILIP WRIGHT & HELEN HENRY
RANDY & STEPHANIE WRIGHT
TRIGG DAVISON YERBY
STEPHEN & LISA MOORE YOCH
ROBERT & ANGELA YONKE
JEFF & ANDI YORIO
CHRIS YORK
CARSON & LEXI YOST
CHARLES YOUNG
COURTNEY WEAVER YOUNG
HOMER JON & ELEANOR YOUNG
MICHAEL & SALLI MARTINE YOUTT
JOHN & JUDY YUILL
ASHLEY BLYTHE ZACHRY
JEFF & BROOKE BURNEY ZARR
COURTNEY YOUNG ZENNER
CAROL ZIEBERT
ADAM ZIMMERMAN
AMY SCHAAF ZINN

THERE IS MUCH TO BE
EXCITED ABOUT . . .
ALLEN CORRALEJO, a minicamp photographer, was presented his 9th year ring by Annual Editor, ANGELA MOORE.
He has spent 9 years as a photographer at Camp Longhorn
Inks Lake, many while he was in
school and still comes back for
that 24 hours of fun in the sun
to take some special pictures. A
graduate of UT Austin, he works
exclusively with Casey Dunn
Photography in Austin. His firm
of photographers and graphic designers have their work
featured in publications AUSTIN MONTHLY and COOKING
LIGHT, and others.

ALLEN CORRALEJO

1000 Indian Springs Road
Burnet, Texas 78611
512/756-4650

#1 Longhorn Road
Burnet, Texas 78611
512/793-2811
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CLASP ON TO THE MEMORIES

CLASP MEMBERSHIP
FORM ENCLOSED

The Camp Longhorn excitement ready for a new year
Dear Friends,
What a great summer! What a
rather warm summer! We asked for
rain .. and sometimes many days in
a row .. and now WOW, the rain has
appeared! What wonderful rain .. just
a little too much and we are scheduled for more rain starting this afternoon!
The grass and plants ARE WONDERFUL GREEN! The temperature
is perfect with a little “cool” setting
in! The camp annuals are scheduled
to arrive any day now for delivery.
San Antonio and South Texas, here
we come! The rest of the annuals will
be mailed from the company.
What an exciting time of the year.
It’s busy time around here and all of
this tells us fall is in the air! It’s time
to look back over the past months and
think of all the special times we have
had. It’s also time to look forward to
the busy days, weeks and months until June 2nd .. the beginning of camp,
2019!
We have had our first successful
2018/2019 Camp Carnival in San
Francisco this past weekend .. Washington, DC Carnival is in a week or
so followed by Burnet and that means
the carnival season has officially
started!! Our Alumni and Special
Parents are great help at these gatherings along with lots of laughter and
much fun.
If you can help at a Camp Longhorn Carnival please e-mail HELEN
at helen@camplonghorn.com or call
her (512-793-2811) and she will sign
you up! And, to all of you who help
year after year, WE THANK YOU
SO VERY MUCH!
What a busy year this has been!
We have, I think, just gone over the
8,000 (Camp Longhorn Alumni and
Special Parents) member mark and
keep looking for those thousands we
have yet to reach. This loosely knit
organization is enjoyed by many ..
It’s your e-mails, telephone calls, pictures and letters that make it so much
fun.
Dues paying CLASP members
enjoy their V-Day special parking
places! There are several ways to pay
CLASP dues! Can go on line, use the
form in this newspaper or sign up at
a Camp Carnival! It’s easy and to
those that worry about their “pass,”
all will be sent to up-to-date dues
paying members around the first of
May! There is lots of time between
now and when camp starts so please
don’t wait until the last minute to pay

your dues ... For those that mostly
wait until the last minute anyway,
sign up on line and show your phone
as you enter the camps that you have
paid your dues! It’s still a bargain
.. $15.00 SINGLE and $20.00 for
MARRIED COUPLES. We also
have a very popular LIFETIME
MEMBERSHIP .. $200.00 and add
a spouse, $250.00.
Our up-to-date dues paying members will come from the airstrips and
into camp first! If grandparents are
involved, they will need a “pass”
also, or park in another area! If it’s
a must that the cars stay together ..
one with a “tag” and the other without, then the 2 cars will go to the area
that “passes” are not required! All of
this is mentioned because in the past
there was confusion with cars parking together!
CLASP mailings are separate
from regular camp mailings and
“parking passes” will not be in the
camper information. If your dues
are up-to-date, look for your “pass”
around the first of May!
The CLASP tables on V-Days are
always popular with many questions
and lots of fun stories and tall tales!
We always have so many wonderful
volunteers and V-Days are no exception .. to answer questions and do
just about anything asked of them!
At Inks Lake we have a great group
of young adults that help park cars
on the airstrip! And, they come the
night before to be up and about and
ready for duty at 5 a.m.!! Couldn’t
do it without them and we thank
them sooo much!
Our “memory bricks” at both
camps are still sooo popular! What
a wonderful place to have your
name(s) or to remember a loved
one. At Inks Lake they are located in the pavilion, a special place
to honor TEX and four founders of
CLH .. BOB TARLTON, ZARK
WITHERS, DR. JOE SHEPPERD
and BOB HUDSON. If you wish
to purchase a brick, the cost is still
$100.00. A form is enclosed OR call
or e-mail the CLASP offices at either
camp for more information.
We had two special tree ceremonies at camp this past summer.
DOUG WASSON, our fall recipient, was honored at Indian Springs
during camp and was attended by
family and friends with many, many
excited campers. RAY and HELEN
FRADY, our 2018 recipients at Inks
Lake, were honored at the Inks Lake

SPECIAL MINI-CAMP CAMPERS . . .
These mini-camp campers enjoyed their “FOREVER TREES” in August, in special places around camp. (l-r)
GARDNER (G.P.) PARKER (‘98), PAUL LEE (‘11), MALCOLM WADDELL (‘08), HELEN FRADY (‘18), SAMANTHA
HOLMAN (‘17) and DOUG WASSON (‘17 . . His tree is at Indian Springs) A complete list of our ATTAWAYTOGO
RECIPIENTS through the years is included in this LUMNews!

mini-camp in August. RAY passed
away last February and it was so
special to hear many of our wonderful Alumni recognize them. These
exceptional Alumni, DOUG, RAY
and HELEN were remembered for
their many many accomplishments
through the years.
This past August our mini-camp
for both camps was at Inks Lake.
We love our Alumni and appreciate
Camp Longhorn for allowing us to

host mini-camp off and on through
the years. We have these camps to experience a little piece of Attawaytogo spirit, bring back memories, meet
up with old friends and to meet new
ones. We enjoy Campfire, Church
Mountain, blobs, water socks, Rio
Flojo, Hossback and amazing Chow!
Just like we remember CLH to be.
CLASP appreciates all that have
attended mini-camp recently or in
the past and help rekindle that great

feeling that is CLH. Just like CLH,
mini-camp is supposed to be alcohol
free and it has become difficult for us
to get the point across to some of our
alumni. This is a very important rule
to keep us safe and focus on what is
truly great about why we love this
place.
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MET RECENTLY AND DECIDED
THAT MINI-CAMP WILL BE SUSPENDED AT LEAST TWO YEARS
TO GIVE US TIME TO THINK
THRU THE SITUATION. We just
cannot afford the liabilities that come
with the alcohol. If you have never
attended or have not attended minicamp in a while, please know that
we are very open to suggestions and
just hope we can settle on an agenda that all would be happy with. If
you have ideas to make mini-camp
a more memorable and alcohol-free
camp with some great fun-in-thesun, please share these thoughts with
us. Visit with JOHN ROBERTSON,
SALL LUCKSINGER, ROBBY
ROBERTSON, NAN MANNING,
BILL ROBERTSON, GARDNER
(G.P.) PARKER or HELEN and
MEL. We are all in this together and
See HELEN, continued on Page 3
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TWO ATTAWAYTOGO TREE CEREMONIES . . One at Inks

SPECIAL FRIENDS . . (l-r) CAROL & BILL ROBERTSON, HELEN FRADY,
ROBBY ROBERTSON, ANGELA MOORE and MELONY CONSTANZO.

RAY and HELEN FRADY were
honored at a special ATTAWAYTOGO “tree ceremony” at Inks Lake.
This very special award was presented during CLASP mini-camp.
Ray passed away peacefully in February and hundreds were on hand
for RAY’s celebration-of-life service shortly after his death, which
was full of tributes to the man who
helped shape and impact the lives of
so many through his years of coaching and as a counselor and director
at Camp Longhorn. With HELEN by
his side for 62 years, and HELEN’s
60-plus years at Camp Longhorn,
they have inspired generations of
Longhorn campers, counselors, staff
and parents with their ATTAWAYTOGO spirit and love.
Despite leaving coaching in 1978,
RAY never stopped teaching, and
the values he instilled in others as
Boys Camp Director carry on today.
He greeted others with a firm handshake and a gentle smile and taught
those he knew - by way of example,
to “treat others the way you want
to be treated.” RAY and HELEN’s
home was always open to off-duty
counselors for homemade ice cream,
banana cream pies, a game of 42 or

even emergency laundry
when
needed.
HELEN
continues to
bless us all
with her hard
work
and
dedication
as director
and
heart
and soul of
CLASP since
its beginning. A special salute from former CLH Marines for HELEN . . NoShe keeps up ticed in the picture are JONATHAN ALDEN (left arm only!),
with thou- RICHARD POUNDS, PETE GREENHAW, MICHAEL SOPsands
of ER, THOMAS McKELLAR, DUDLEY McCALLA . . in the
alumni and back MICHAEL CONWAY
special parents, organizes mini-camps, and grandchildren JONATHAN, NICK
greets alumni and special parents and LINDSAY accepted the “FORwith her warm and welcoming Camp EVER TREE” with much love from
Longhorn spirit.
special friends that have been such
HELEN, daughter PAM and an inspiration in their lives.

H E L E N
F R A D Y
admiring
her plaque
on left and
husband
R A Y ’ s
plaque on
right.

Unveiling of the plaques which were covered with the original “blob” material
are grandchild JONATHAN ALDEN and his wife LISA with ROBBY ROB and
HELEN, among others, enjoying the “tree ceremony.”

and One at
Springs . .
DOUG WASSON was honored
at Indian Springs for his many, many
years of loyalty, dedication and fun.
He has a heart of gold and has been
an inspiration to everyone at camp.
He started his camping experience in 1989 at Inks Lake and transferred to Indian Springs in 1991. His
honors and achievements through
the years have been MANY!

(l-r) DOUG WASSON, NAN ROBERTSON MANNING, MARTHA FEILD,
ROSA ONTIVEROS, SALLY ROBERTSON LUCKSINGER, SUSAN WILHELMI, KERI MANNING WEAVER & ELIZABETH NORRIS BEACOM.

A Campfire Lighter many times,
a top five-miler, Wrangler Favorite .
. . and as a counselor he was a favorite in ‘94, Swim Bay Director in ‘97
and ‘98 and was chosen to go on the
first ever Ranger trip in 1997.
He is a graduate of Pepperdine
University in California and has
continued coming back most summers for at least one term and almost
always as a counselor in the Rattlesnake cabin!
At age 38 he “retired” as a counselor but continues to help between
terms as Airport Bus Counselor and

around the tree . . back SALLY ROBERTSON LUCKSINGER, left, ROSA
ONTIVEROS, back of head, SUSAN WILHELMI, right, MARTHA FEILD . .
unveiling DOUG’s plaque on a special tree at Springs

Assistant Director on Visitor Day
weekends. Doug works as a large
loss claim adjuster at Farmers Insurance and resides in Austin.

We wish you a
Merry Christmas

ATTAWAYTOGO DOUG!
WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU!

We wish you a
Merry Christmas

SALLY
ROB
LUCKSINGER
and granddaughter
ISABELLE
LUCKSINGER
presented DOUG
with his special
clock.
DOUG WASSON . . showing off his
DOUG WASSON accepting his “for- clock given to him at his “tree” ceremony. That’s his plaque on his “forever tree”!
ever” tree!

We wish you a
Merry Christmas
And a
Happy New Year!

MORE CLASP DUES
CHRISTOPHER & KAREN HULL
BUTCH & LEANNE HULSE
GRANGER & TARA HUNTRESS
J.P. & LILLIE HUTCHESON
MARK & SHANNON HUTCHESON
BRENT & JENNIFER HYMAN
ROBERT & KENDALL STIXROOD IBSEN
CHAD & LAURA IHRIG
MIKE & LAURA BATEMAN INDERGARD
ASHLEY DEVAULT IRWIN
ANDREW & CHRISTY IVERSEN
KELLY CAULEY JACKSON
CHRISTOPHER & MELINDA NELSON
JACKSON
DAVID JACKSON
DON FROG & MO THOMPSON JACKSON
JOHN & ELISSA JACKSON
CHIP & CHRISTINE JAMES
WHITNEY MILLER JANKE
JASON & CHRISTINE MOORE JARRETT
STEFFANY JAY
BRANDY JEFFRIES
JACE & AMY JENKINS
JEFFREY & REMI JENKINS
KATE WITTENBRAKER JENKS
LEIGH DRAKE JETER
BLAKE & KATHY KIEL JOHNSON
MAX & CORI JOHNSON
HARRY & LUNDY JOHNSON
HUNTER & DIANA JOHNSON
MATTHEW & SARA GULBAS JOHNSON
JANA JOHNSON
MICHAEL & CANDACE JOHNSON
RAY & CAROLINE MCCALL JOINER
ADAM & ERIN JONES
CASEY JONES
CHLOE LANDRUM JONES
CODY BROOKS JONES & ASHLEY PUTNEY
CRAIG & CISSY HEWETT JONES
MAC & MERIDETH JONES
MASON & STACY JONES
PAT JONES
JEREMY & RACHEL MEHALLI JONES
STEW ART & KATHERINE JONES
TAYLOR JONES
TIM & ANNA JONES
ZACH & ALLISON HARPER JORDAN
KATIE WALLACE JOYNER
LUCAS & SHELLEY DEVINNY JOYNT
SAM & SHELLEY WATSON JULIAO
LARRY & ROBIN KAPAVIK
ALLAN &JACKIE KATZ
DAVID & NATALIE BLUE KAYDA
LEE & TAMI TOWNSEND KEELING
DREW & KIM JACOBY KEHOE
MICHAEL & JACKIE KELLEY
BRYAN & KRISTIN URBAN KEMMETT
NATALIE KENDRICK
MATT & CATHERINE BLUM KENJURA
REBECCA BRUTSCHER KENT
MATTHEW & AMBRA KENT
ROBERT KIMMEL
RUSSELL & REBECCA KING
JIM & LEZLIE KIRKPATRICK
KAREN KISH
CHRIS & KIM KLEBERG
CORDELL KLEIN
LORENA KNOSEL
CHRISTOPHER & CARRIE KOCHAN
HEATHER BYRNE KOOPMAN
JAMES & JANEY HOLMES KORTH
RAMSEY KOTHMANN
REBECCA KRAUSS
JOHN & CARRIE KROLL
JENNIFER HILE KUCZAJ
STEPHANIE PRATT KUHLES
JEFF & AMY ELDER KYRISH
BOONE LACKEY
STERLING & STEPHANIE LAGUARTA
MARK & TONI LAHAYE
ED & JENNIFER LAMPRECHT
HOLLIE JANKE LANDRITH
HOUSTON & PAIGE LANE
PATRICK LANE
MICHAEL & TERRY LYNN HUNT LANE
BILL & COLLEEN LANG
TREY & WENDY LARY
CAMM & LOUISE LARY
JV & SARAH LATTIMORE
JOE & RAMSEY LAWLESS
STEVEN & LAURA LE
AMY ANDERSON LECRONE
JARED & COURTNEY LEDET
AARON & STEPHANIE LEDYARD
BRYAN & DIANE LEE
GENTRY & AMY HUGHES LEE
JONATHAN LEE
PAUL LEE
RICHARD & TRACI LEE
ROBERT & JENNIFER CANTWELL LEEDY
STEPHANY LEGRAND
JOHN & NATALIE METZGER LESIKAR
DARCIE DOBBS LESTER
JORDAN & HELEN LEVIN
ERIC & MELISSA LEVINE
LISE LIDDELL
MARK & CARRIE LINDSEY
R.J. & HEATHER LINGLE
ERIC & MARIA LINK
KELLY BOWMAN LIPSCOMB
JORDAN ADAMS LISTON
YEN LIU
BLAKE & CHESLEIGH LLOYD
BRUCE & KAREN LOBDELL
KARL & SUSIE GIFFORD LOCKER

Continued from Page 26
SUSAN LOFQUIST
BEN & STEPHANIE LOGAN
VIRGINIA LOGAN
BRYAN LOMENICK
BRYAN & BLAIR RICHARDSON LOOCKE
BENTON & ASHLEE LOVE
MALIA DAVISON LOVE
ROSS “PISTOL” & CHRISTIAN MAJORS LOVE
JUSTIN LOWENFIELD
ANDREA LOWERY
BILL LOWRY
PHILIP LUCAS
RICHARD LUCAS
MICHAEL LUCKSINGER
KATE SEINSHEIMER LYKES
BRIAN & BRYAN LYNCH
ALLEN & CAROL LYONS
DAVID & MARGO MABERRY
MATT & KANDY MABERRY
MARK & KELLI MACATEE
WENDY MACKEY
EDWARD & ADRIANA MADDOX
MICHELLE HARVEY-MAHLO
WILL & LINDSEY CAVEN MAJORS
PHILLIP & ARWEN MALLET
KEITH & KARl MALLOY
BRUCE & JILL MANESS
WALKER MANGIN
JOHN MANNING
NICOLE MANNING
TOD & HEATHER MARBURGER
MADISON & ELIZABETH GREEHEY
MARCEAU
MARK & MELISSA BROWN MARGOLIN
CATHERINE HENNESSY MARKERT
DOUG & CATHERINE MOATES MARKLE
COLETTE TOUCHSTONE MARSHALL
BETSY MARSHALL
ROBERT & CHRISTINA MARSHALL
BRANT & NATALIE MARTIN
KATE MCGUIRE MARTIN
MART & COREY MARTINDALE
STEVEN & WENDY MARTINEZ
TODD & MEREDITH MASEL
LIZZIE WARE MASON
SAM & HADEEL MASSAED
RACHEL MEYER MAST
GEORGE & CATHERINE COLLINS
MASTERSON
ELLEN MATSON
MATT & CATHERINE ADAMS MATTHEWS
JOEY & KATIE ELEAZER MATTINGLY
KATHRYN MATTISON
KENNETH MAVERICK
DON & ANGIE WEST MAXFIELD
HENRY & JENNIFER MAY
LISA MCADAMS
CATHERINE BELL MCBRIDE
CELESTE WEARY McCARRON
ANDREA MCCAULEY
SIMON & JUDY DITTO MCCLOUD
JAMES & MARY ELIZABETH FEUILLE
McCOMAS
BRECK & KATHERINE MCDANIEL
MICHAEL & NATLIE McDONALD
ROBERT & BIBI MCDONALD
NEIL & KENDA MCDONNELL
JEFFREY & CARRIE GRAHAM MCDOWELL
JOHN & AMANDA McGEE
FRANK & LIZ ANN MCGEHEE
MIKE & DONNA MCGINNIS
SUZANNE MCGOWN
STEVE & NANCY MCGRADE
CHRIS & ELLEN BROWN MCKEOWN
ALAN & MELANIE McKNIGHT
MIKE & LORI McLAUGHLIN
ROBERT & LAURA MCMAHAN
SUE CRAFT MCMAHAN
STEPHANIE CREWS MCNELIS
RUSSELL McNUTT
BRAD & ANNA MCPHAIL
RYAN MUSTIAN MCQUEENEY
HUNTER MCWILLIAMS
E. LEE JAHNCKE MEAD
CAROLINE SIDEMAN MEADOR
LUIS & JAIME MEDINA
LORIE MEDLENKA
CHRISTOPHER & WENDY MEHLING
JILL HOLUP & TOD MEINKE
NEAL & AMBER AUTREY MEINZER
JASON & DAWN MELEAR
JD & KATE MELER
SHANE & LAURA RUCKER METCALF
JENNIFER METZ
ANNA MEYERSON
BRAD & DEBBIE MILES
JANICE MILES
CAMERON & MARJOLAINE MILLER
JACKIE MILLER
MARY CATHERINE MILLER .
MICHAEL & LINDSEY MILLER
RYAN & KINDRA HYER MILLER
SCOTT & ANDREA MILLER
SHIRLEY MILLER
BRANDON & DANIELLE MITCHELL
LEE MITCHELL & AUDREY DROUGHT
SCOTT & MARGARET MITCHELL
AMANDA NESSER MOELLER
JERRY MOHN
MARK & KATHERINE MONROE
MINDY MONTFORD
DAN MONTGOMERY
WILLIAM MONTGOMERY
SUSIE MOODY
WALKER MOODY

ANDREW & JENNY MOORE
BART & JULIE MOORE
BRANDON & MICHELLE MOORE
DAN MOORE
EMILY MOORE
MICHAEL & ELEANOR MOORE
RICHARD & STEPHANIE MOORE
KAREN MOORE
TRACE & JESSICA MORRILL
BRANDON & SHAINE MORRIS
HILL & LEE MORRISON
EVAN MORRISON
AMY-BETH MORRISON
BILL MORRISS
RYAN & REBECCA MORSE
CHRISTINA MORSE
JOHN & SHANNON HARKINS MORTON
AARON & LAUREN MOSES
BOBBY & ERIN SELKE MOSES
ANNA HEAD MOSS
RYAN & SYDNI MOSSMAN
WILL & CARRIE MURCHISON
MATTHEW & SUSANNA HANCOCK MURRAY
MARY CAROLINE MURTAUGH
SHELBY MYATT
B.J. & DARCY DOLD MYERS
BLAKE & CHRISTEN BRINGHURST MYERS
THERESA MYERS
ROBERT & ANGEL MYERS
LAURA NAPIER
ZAC & BRITTANY NEELY
BRANDON & LINDSAY FREDRICKSON NEFF
MEREDITH MILES NEILL
JOEL & BEGGS BEVAN NELAND
BRANDON & DEENA NELMS
ANDREW & ANGIE NELSON
BRIAN & TRICIA NELSON
JOHN & KATY KRIPS NELSON
MILAM & TORY NEWBY
LESLIE NEWCOMER
DAVID & SHAYNE NEWELL
HAILEY IRONS NEWLIN
TATE & LIBBY KINGMAN NICHOLS
KENT & STEFANIE SHANNON NIELSON
ERIK & CAROLINA NISIMBLAT
GIANCARLO & JENNIFER NISIMBLAT
CAMILLE COX NIX
LEE & KRISTEN CLARK NIX
TIM & GEMMA NOLAN
ROBBY & FARR NOLEN
KEATS & MALAISE MURPHY NORFLEET
MICHELLE ALLEN NORMAN
MONIQUE NORMAN
BOBBY & JJ GOLDTHWAITE NORRIS
PAUL & CECILIA NORWOOD
MITCH & KRISTIN MCNEAL NYVEEN
COURTNEY O’DANIEL
SHAWN & LYRIA O’BRIEN
KIRK & KASEY ODEN
BENJAMIN & JENNIFER BERG OGILVIE
MIKE & KRISTI OLDHAM
STEVE & KITTY OLDHAM
CRAIG OLIVER
ROSS OLIVER
ERIC & ALLISON HAZLEWOOD OLSON
EDWARD & KRISTA O’MALLEY
KERRY POTTS O’MALLEY
MEGAN O’MALLEY
KRISTEN WAGNER O’PRY
CHRIS &SUNNY COODY ORR
KERI ORRELL
TRAVIS & LACIE PRYOR ORSAK
DAVID & TENNIE CLINE OTT
TRAVIS OVERALL
SHANI NORTHCUTT PADGETT
MARK PADON
DAVID & SHEILA PAGE
JAMES PAGE & ALY SMITH
LEESY PALMER
HEATHER PARKHURST
CATHERINE PARKS
SCOTT PARKS
KIP & KATHY PARSONS
MANISH & INA PATEL
AMY PATTERSON
TOM & KATHY PATTILLO
DAVID & AMANDA PATTY
RYAN & WHITNEY WILT PAULOWSKY
MARY PAWELEK
MIKE & AIMEE PEAY
CROSBY & HILLARY MCDONALD PECK
JOHN & ELIZABETH PENCE
JOHN & SANDY PERKINS
SARAH PERRY
JENNIFER ZACEK PESEK
EMILY PETER
SALLY GRAHAM PETERSON
STEPHEN & ANDRESS BECK PETTIBONE
SHARON PFAFF
BRIAN & ALLISON WILLIAMS PIATAK
MICHAEL & GEORGIA ELLIS PIAZZA
KIM PICKARTS
BRYAN & JENNIFER BOSWELL PICKENS
LAUREN RIESTER PINCHBECK
JORDAN & AMY PINCU
JANE QUENTAN PIPER
SAM PITTS
LEWIS & SUZY POLLOK
RICHARD & SHANNON POUNDS
JOHN & WENDY PRESSON
COREY & AMY PRESTIDGE
SISSY PRESTON
ANDREW & JULIE PRICE
CHAD & JENNIFER PRICE
DERRICK & LAUREN STRICKLAND PRICE

MICHAEL PRINCE
THOMAS & CECE PRUDHOMME
JEREMY & RENEE PRUNS
MARY CLARE PUGH
JESSICA BATEMAN PULLIAM
KELLY PULS
BUCK PURSELLEY
ASHLEY COTTEN PUTMAN
ROBYN WRIGHT QUINLIN
SUZANNE MAUZE QUINN
MOLLY QUIRK
STEPHANIE SIMMONS RAINOSEK
TODD & JENNIFER RAMBERG
MELISSA CLANN RAMIREZ
CLINT & JESSICA CONNELLY RANCHER
DAVID & LEIGH ANN PYEATT RANSLEM
SARAH SPEEG RASCO
SHANNON RATCLIFF
BLAKE & JAMIE RATLIFF
MATT & EVIE RAWLINSON
JOHN & LANE SCHWEITZER RAY
JOHN REARDON
ALEX REEB
KELLY FORD REESE
BETH DELANEY REID
AUSTIN REILLY
JOHN REILLY
PHILIP & DONNA REILLY
REBECCA REILLY
TODD & BRANDY REIMERS
STUART & TRICIA RENCH
CHRISTI HARRISON REYNOLDS
DAN & JULIE GIDDENS RHODES
RACHEL JACKSON RIBBECK
TUCKER RICE
ALAN & SARAH SCHMA RICH
BEN & LEIGH CHAMBERS RICHARDS
MARK & INGRID RICHARDS
KELLY PERKINS RIGAS
JACK RIGGS
JENNIFER MARTIN RILEY
MONA RIO
CHRISTOPHER RIPLEY
ERIC & CALLIE SHARKEY RITTER
CHIP & REAGAN LUCAS RIVES
SHAWN & PHEBE ELLIS ROACH
BILLY & KAREN ROBBINS
ANDREW & HEATHER HAWN ROBERTS
JIM ROBERTSON & LAUREN ROSS
ROBBY & DEIDRA ROBERTSON
AMBER HIGHTOWER ROBERTSON
WILL & COCO ROBERTSON
ALEC & KENDALL ARMSTRONG ROBINSON
GEORGE & CEECY ROBINSON
TRACEY ROGAN
PHAEDRA ROGERS
FRANCES EVANS ROGERS
ROBERT & ELIZABETH ROGERS
MATT ROLAND
CHRIS & CESELEY ROLLINS
JOE ROLLINS
RICHARD RORSCHACH
LUlS & MEGAN FOSTER ROSAS
COLLIN & LEXIE ROSE
LINCOLN ROSE
JENNY KOSTOHRYZ ROSELL
TAYLOR & CAMILLE PARKER ROSS
WALKER & JENNIFER ROYALL
LOGAN & ANNIE MCLAUGHLIN RUBALCAVA
TYLER & AMY BOYD RUDD
TRISH RUDDER
JEFFREY & ASHLEY BRYAN RUGGLES
DUANE & KELLEY RUSTEN
ALEX RYERSON
ROB & ADRIAN KLEBERG SABOM
MICHAEL & LEAH SALEM
ROBERT & LEILA SALMONS
STUART & KELLY SAMPLEY
BILL & KIM SANCHEZ
MARY ELIZABETH WISE SAND
SCOTT SANDERS
KRISTIN SARGENT
JAY & KATIE SARTAIN
BLAKE SAYERS
JAMES SAYERS
AARON & REAGAN BOICE SCHAEFER
MADDIE SCHAFFER
MATT & JEAN SCHENDLE
MICHAEL & TRISHA SCHILDKNECHT
SCOTT & MELANIE SCHOENVOGEL
PAM SCHROEDER
KYLE & KIM SCHUENEMANN
WILL SCHUHMACHER
ERIC & MEREDITH SCHULTENOVER
LACY HAWN SCHULTZ
DANIEL & ROBYN WORNALL SCHWARZ
CHUCK & CHRIS SCOTT
CLINT & BECKY SCOTT
FIELD & LYLE FOSTER SCOVELL
ELIZABETH SCRIVNER
STEVE & MARTY SEALE
PAULA SEAPAN
G. KELLY & LISA SECHLER
JEFF & MELISSA SEELY
MATT & HEIDI SEINSHEIMER
MIKE & KATHRYN SELBY
LANE & KELLI SELIGER
MARlSA GIBSON SELKIRK
TAYLOR & JENNIFER SELL
DAVID & SUSAN SELLERS
TOM & ARAMINTA SELLERS
BEN & CHRYL RAY SELMAN
FORREST TYSON & AMANDA SELMAN
ANDREW & SARAH TISDALE SEMER
KATIE REESE SEMPLE

KOUSHIK & JENNIFER THOMSON SEN
PHILLIP SENTENEY & LUCY GUSTAVUS
EMILY PLANT SEWELL
AASHISH SHAH & ROSEANN ROGERS
JAMES & HEATHER SHARP
MIKE & NANCY JAMES SHAW
MARK & KERRIE KAUSS SHEEDY
JEFF & MICHOU TRAN SHELL
LUCAS & COURTNEY HOLLAND SHELTON
BOB & ANNE SHEPARD
JENNIFER SHEPHERD
KEVIN & TRACY SHERIDAN
WHITNEY & NICOLE MCINTYRE SHINE
NICOLE TSOURMAS SHOBERG
ANN WOOD SHOOK
LUCY ANDERSON SHORE
LACHELLE SHORT
EDWARD & MARTHA SHRADER
MATTHEW & MARY CAROLINE CRUSE
SHREVES
PAUL & STEPHANIE JONES SHROPSHIRE
KELLEY SHUFORD
AUSTIN MCNEEL SIEGEL
POLLY SIMPKINS
BO & ASHLEY HOLMAN SIMPSON
TODD & KRISTA SINEX
BRIAN & SAVANNAH WARE SINGLETON
JAMES & MEGAN SINK
SCOTT SIPPEL
STUART & JENNIFER SLIVA
DAN & CYNTHIA SMITH
LIL SMITH
KENT & STEPHANIE MAYHALL SMITH
MARK & DENISE SMITH
PRESTON & BETTY BROWNING SMITH
BEA WALTERS SMITH
KEELY SMITH
SHELDON & LAURA SMITH
STEVE & BLANCHE SMITH
ZACHARY & LAUREN SMITH
NED & RENEE SNYDER
MARCUS SOPER
MARK & MARSHA SOPER
MARSHALL SOPER
MICHAEL & ANDREA SOPER
AMY SPEARS
TYLER & MEREDITH KLIEWER SPEARS
MARK & LISA SPEDALE
JOHN & SARA SOUERBRY SPEER
DREW & ELIZABETH THAYER SPEICHER
MEREDITH ALLDAY SPENCE
LISA SPIELHAGEN
LISA SPRAGGINS
DAVID & ELAINE SRNKA
JASON & CELINA QUIROS STABELL
TRENT & PAIGE STAGGS
BILL & ANA STAPLETON
SAM & DEANNA STARLING
CHRISTIAN STEPHANOW
NICHOLAS STEPHENS
DAVID & LINDSAY STEPHENSON
MINDY STEPHENSON
SHANE & ANNA STIDHAM
LESTER STILES
JAMES & MEGAN STOFFER
LOGAN & ASHLEY BROWN STOKES
CLAIR STOREY
SCOTT & COURTNEY NENTWICH STORMENT
COLE & ASHLEY BAXTER STOUT
MARK & ANDREA MOORE STOVER
KATHERINE WILLIAMSON STRANGE
ELIZABETH SMITH STRATEMANN
KAI & SHELBY STRATMANN
ROBERT & DARLENE STREPHANS
MATT & CHRISTI STROCK
CHUCK & JENNIFER STROUD
JARED STUART
CATHERINE DAVIS SULLIVAN
TODD SULLIVAN
WILLIAM SULLIVAN
COURTNEY MARINIS SWANSON
ERIC & KARA SWANSON
TRICIA SULLIVAN SWEN
ALLISON BALL SWOPE
DIRK & MARY ELIZABETH DANIEL
SYLVESTER
SONJA TALBOT
ERIC & ELIZABETH DUNN TALLEY
MIKE & MELISSA TAPP
COURTNEY TARDY
STEPHEN & MARISSA TARLETON
BRAD & APRIL ELLISON TATE
RONNIE & EVA TAVAREZ
LOGAN TAYLOR
GRANT & HALEY TEEGARDEN
FABIAN & MICHELLE TEIXEIRA
MIKE TELLE
MASON TENERY
VAN & MARGARET ANN BROWN TETTLETON
SCOTT & TASHI THEISMAN
TYLER THIRY
KIRSTAN SCOTT THOMAS
RYAN & LINDSAY THOMAS
JAMES & CAMI THOMPSON
MARK THOMPSON
THOMAS & TIIA THOMPSON
SETH & JO TIBBETTS
CHRISTOPHER & RACHAEL TICE
BARTH & MARIE TIMMERMANN
LOU ANN TIMMRECK
SCOTT TINDALL
QUATRO TIPS
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Our Dues Paying CLASP Members . .We THANK YOU So Very Much!!
HERE ARE OUR HEROES . . .
Our 2018 dues paying CLASP (Camp
Longhorn Alumni and Special Parents)
members . . too late to make the last
LUMNews! Also included are our wonderful Lifetime Members and they will
be included in all “dues paying lists” in
all future newspapers! YOU’ALL ARE
OUR HEROES AND WE THANK YOU
AGAIN!
WILL & MIKELL MILES ABNEY
MICHAEL & ALISA ABSMEIER
KURT & VERONICA ADAMS
SCOTT ADAMS
WILSON ADAMS & ALISHA MEHTA
VON ADAY
DAVID & SHARON VOLTZ ADELMAN
CULLEN & LEXIE ELDER ADERHOLD
JACK & DIANNE ADLETA
AMY AFTERGUT
TROY AIKMAN
JEHAN & LINDSAY SELKE AKHTAR
RYAN ALBERT
WILSON ALBRIGHT
MARC & AMBER ALCEDO
JONATHAN & LISA ALDEN
STEVEN & CAROLINE MCGAUGHY
ALEXANDER
JEFF & KELLY ALFORD
BRYCE & CASSANDRA ALLEN
DARYL & ELIZABETH ALLEN
KENDALL & KRISTIE ALLEN
ADAM & LAUREN CARRIGAN ALLEN
BRIAN ALLISON
BRYAN & JILL STEPHENSON ALLISON
RACHEL KING ALLRED
LISA ALMGREN
DWIGHT & MELISSA ALWORTH
GARETTE AMIS & AVERY MCDANIEL
BRIAN & AMY AMSDEN
PAUL AMUNDSEN
MITZI ANDERSON
DAVID & ELIZABETH ANDERSON
RYAN & KELLY MAJORS ANDERSON
JERRY & AUDREY ANDREWS
HOPE ANTHONY
JOHN ANTHONY
ERIC APPELT
CODY & BROOKE ARMBRISTER
TRACY ARMSTRONG
THAD ARMSTRONG
CLARK & GENEVIEVE KIMMEL ARNOLD
MARK & MARJORIE ARONOWITZ
WINN & SARA ATKINS
GREG & KATIE AVE
DAVID & ALLISON ARMSTRONG AYERS
BERKLEE BEAKLEY BAAY
BRIAN & CATHERINE HUTSON BACHARACH
LIZZIE WAGNER BAILEY
MEGAN BAILEY
DARRELL & JENNY ROGERS BAIRD
DOUGLAS BAKER
JOHN BAKER
TOM & FELICIA GARCIA BALDWIN
DAVID & ELLIE BALE
TOMAS BALL
JOHN (JACK) BALLANTYNE
KATHERINE MCCORD BALLARD
THOMAS “MATT” BANDY
SHANNON & DIANNE BANGLE
TONY BARNARD
KELLY & CAMILLE CAIN BARNES
MARK BARNETT
GARY & ELIZABETH BARRETT
AMANDA BARRINGER
CAITLIN BARRINGER
CELESTE CASON BARRINGER
DAVID & KATIE BARTLEY
TARA BARTON
MICHELLE WHEELIS BASDEN
CHRIS & CAMILLA BASSE
E. A. BASSE III
PAUL & STEPHANIE BASSMAN
EMMY BATEMAN
TRIP & MELANIE WILSON BATES
BRETT & TAYLOR BAUCUM
GENTRY & KATHRYN BEACH
KRISTEN COX BECKMAN
MEDORA DOHERTY BEECHERL
JP & MAGGIE HADDAD BEITLER
JOSH BELL
BRIAN & KARA BELL
CHRIS & CHRISTINA BELL
JOHN & NIKKI BELL
KEVIN & KELLY SPICER BENNETT
CAROLINE BENNITT & JOSH LONG
STACY BENTON
BEN & SARAH BAILEY BENZAQUEN
JOHN & KRISTEN SULLIVAN BERGER
ADITYA & LIBBY MORGAN BERI
SARAH LEHMANN BERRY
MATT & TRACIE BETTIN
BRANDON & ALLISON TISDALE
BEVERSDORF
JAMES & ELIZABETH BIELAMOWICZ
JOHN & MOLLY HAMMON BIELAMOWICZ
GEORGE & LINDSAY ALLEN BILLINGSLEY
CATHERINE OLSON BISHOP
RICHARD & GRETCHEN BJERKE
JOHN & LOU BLACK
KELLY FURR BLACK
WILL & ADRIA BLACK

DAVID & ELIZABETH HENNESSEY
BLACKBIRD
DAN & SALLY NORWOOD BLECHER
MIKE & SHANNON BLOESCH
JIMMY & ERIKA TEIXEIRA BOLLER
DONALD & AIMEE BOLTON
DAVID & MISSY. HAHN BOONE
KATE KENNEDY BORDERS
CASEY & TEBBIE BORGERS
LOUIS-PHILIPPE & MADELYN MAURITZ
BOSSE’
VIRGINIA BOSWELL
DEE BOWEN
MEGHAN ROBERTSON BOWEN
NANCY BOWERMASTER
IRA & LACI BOWMAN
ANDREW & KIMBERLY BOYD
AMY PETERSON BRACKIN
WILLIAM BRACKMEYER
MELISSA TYROCH BRAGG
JENNY BRANSON
K.C. BRASHEAR
SHARON KENNEDY BRAY
LAUREN THOMAS BREDTHAUER
JOEY & CONNELLY WILLIAMS BREELAND
SBANNON BREITENSTEIN
DAWSON & BROOKE BREMER
BRIAN BRENDEL
MICHAEL BRENNAN
CAROL BRINGHURST
KRISTIN BUCK BROCKETT£
CHRISTIAN & JENNIFER BROOKS
ADAM & AMY BROWN
ANDREW & JENNIFER BROWN
BARRY & JENNIFER BROWN
CLAY & HEATHER BROWN
JIM & LAURA GOSE BROWN
TURNER & ANNE BROWN
BART & JENI BROZ
JOHN & BET BORCHERS BRUNS
MARK & ANNE BUCHANAN
JOE & LIZZIE WEEKS BUMPAS
JOHN & SHELLY BUNDY
LAUREN TAYLOR BURCH
CHARLES & COURTNEY BURGER
GARY & COURTNEY BURK
JIM BURKE
JOHN & STACY GEORGE BURNS
HOLDEN & SHANA BURROW
DENNIS & CHERYL BUTLER
JOANNA HUNDLEY BUTLER
ERIN HEDERHORST BYERS
JONATHAN & MELISSA BYERS
WILL & LAUREN AVERETT BYERS
KELLI STILLEY-DAVEY CALDERWOOD
JOHN & JANIS REEDER CALK
KYLIE GEORGE CALVERT
BRANDON & ALY CALVO
RON-ALYSE RAMSEY CAMMERER
DANIEL & ELLEN BROWN CAMPBELL
ROBYN LEE CANTERBURY
KEVIN & CAROL CAPITANI
HEATHER SWEENEY CARAYANIS & DAVE
EDWARDS
BRANDY CARLL
CATHERINE ARNOLD CAROTHERS
HALEY CARPENTER
LYLES CARTER
SCOTT & JANUARY CARTER
JOSH & KATHRYN PETERSON CARTWRIGHT
JOY BUTLER CASHION
PABLO & BONNIE SCHATZ CASSEB
BARRON & MICHELE SACCO CASTEEL
ANDREA HOLT CATANIA
ROBERT & ASHLEY AVREA CATHEY
BLAKE CECIL
BOB & SANDRA CECIL
MICHAEL & ALLISON CENTER
RUSSELL CERDA
MARGARET CERVIN
TREY CHAMBERS
BETH FEINBERG CHARLEY
COBY & JULIE CHASE
RICK CHEATHAM
LEE & DIANA CHENOWETH
LESLEY COTTEN CHILDRESS
STEVE CHISCANO
COURTNEY RUMAN CHISHOLM
KELLEY CHISHOLM
EVANS PIPKIN CHRIST
BUD & KATHY CHRISTY
KENT CHURCHILL
ANDREW & KELLY CLARK
JULIE CLARK
JINNY CLARK
DANNY & ELIZABETH CLARKE
CATHERINE RANCK CLAY
REBECCA CLAYTON
FLO CLEMONS
ELIZABETH LANDGRAF CLIBURN
EMILY CLIFTON
CHARLOTTE CLINTON
KATHRYN WOOD COCHRAN
TODD & MARTHA COERVER
MICHAEL & KATALINA COHEN
CAROLINE COLBERT
ANN PATTERSON COLEMAN
JESSICA MILLER COLLIN
DAN & MELODY COLLINS
ILYAS & ELIZABETH ABRAHAM
COLOMBOWALA
WILKIE & CAMERON COOK COLYER
GREGORY & LORIN COMBS
CECILY TIDWELL COMPTON

BRENT & HAYLEY CONGER
DAYTON & JULIE HARP CONKLIN
HILLARY CONREY
JASON & HEATHER HANKAMER CONSOLI
CHARLES & MERIDITH CONSTANT
RICHARD & KAREN CONTICELLO
MICHAEL CONWAY
CHRIS & SUSAN MACK COOPER
CLAY COOPER
DAMIE COOPER
NINO & SHANNON SCHILDKNECHT
CORBETT
BRIAN & BRETTE CORDER
MARY HELEN MCELRATH CORNELIUS
JAY & SUSANA CORTEZ
CHRIS & WHITNEY COTTEN
CHAD & EMILY MITCHELL COVEY
CHRIS COZBY
DREW & BETH BRIDGES COZBY
WILSON & DARLENE COZBY
ERICA CHANIN COZEWITH
MICHAEL & ANGELA CRAIG
VALERIE CRAMER
JONATHAN & KELCY PULS CRANFORD
HUNTER CRAWFORD
JASON & PAM CREEL
RYAN & MELANIE CRISWELL
ERIN MCBRIDE CROCKER
BRIAN & MAGGIE CROMEENS
CLARK CROSNOE
ROB CROSNOE
FLORA ROBINSON CROSSWELL
JENNIFER GERMANY CROSWELL
CHRISTOPHER & BRITTANY HARROD CROW
JIM CROWE & POLINA KYRIAKIDES
WALKER & JENNIFER CROWSON
SAM & ASHLEY LAHOURCADE CRUSE
MIKE & ANNE PEEL CUCCIA
JAMES & LAURA CUNDIFF
BO & SARAH STREET CURD
MANCE & AMANDA CUTBIRTH
ADRIENNE CUTTER
RAYMOND DAMICONE
WILTON DANIEL
LAURIE DARLAK
WAYNE DARNER
LUDOVIC & ANGIE COOPER DARRICAU
DA VlD & MARCY MCKNIGHT DARSEY
DONNA DAVIS DAVIS
DONALD B. & TOMMYE LOU DAVIS
CHERYL BABIN DAVIS
MEREDITH DAVIS
DENVER DAVISON
HARRY & TIFFANY DAVROS
JARED & LYNSEY DAY
ELAINE DAY
SHANNON DE LEON
DON & CAROL DEAN
KENNETH & JENNIFER DEBOW
CAROLINE BAIRD DECHERD
JOSHUA & ALLISON MARTIN DECKER
MATTHEW & MEGAN WALL DEEN
TOM & STEPHANIE HAZELWOOD DEES
ANN-MARIE DEETS
JASON & NICOLE DELlMITROS
MATT & DANA DELORENZO
MARCIE DEMOSS
LANCE & ROBIN DEUTSCH
RUSSELL DEUTSCH
BRAD DEVAULT
JAY & CARALINE JOHNSON DEWALD
EDWARD DEWEES
PETER & CAROLINE DEWITT
QUINTON & BECCA UNDERWOOD
DICKERSON
MATTHEW & JENNIFER WALLIS DICKSON
KYLE & SUSAN DICKSON
JEFF & MAGGIE DIETERT
BILL & ELIZABETH BUCHANAN DIETZ
KAREN WORTHEN DIXON
RUSSELL & TINA DOBIE
BRADLEY & MISTY DOLLAR
BAKER DONNELLY
JOHN & KATE IRONS DORFF
CAROLYN WOLFF DORROS
LAINE DOUCET
ASHLEY DOUGHERTY
DAIN & SHANNON DRAKE
JOCELYN DRAPER
JON DRISCOLL
TRACY PROLER DRURY
MATT & KATE DRURY
CLARE OLIVER DUFFIN
MATTIE DUKES
JARED & DANIELLE DUNAHOE
JUSTIN DUNLAP
JULIE DUNN
ALEXANDER & ELIZABETH WILLIAMS
DWYER
TEDDY & LAURIE NIX DYKOSKI
COREY & ANN CATHERINE CAMPBELL
EASTERLING
RUSTY & CARLY EVANS EDGAR
CORI EDWARDS & KELLY HAMER
JEFFREY EDWARDS
JOHN & SARAH HARDY EGERMAN
CINDY LILLARD EICHLER
TODD & SABRINA ELIAS
MICHAEL & STACY ELLINGTON
FLORY ELLIS
TREY & L YNNETTE EMBREY
SCOTT & ERICA ERICKSON
TODD & AMY ERSKINE
ANTHONY & CLAIRE ESCAMILLA

DOMINICK & LAURIE TODD ESPOSITO
MARK & CAROLINE LEMON ESTES
COOPER ETHERIDGE
NANCY DENMAN ETHERIDGE
GENNA WISE EVANS
GREG & STEPHANIE FRIEDMAN EVANS
JASON & JULIANNE EVANS
JIMMY & JENNI EVANS
FRANK & MARY- PATT MOFFITT EVEREST
MATTHEW & MOLLIE REARDON EWING
CHRISTINA RlNKEN-FABIANICH
ANDREA WEINERT FALKIN
TYLER & MEGAN MCCREARY FARRIS
CRAIG & KIRSTIN FEAZEL
CHRIS & MICHELLE FELCH
KRISTIE FELTON
CLIFTON & MELISSA FENDLEY
PETER & LAURA MARTIN FENELON
MOLLY RENTZ FERGUSON
ROM & MEG FERRERO
JULIAN FERTITTA, III
BYRON & BETTY (BOO) FLOURNOY FIELDS
JONATHAN FILGO
MELISSA FINCH
JENNIFER FINCH & HANK FUSELIER
JO ANNA FINKELSTEIN
JEFF & HEATHER FISH
CLAY & CARRIE HARP FISHER
DECLAN FITZSIMONS
CHRIS & CHRISTINE WARD FLANAGAN
CLARE & JOSIE MEADOR FLESHER
TJ & NICOLE FLOWERS
MICHAEL FLOYD
BESS JONES FONTES & MICHAEL
GROBMYER
BENJAMIN FOO
STUART & MADISON FORD
ELLEN HENDRIX FORD
HUGH & STEPHANIE FORQUE
MICHAEL & LINDSEY STEWART FORREST
CHAD & SUZIE KERR FORSBERG
QUINT & MINDY KINSLER FOSTER
STACEY FOSTER
STEPHANIE FOSTER & RICHARD GILBERT
JUSTEN & KIMBERLY FOWLKES
CARTER FRANCE
HANNAH FRANCIS
BRIAN & KRISTIN STEWART FRANK
DUNCAN & ELLEN FRASER
TIM & HEIDI FREDERICK
ANGIE FREDERICKSON
MARTHA FRY
CHRISTAN RICHARDSON FUQUA
BOB GABRIEL
ERIC & DEBBI GADIN
SCOTT & WENDY GAERTNER
CHRISTOPHER & KERRY GAIN
WILL & ELIZABETH GAINER
TRAVIS & HADLEY HAMMONS GALT
CHRIS GAMEL
BRYAN & KAREN GANTT
JAY & AMY GANTT
MELANIE GANTT & JULIAN RIVERA
ALAN & MEREDITH HULSEY GARCIA
AMANDA HEALY GARCIA
SALLY CARAWAY GARDNER
MICHAEL & HOLLY GARDNER
BOBBY GARDNER
RUTHIE NETTLE GARRETT
JIM & SHANNON GATLIN
KELLEY KIEL GEISS
PAUL & WENDY GENENDER
JOHN & LAURA GENUNG
GREG & COURTNEY BANKLER
GERSTENHABER
BENJAMIN & MICHELLE GIARDINA
CARL GIESLER
VICTOR & CRISTINA GIL
MERIDETH WASHAM GILBERT
POWELL & SARAH GILLIAM
RYAN & DONNA GILLIAM .
PHARIS & JENNIFER GODFREY
ATWELL & LESA GOINS
TRAVIS & CHEYNE DOBBS GOLDAMMER
JAMES & SUSAN GONZALES
JASON & MICHELLE SULLIVAN GOOCH
REBECCA WHITE GOODMAN
KATIE BRACKIN GOODSELL
JIM & CARRIE GOOLSBY
KEVIN & AMY GORDON
RICHARD & JANICE GORMAN
JIM & CHRISSY GOSSETT
STEPHEN & CATHERINE GOSSETT
JASON & LESLIE LEAVELL GOTH
JOE GOULD
TYLER & JESSICA GOULET
PEGGY GRAHAM & BILL HOERMANN
STEPHEN GRANT
CAMERON & AMANDA GRAY
GARY & DONNA ROGERS GRAY
KRISTIN GRAY
JEFF & MEME HOLLAND GREATHOUSE
CHARLES & SARAH GREEN
THOMAS & CARRIE KOPPLOW GREEN
HANNAH GREENBERG
MATT & ELIZABETH GREENFIELD
PETE & ROBIN GREENHAW
BILL & ANN MURCHISON GREENHILL
CHAD & KARl CLARK GREENWAY
THOMAS GREGORSKI & PATRICIA LEWIS
ERICH & SHANNON GRETHEL
JOHN & CAROLYN GRIGGS
STEPHEN GRINNAN
SHAWN & KATE GROSS

SCOTT GROSSMAN
MARY MARGARET ADAMS GROVES
TODD & SHELLY GROVES
SALLIE GUERINO
MONTY GUIDRY
BRENT & SHANNON GULBAS
GREGORY & LEEANN GULLETT
ASHLEY DRAEHN GUMBERT
BART & STACY WINETROUB GUNKEL
JAMES & LAURA GUNN
JAY & KIM GURRY
DANNY & STEPHANIE GURWITZ
AMY GUSEMAN & GREG WILKINS
ALBERT GUTIERREZ
RUDY & COLLEEN HADDAD
JEREMY & JULIE BLACK HAGEN
MARCY DAVENPORT HAGGAR
HOLDEN & HAYLEY HAGGERTON
ELIZABETH SNYDER HALE
KRISTI HOLLOWAY HALL
PHILLIP & LACY SMITH HALL
PARKER & KELLY HALLMARK
WHILDEN & SHELBY HALVERSON
JOSH & DIANE HAM
MATT & PAIGE HAMMIT
EMILY ALVARADO HAMMOND
LAUREN HAMMONDS
SHEA HAMRICK
RICCI NELSON & FAISAL HANAFI
JIM & GINI HAND
ROBERT & MARY ELIZABETH HAND
CHRIS & CATHERINE BATTLE HANSLIK
BUBBA & JENNIFER HARKINS
GEORGIA ALEXANDER HARMON
JESSICA HARRIS
MARK & KAY CHRISTY HARRIS
TOM & NANCY BROWN HARRISON
MARGO THORNTON HARROD
LAURA COX HARVEY
EDEE PENNAL HARVEY & JIM ELSKES
JASON & SHANNON ELLIOTT HARVEY
BILLY & CARLA HATLER
WILL & SUSAN SEBESTA HAUSSER
MERIDITH PATTERSON HAYES
ROBERT & BRENNA HEAD
BRIDGET HEARN
CHRIS & EMILY HEBERT
KRISTIN HECKER
WILL & CASEY WILLIAMS HEDGES
SAM & EMILY BURDICK HEIDE
KEVIN & JAIME HEIDEINREICH TOUSSAINT
ALISON HEINEMAN
ERICH & SANDRA HEINOLD
JULIA GARRETT HEINRICHS
KRISTOPHER & ALISON HEINZMAN
JUSTIN & TRACY STIDHAM HELMS
BOBBY & LESLEY HEMPFLING
TY HEMPHILL
BRANDON & FLO SEAL HENDERSON
SUSIE STEVENS HENDERSON
CLINT & TRISH HENNESSEY
PETER HENNESSEY IV
NATALIE DE LA GIRAUDIERE & PETER
HENRIKSON
ANN MONTGOMERY HENSON
TIFFANY HERLETH
CHARLIE & LIZZIE CLARKE HERMES
LYNSEY FARRELL HERNANDEZ
EDWARD & KAY BEECHERL HERRING
SAVANNAH HERRINGTON & CODY HOPKINS
BLAINEY MAGUIRE HESS
HAROLD HIGH
DAVID & CAREY WATSON HILDEBRAND
NEIMAN TALBOT HILL
MARTHA THEDFORD HILL
SEAN & RAE ANN HILL
HANK & KARA HILLIARD
KEN & KATHY STOWE HINES
AMY THORNTON HINSON
JIMMY & WHITNEY WOOTEN HINTON
DIANNA PERKINS HOCHKOEPPLER
JACQUES & CARRIE HODGES
JASON & TARA HOELSCHER
JACK & DIANA HOLFORD
CHRIS & JENNIFER SNIDER HOLLAND
TOM HOLLEMAN & KELLI WALSH
SIMS HOLLIDAY
KATY HOPKINS HOLMES
JULIE BOSWELL HOLMQUEST
STEPHEN & LAURA BLACK HOLT
DARYL HOOVER
RICK & KELLY HOPKINS
KEN & BEVIN HORNE
KEN & KIMBERLY HORNER
BROOKE HOLLIS HORTENSTINE
GRANT & MADELINE HORTENSTINE
SCOTT & DEBBIE HORTON
ALLEN & JILL HOSSLEY
DAVID & REBECCA HOUSTON
SARAH DALTON HOVINGA
LAURA HOWARD
STEPHEN & JAMIE WALTON HOWARD
ANNE HIGGINBOTHAM HOWARD
SANDY HOWARD
MATT HOWELL
MATT & TAMMA HOWELL
KATE STROUBE HROBSKY
SCOTT HUDSON
BURDETTE & MONICA DEANDA HUFFMAN
CINDY NASH HUGHES
DARENDA HUGULEY

See DUES, Page 27

ATTAWAYTOGO . . .

Ashley Balch MacKenna

Congratulations and a huge “Attawaytogo” to Ashley Balch MacKenna, CLASP honoree for the Fall of
2018!
Wow, where do we start? Ashley,
from day one brought that smile, personality, CLH spirit, fun, and love as
a camper in 1981 at Indian Springs,
3rd term. There were many great
families from Tulsa that she traveled
to camp with every year.
As a counselor, Ashley wore every hat you can imagine! Head counselor, division head, director, marina
general. In 1990 she was voted favorite counselor.
Ashley was awarded a music
scholarship to the University of Kansas where was also a Chi Omega.
That beautiful voice, which we always had to beg to hear, took her on
to work at the Theater Tulsa and also
Southern Methodist University.
Even during this time Ashley never let her ties with CLH go. Always
helping whenever and wherever she
could. Eventually she moved her
family to camp and became a fulltime employee and then Director of

the girl’s camp. Her camp career
spanned 33 years. Such a great example to all! Her leadership, toughness, compassion, positive attitude,
love and friendship affected every
camper and counselor.
Ashley also represented CLH
in a great way as an officer and the
President of the Camping Association for Mutual Progress for five
years.
In 2015 Ashley’s father became
ill and she moved her family home
to Tulsa. She was very close to
her father and devastated when he
passed away.
With camping still in her heart,
she was offered a managing director
position at Camp Aranzazu in Rockport, Texas. This amazing camp offers camping to kiddos with special
needs and is extremely successful
and even more so with Ashley at the
helm.
Ashley has three awesome almost grown up children, Elizabeth,
a freshman at Texas Tech; Mack,
a junior at Rockport High School

and Mary Kate, a sophomore also at
Rockport High.
All three started camp as Ponies
and a Rattlesnake. Elizabeth and
Mack are counselors and Mary Kate
will be a Chief.
Congratulations, Ashley from
ALL of us at camp. We are so very
proud and happy for you!
Can’t wait to celebrate with a tree
ceremony this summer!

2014 . . ASHLEY with children . . ELIZABETH (Lizzo), MARY KATE & MACK

ASHLEY BALCH - 1990
Favorite Counselor

ATTAWAYTOGO AWARDS IN PAST YEARS . . .
Twice each year we honor in our
LUMNews a person(s) for his/her
many contributions and wonderful
accomplishments through the years.
This person(s) has been a camper
and or a counselor or has a close personal relationship with Longhorn. In
our “eyes” this person is “top notch!”
Along with a special plaque on a special tree at Camp they also receive a
clock for their desk and an authentic
piece of the “blob” to remind them of
Camp Longhorn.
Many of our ATTAWAYTOGO
recipients .. PETER GARDERE,
EMORY BELLARD, BILL and
M.F. JOHNSON, RALPH “RED
DOG” JONES, KATHY McGONAGIL MORRIS, KAY BAILEY
HUTCHISON, KELLY HALE,
WALLY PRYOR, GARDNER “G.
P . “ PARKER, JIMMY REEDER, PHILIP & CLAUDIA CLINTON JONES, MARK ROSE, RICH
HULL, AMY SCOTT FORTENBERRY, JUDGE JOE GREENHILL,
FRANK & MARY PATT MOFFITT EVEREST, WILSON COZBY, KEVIN DUVALL, CHUCK
FRASER, JACK JACKSON, BOO
HAUSSER, GREG GLAUSER,
JEFF & MISSY McCRARY GRAY,
SANDY (SHARION) INNIS BOSTIC, BEN & CHRYL RAY SEL-

MAN, LORIE RUPE LORD,
JACK INGRAM, CLEM LOVE,
MALCOLM WADDELL, SARAH STREET ZIMMER, TRIGGER MILLER BUTLER, DON &
SUSAN WILHELMI, CHRISTOPHER CROW, AMY MORGAN
MILLS, CAROLYN BRITTON
ALLEN, PAUL LEE, RAUL &
ANTONIA VALLES, JENNIFER
RYAN BALL, PAM FRADY ALDEN, PRESTON BROWN, JOHN
MILLER, ROSA ONTIVEROS
SOLORZANO, APRIL RUSSELL
KUBIK, SCOTT & GINNY ELLIOTT WENGER, DON FROG
& MO THOMPSON JACKSON,
JULIE HARRIS KOCUREK, SAMANTHA HOLMAN and KATHRYN LIND ANDREWS, DOUG
WASSON and RAY and HELEN
FRADY.
We hope to see in the summers
to come GEORGE W.BUSH along

with our new recipients of this special award as they come to claim
their special “trees!”

HELEN

with all of the wonderful people and
minds that love Camp Longhorn,
we know we can, in the future, have
many more years of fun, fun, fun at
Inks Lake, Indian Springs and C3
mini-camps!
Our 12 great Campfire Lighters at the 2018 mini-camp at Inks
were .. PATRICK BOWEN, SCOTT
GAERTNER, WENDY GAERTNER, ELIZABETH GAINER,
CODY BROOKS JONES, YEN
LIU, JANICE MILES, COCO
ROBERTSON, ASHLEY BRYAN
RUGGLES, JEFFREY RUGGLES,
KRISTI SLIVA THIBAUT and
JOHN VILLARREAL.

1) Did you hear about the cross
eyed teacher?
2) What did the fast tomato say to
the slow tomato?

4) What do you call the feeling you
get when you finish your arithmetic
homework?
Answers Elsewhere

ASHLEY BALCH
Camper 1983 - Mustang Cabin

Continued from front

lIL’ MORON . . .

3) What did one arithmetic book
say to the other?

ASHLEY BALCH MACKENNA
Director 2014

GUESS WHO CAME FOR A VISIT! . . .
This is YEN LIU’s family! He was our famous photographer for years at
Indian Springs. We were lucky enough to have Campfire Lighter YEN as
a “camper” at this year’s mini-camp and this fall he stopped by with . . (l-r)
daughter AMBERLY (Sept. 2012), niece ANITA (Mar. 2015) and daughter
AMELIA (Mar. 2015) They loved looking around Inks Lake and we thank
them sooo much for coming by just to say “hi”!

The lucky camper to win the trip
back for two to another mini-camp
was LOGAN RUBALCAVA, many
years an Inks Lake camper and counselor from Midland. The Merit Store
donated some wonderful prizes for
the raffle and BARNEY and his fantastic staff did a super job of keeping
us happy with many of camp’s favorite foods.
Three special longtime campers,
counselors and CLASP Members
put on a wonderful campfire .. PETE
GREENHAW, RICHARD POUNDS
and JOHN WHITE. It was an original, well thought out and planned
campfire and we all enjoyed it. It’s
always great to know PAUL LEE
is coming to mini-camp and we can
enjoy his fun and funny original.
songs. BILL ROB showed some
TEX video’s which included “DR.
SCHWARTZ!” JOHN, PETE and
RICHARD ended the campfire with
a tribute to our friend, RAY FRADY
who passed away in February ‘18.
Another inspirational Church
Mountain was led by GARDNER
(G.P.) PARKER. Our song leaders
were AMANDA BARRIANGER,
CAITLIN BARRINGER, LIZZIE WEEKS BUMPAS, MOLLY
QUIRK and JOCELYN DRAPER
and accompanied by PUL LEE.
We thank BESS JONES FONTES,
BLAKE SAYERS, MICHAEL SOPER and MALCOLM WADDELL for
sharing their thoughts with us. We all
enjoyed the beautiful scenery from
The Mountain before saying SOLONG-HORN ...
If you are not already a member
of CLASP and would like to join or
you are a member and would like to

pay your dues, our Camp Carnivals
in Dec., Jan. and Feb., on-line on the
CLH website or sign-up sheet in this
newspaper are all easy ways to pay
your dues! Again, it’s a bargain .. $20
Married Couples and $15 Singles.
CLASP (Camp Longhorn Alumni
and Special Parents) is made up of
former campers and counselors who
are at least 23 years old and also any
parent(s) who have or have had children at camp for at least 2 years and
signed for a 3rd year! OUR CLASP
“YEAR” IS FROM SEPTEMBER
TO SEPTEMBER!
SEE YOU SOON AT A CLH
CARNIVAL! ATTAWAYTOGO!

We wish you a
Merry Christmas
We wish you a
Merry Christmas
We wish you a
Merry Christmas
And a
Happy New Year!
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There has always been a place, and it‛s Camp Longhorn
BY DON MAXFIELD
MAXFIELDS have been at Camp
longhorn continuously for 67 years.
I’m amazed when I think of that. As
a result, I have many, many memories of Camp, many of my own,
and many that my brother and sister
told to me as we were all campers
and counselors. These Camp Longhorn stories are continuously being
kept alive and relived by me, my
wife, ANGIE WEST MAXFIELD, a
camper and counselor of many years,
our son, ROB MAXFIELD, a CLH
camper, and many nieces, nephews,
grand nieces, grand nephews, and
most recently our grandson, ACE,
who just finished his second year at
camp.
BOB, my older brother, was
from the era of WILSON COSBY, PIERRE (PAT) DAVIS, DON
FROG JACKSON, JUMPIN’ JOE
BROWN, TOM ALLEN, GUICH
KOOCH and of course, the famous
UNCLE BEANSIE. My sister
JANIE, was_at Camp with TRIGGER MILLER, SUSIE MOODY,
MINDY MURPHY, the SKELLEYS, and so many more legends.
I am honored to include RED DOG,
WOODY THAMES, RABBIT
WHITTINGTON, JIMMY JOHNSON, JOHNNY TULL, TOMMY
TATE, “FRADY RAY,” and many
more of the infamous as my contemporaries.
Then there are stories from the
girls’ camp, which ANGIE fondly
remembers, shared with GEORGIA
PRIDDY, MISSY HAHN, KATHERING SKELLEY and HELEN
FRADY, who always knew a little
more than the girl counselors thought
they knew! Who can forget the Bluebonnet and the GA. There’s Verly
Bird, sailing to dinner on nights off,
Blackrock, finding out the truth why
JUMPIN’ JOE always wore dark
glasses, DON FROG trapped in the
underwater bus, the Gasper Goo, and
why the Rambler booth was a perilous obstacle at times.
The very first memory I have of
my time at Camp Longhorn began on
a rainy day in June 1957. I stepped
off the bus from Wichita Falls, and
was greeted by banshees screaming
my name. The loudest was my new
counselor, UNCLE BEANSIE. From
that point on I cried the whole term.
Of course, I had fun, too. BEANSIE
was the greatest and saw that I had
my share of fun, but my main memory is of crying, sometimes inconsolably. Apparently, I was so unhappy,
that I continued to show up at Camp
Longhorn for the next 13 years as
a camper and then as a counselor.
To me that is the magic of Camp
Longhorn. Slowly and carefully this
“magic” continues to build the character and better the lives of campers
and counselors each summer.
Camp Longhorn is all about fun
and character building. Both go
hand-in-hand day in and day out as
long as you are there. And it carries
through your entire life.
While at Camp, I learned to play
baseball pretty well, loved football,
learned to play tennis, basketball,
judo, riflery, trampoline and some
silly game called SALO (I’ve always
wondered if that game ever caught

up, and away!
I believe that all of us who were
exposed to Camp Longhorn are better people than we would have been
had we not all have been blessed
with this magnificent experience.
TEX emphasized to the counselors
the importance of the individual
camper, and that every camper could
see success. Well, they took a sniveling kid and gave him the tools needed to succeed and achieve in life.
To be sure, I would have grown up
anyway, but I would still be missing
what I got out of camp. And I believe
that I am not the only one of thousands of campers and counselors
who feel this way.
DON MAXFIELD
“ .. .it seems to be calling back to
on.) Of course I learned to sail, ski, me, it’s the life for you , and it’s the
swim like a fish, saddle and bridle a
horse, how to ride a horse and how to
fall off a horse. The amazing thing is
that I learned these things in the first
four years I was at camp and continued to improve every year.
BY CHRIS &.KAREY NALLE
When I became a counselor, I beODDO
came BILL JOHNSON’s guinea pig.
I was a student at the University of
Six summers ago, we were excitTexas, as were so many of the other ed to take our son to visit summer
counselors. Occasionally, we would camps so he could decide which
go out to camp in the spring just to camp to attend. KAREY was a Camp
visit. That’s when BJ would strike. Longhorn alumna and was excited to
On one such occasion, we were down share the Longhorn experience with
by the canoe bay, and there was this HARRISON. That said, we wanted
gigantic rubber thing on the ground. him to choose a place he wanted to
Of course, I made the mistake of ask- be.
ing BILL what it was. He showed us.
We headed to Burnet for a tour
He filled this thing with compressed and interview. HARRISON realair, and then we struggled to get it the ly enjoyed his chat with PATRICK
water. We discussed how in the world and we had fun walking around the
this ”thing” could be utilized for fun. camp and taking it all in. Inks lake
I think WOODY said that maybe we meant that sailing, fishing and water
could jump on it. So we swam out skiing would be obvious favorites.
and tried to climb on - nope. Then The blob looked super exciting. He
BILL told us to climb up the canoe liked learning about all the amazbay ladder and see if we could jump ing meals in the Chow Hall and the
on it. We did and the world famous other cool activities like rifflery and
Blob was born.
archery too. It was a wonderful afAnother pre-camp experiment in- ternoon. What kid would not love all
volved what looked like a parachute. that Camp Longhorn has to offer?
My old brain doesn’t recall who was He thought it was going to be perfect
with me that day, but he’ll remember. and made his choice that day.
In fact it might have been RABBIT.
Driving off, HARRISON was
BILL said it was a parasail, and that plugged into some computer device
he had parasailed on the beach in and we talked about everyone we
Mexico. Camp Longhorn and camp- know who has some ties to Camp
er fun was always cycling in BILL’s Longhorn. We started listing out
brain, so he bought one. Next thing I colleagues in Austin law firms, old
knew, ZARK and TART, were in the friends from college, and parents of
Higgins ski boat, with a long rope at- our children’s friends. It was unbetached to the parasail, and harnessed lievable how many people we know
me in the contraption.
are Longhorn alumni. Two people in
Did I mention we were not on particular stood out to us as special
a beach? My only path was over examples of how Camp Longhorn
the canoe bay between the Tarpon shapes children into amazing people.
and Dolphin cabins, not much of a
CHRIS’ mentor was PAT
wide path. BILL said, “Hold back LOCHRIDGE. Most people know
and let the boat pull you.” I did. As that PAT was somewhat of a legI got to the water’s edge, I was still end at Longhorn, having wrestled
on ground heading toward the canoe Ali-gator one summer in addition to
bay ladder. TARTcut the rope just in his many other crazy antics during
time. So BJ moved the ladder, and his lifetime of loving Longhorn! PAT
we tried again.
spoke of his time at camp often and
This time, as I got up, the para- he always exhibited those traits that
chute turned sideways and drug me Longhorn campers hold dear. He was
over the rocks by the Tarpon walk- respectful of everyone, kind, and a
way. TART saved me again by cut- real team player. As a mentor, PAT
ting the rope. ZARK came back, and inspired confidence in his junior law
said he thought he knew what he partners and gave them the responsimight have done wrong, (very com- bility they needed to grow. PAT went
forting) and that he thinks he could from a notorious Longhorn camper
correct it. So we tried a third time. to a special Longhorn adult and kept
Awesome, awesome experience! Af- that “Camp Longhorn spirit” in evter the launch point was moved to a erything he did. He was overjoyed
wider location, we were literally up, that HARRISON was considering

life for me ...”
No truer words were spoken.
DONNIE MAXFIELD, . this writing
is GREAT! Just love it and know another
7,000+/- will enjoy it, too! Love the way
you use so many wonderful names, some
fun, fun humor and also something about
your family. 67 years is a lot of years to
continuously have someone at CLH from
your family! There are so many memories in your writing . The story about
YOU, BILL, TART and ZARK and the
parasail is hilarious and so true of those
unforgettable years of times past. Some
of the stories about these legends are
priceless and we thank you for energizing our thoughts with some great tales!
DONNIE, who grew up in Wichita Falls,
lives there now with Alumni ANGIE
WEST MAXFIELD. Of their three chil-

dren, ROB, ADRIENNE & JACK, ROB
was the only one that came to camp for
one year. Grandson, ACE DEWBERRY
(10), attended C3 in 2018 and will be at
Inks Lake for 3 weeks in 2019. DONNIE,
who attended Inks Lake as a camper for
7 years and counselor 6 years is a retired
prosecutor and Inks Lake wife ANGIE is
a retired school teacher! As a camper,
DONNIE was a Campfire Lighter many
times, won the Kangaroo Award and was
voted King. He was a Staff Counselor
with many responsibilities through his
6 counselor years. DONNIE graduated
from UT Austin and South Texas College
of Law in Houston. We thank you over
and over again, DONNIE, for the great
memories of times past and look forward
to seeing you next V-Day or maybe even
at the Wichita Falls CLH Carnival with
ACE!

It‛s a small, small world at CLH
RISON was a campfire lighter this
past summer and that he is making
the most out of his time at Longhorn
each summer. Having BROOKE in
our lives is a remarkable example to
HARRISON that life-long friendships shape who you turn out to be
and make your life so full. While
HARRISON may not fully grasp
right now all that camp is teaching
him (he’s just enjoying the camp
action), we hope that one day he’ll
see the dozens and dozens of special
CHRIS, HARRISON & KAREY
Camp Longhorn alumni all around
ODDO
him and know there is really no othLonghorn and he told CHRIS that er place he would want his children
HARRISON definitely had to go to to be.
Longhorn.
KAREY’s friendship with a soCHRIS & KAREY NALLE ODDO,
rority sister in Nashville started when what a great article! Excellent job of comshe was 18 years old. BROOKE bining the thoughts of two people into a
BENSON BELL from San Antonio wonderful story about important people
and KAREY became instant friends in their lives and their son’s life, and all
after learning they both were Long- but CHRIS are Camp Longhorn Alumni.
horn girls. BROOKE is now HAR- We will just say CHRIS, who is surroundRISON’s godmother and KAREY ed by CLH, is an honorary Alumni and
is godmother to BROOKE’s son, CLASP Member! We are so happy son
ANDY CONNOLLY. (Both boys HARRISON’s summer “home away from
are current Longhorn campers- as home” is so rewarding for the three of
well as the son of another sorority them. KAREY, a camper at Inks Lake for
7 years and CHRIS, with the help of all
sister, AMY DAVOL SHEFFIED, time CLH Great, PAT LOCHRIDGE, and
who currently lives in Connecticut along with son HARRISON, chose CLH
and flies her son to Burnet each sum- as HARRISON”S forever summer home!
mer!) KAREY has always admired Both KAREY and CHRIS are attorneys
BROOKE in the same way CHRIS in Austin. Besides son HARRISON there
respected PAT. BROOKE consis- is a daughter, KATIE (11). KAREY gradtently sees the best in others. She is uated from Vanderbilt (BA), and Baylor
wicked smart, super fun, and an in- (JD) and CHRIS graduated from Texas
tensely loyal friend. BROOKE lights A&M (BS) and University of Tulsa (JD).
up any room she is in and everyone We thank you’all over and over again for
just wants to be around her. She epit- taking the time from two busy schedules
omizes what you think of when you to jot down your thoughts and memories.
think of a Longhorn girl- “she’s got We love your article, CHRIS & KAREY
NALLE ODDO!
that pep and go.”
As we talked on the short drive
from Burnet back to Austin, we just
realized that most of the people we
Lil’ Moron Answers
have the highest respect for are Camp
Longhorn people. These are the folks
1) He lost control of his
we all should want our children to
pupils
emulate. We never took HARRISON
to see another camp that summer. It
2) Ketchup
was obvious that he loved it, but we
too were certain this should be his
3) I really have lots of
summer home away from home.
problems
With PAT’s recent passing, we
recognize how grateful we are that
4) The aftermath
HARRISON is getting to experience
the camp opportunities that PAT
said were so important to him. PAT
would have loved knowing HAR-

Many enthusiastic Camp Longhorn friends at TOBY & LAURA LEIGH ATKINS wedding!
Left to right: Brett Magill, Claire Atkins, Preston Foster, Charisse Sayers, Sara Bailey, Brett Baucum, Toby Atkins, Bride Laura Leigh
Atkins, Edward Shipper, Harlan Goode, Daniel Arbide, Hunter Atkins, Clay Barnett, Logan Brown, David Cardwell, Tim Rees, Bert Magill,
Morgan Moody, Mallory Fernandez, Kevin Miers, Kelley Clark

TOBY & LAURA LEIGH ATKINS
April 14, 2018
Fort Worth, TX

Wedding
Bells Are
Ringing . .

MATT & EMILY HERT HANSON
August 18, 2018
Comfort, Texas
WILL & COCO ROBERTSON
May 5, 2018
Monroe, Louisiana

ADAM & MARY ELIZABETH GRAY STRUM
October 27, 2018
Hot Springs, AR
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WHO’S WHO?
Here’s who was in the last issue! (1) JOHN COWDEN, (2) ASHTON CHERBONNIER, (3) WILL
ROBERTSON, (4) WAVERLY WHITE, (5) BRUCE GRANT, (6) HEATHER HANKAMER, (7)
SAM SHUFFLER, (8) ANNE ELLINGTON, (9) JACE JENKINS, (10) HOLLIS HUGHES, (11)
JAMES LILLY, (12) JULIANNE PHILPY, (13) STEWART FRANKEL, (14) CAROLINE SHANNON, (15) SPENCER STREET, (16) SHANI NORTHCUTT, (17) SCOTT SIPPEL, (18) MAISEY
EDWARDS, (19) THOMAS PRONSKE, (20) KATHY HAMPTON. A surprise if you can name a
few!!

What a wonderful letter sent from JAKE LAIBOVITZ to his MOM,
MEGAN ROTHWELL this past summer . . MEGAN passed it on
to NAN MANNING to enjoy . . with permission from JAKE!

BY ERIN SELKE MOSES
My 11 year old sent me this letter from camp. I can’t believe how well
he reflected on his summer and what an impact CLH has had on him
(again). The last paragraph in particular made me emtional. If you ever
have a bad day, please pull this letter out and read it again. Looking
forward to V-Day! Thanks for taking care of my boys and making
them better people.
Megan

A GREAT E-MAIL . . .
Subject: Flat Tire

a great time but, after all the hearty
partying, they slept all day Sunday
and didn’t make it back to Texas
There were four college seniors A&M University until early Monday
taking microbiology, and all of them morning.
had an ‘A’ average so far. These four
friends were so confident that the
Rather than taking the final then,
weekend before finals, they decid- they decided that after the final they
ed to visit some friends in Galves- would explain to their professor why
ton and have a big party. They had they missed it. They said that they
visited friends but on the way back
they had a flat tire. As a result, they
missed the final.

Camp Longhorn Deaths . . .
CLINTON
EMMY JANE
TITTLE
CLINTON
(1925-2018)
a
fourth generation Texan, born
in New York
City,
graduated from Highland Park High
School in Dallas
& UT Austin in 1947. The “dash”
between the year of her birth and
the year of her death cannot begin
to describe the full life she lived.
She married RAMSEY CLINTON in
1952 and he moved her to Burnet!
Their three children, CLAUDIA
CLINTON JONES, CLEVE CLINTON and CARCY CLINTON all led
very active lives growing up and
the children, grandchildren and
now great grandchildren have all
attended or are attending CLH!
EMMY and RAMSEY and their
family have been a very large part
of Camp Longhorn through the
years. GO BULLDOGS and HOOK
‘EM HORNS!

GILBERT
JOE
GILBERT
(1936-2018)
A
camper at CLH
in the late ‘40’s/
early 50’s and a
counselor in the
mid 50’s. He was
a 6th generation
Texan who loved
rivers, languages, books, music, dancing and cats! He left this
earth at age 82 years but his kindness, playful and fun-loving spirit
will fill the memories of many who
loved him. He is survived by his
wife of 25 years, TOBY JENKINS
GILBERT; his children, MARY GILBERT KORTH and JOE THORNE
GILBERT; his daughter by marriage, AMANDA HOWARD; sisters
MALINE McCALLA and husband
DUDLEY and LINDA PRINTICE and
husband JIMMY; grandchildren
HENRY, OLIVER and HEIDI.

Camp Longhorn - Now My Daughter‛s New Happy Place

MONTGOMERY

SHARPE

WENDY
ELIZABETH
MONTGOMERY
(1972-2018)
WENDY
was
born in Temple, TX. After
graduating from
MacArthur High
School and UT at San Antonio,
she spent her career striving to
help children be more successful.
WENDY was a wonderful educator. She was a proponent of animal adoption; her dogs brought
great joy to her life. Both WENDY
and Sister KAREN CROSBY spent
many moons at CLH but stopped
attending when WENDY was too
sick; she was diagnosed with juvenile rheumatoid arthritis when
she was 13. KAREN says that
WENDY lived everything about
camp. She loved jumping on the
blob, swimming in the lake and
being with friends.

D.A. SHARPE
(1939-2018)
D.A. was born
in
Ballinger,
TX, and after
moving several times, finally
graduated
from Woodrow
Wilson High School in Dallas.
His professional pursuits were in
the fields of technology, as well
as in administrative management
for non-profit Christian entities,
the last from which he retired
was as Executive Administrator
for the Senior Pastor at Highland Park Presbyterian Church in
Dallas. He was a fifth-generation
Texan. D.A is survived by wife,
SUZANNE BOGGESS SHARPE
and their three children: TAYLOR SHARPE; TIFFANY SHARPE
WESTMORELAND and husband,
STEVE WESTMORELAND and
TODD SHARPE and his wife CARRIE SHARPE. D. A. was at CLH in
the early 60’s.

Professor Olesnicki agreed they
could make up the final the next day.
The guys were excited and relieved.
They studied that night for the exam.
The next day the Professor placed
them in separate rooms and gave
them a test booklet. They quickly
answered the first problem worth 5
points. Cool, they thought! Each one,
in a separate room, thought this was
going to be easy, then they turned the
page.
On the second page was written,
“For 95 points: Which Tire?”

We Wish
You A
MERRY
CHRISTMAS
&
A
HAPPY
NEW YEAR!

My oldest daughter, LYLA, just
finished her first term at Indian
Springs this summer. She’s been listening to my camp stories for years!
I started at 3rd term Indian Springs
when I was 10 in 1988 - yes, that
makes me ancient in her eyes. But
picking her up from Vday brought
me back - way back- really quick.
See, there’s so much that has
changed, but also so much that hasn’t.
I was a Filly my first year and my
cabin plaque still hangs in that cabin.
That cabin with no AC, no electrical
outlets, no lights, skinny mattresses on wire bunk beds that I really
do think are the same ones from 30
years ago. But honestly, who cares! I
don’t recall one day that I missed AC
or lights, or one night that I couldn’t
sleep because I was uncomfortable. I
was in heaven, with my friends, having the time of my life - my Happy
Place!
I can still name my closest camp
friends whom I got to spend 3 blissful
weeks with each summer. I still get
lucky enough to see them now and
again. And if being a camper wasn’t
fabulous, being a counselor was even
more so! I was a counselor for more
years than I was a camper. If I could
escape for 3 weeks each summer
now, I’d still do it - for free!
The ‘summertime’ weather never bothered me much; I still live in
Houston and I love the heat. All the
activities were the best; blob, horseback riding, lazy river, is the mild
shake still around? The food is amazing; the only place where I could eat
all the chicken fried steak and mashers I wanted and still have room for
apple crisp.
All 3 of the letters I received from
LYLA this summer each said how
much she loved the food; ‘EPIC’ was
her exact description. Have you ever
tried a bacon and miracle whip sandwich for breakfast? Only at camp!!
Campfire was so special; that
sereneness you feel at the end of a
wonderful day, amongst friends and
all the stars in the world. The songs
and church mountain; the friendship
flash with Inks Lake. Even the soft
tic-tic-tic of sprinklers always makes
me think of quiet time. And then,
‘wakey wakey rise and shine, come
one down, it’s refreshment time.’
Funtastics and frog day, gum drop
and carnival.
And when I was a Wrangler and
Chief, the trips were incredible! We
woke up in the middle of Inks Lake
at our overnight when the barge tie
‘mysteriously’ came loose - I was actually the counselor on that one and I
still laugh about it. I’m sure it’s happened to many, right?!
Admittedly, I was very emotional
when my daughter’s bus drove off
in early July. The first 24 hours at
home without her were the toughest
I’ve experienced in a while. I missed
her terribly and my only saving grace
was knowing exactly what she was
going through. The 4 hour bus ride
with a bag full of candy, a few new
friends to keep her company, fried
chicken and singing. When the activity director bounds into the bus upon
arrival and gets the afternoon kicked
off with that ATTAWAY spirit. The
counselors running at you in excite-

lady and what a fantastic article! This
was her oldest daughter, LYLA’s first
summer at Indian Springs. LYLA was in
a Pony cabin and it turns out that ERIN
was campers with some of the Mom’s of
LYLA’s friends and cabinmates! It’s so
refreshing to go through with you the
many, many memories of times past,
ERIN. And, isn’t it fun to remember . .
the bacon and miracle whip sandwich
for breakfast. . and on and on! It must

be refreshing to visit with LYLA and to
know she also enjoyed many of those
tic-tic-tic sprinkler stories that you enjoyed years ago! ERIN, who grew up
in Houston, lives there now with husband BOBBY MOSES and children . .
LYLA (8) and ‘19 will be her 2nd year
at Indian Springs .. SAVANNA (5) and
SELA (18 momths) and they are future
Ponies! ERIN, a camper for 5 years and
counselor 6 years at Indian Springs is

a busy, busy Mommy these days! BOBBY
is self employed . . land scout. A campfire Lighter many times, she was Favorite
Chief in ‘94 and Favorite Counselor in
2000. ERIN spent many hours in the water as Swim Bay Director. She graduated
from Texas Tech in Lubbock! We thank
you, ERIN SELKE MOSES, for your enlightening words and we thank you, too,
for taking time from a busy, busy schedule
to jot down your thoughts!

Campfire Lighters
ERIN MOSES SELKE &
daughter, LYLA

ment when they announce your
cabin. Moving in to your space, the
Longhorn fold, pit stop, lice check,
uniforms, chow hall tour- that first
day is a whirlwind! My only worry
was that I hoped she was drinking
enough water. I knew she was in
safe hands. My little girl was now
a Longhorn girl ... and a Longhorn
girl IS really neat!
Turns out LYLA was a Pony
with some other girls whose moms
I went to camp with - only at CLH!
Only at CLH can you go 20 years
without seeing someone and it’s
like no time has passed when you
run into them at camp, or anywhere
else for that matter. I’ve seen CLH
friends all around Houston; in
restaurants, parks, stores, my kids
schools. I’ve run into CLH friends
in airports all over the country, and
even in the Bahamas- they are everywhere! And it’s the best feeling
in the world when you know your
daughter is going to make those
friendships for the rest of her life,
too.
After camp this summer we
took the family to Colorado. We
went hiking and sang camp songs
the whole way- even my husband
caught on quick and was singing
along to ‘The Princess Pat.’ I’m not
sure we really understood the words
to some of those songs when we
were younger?! Singing them again
makes me wonder. But all three of
my kids know Taps, Linger and
Pass it On because I sang them each
to sleep with those songs as babies.
They still get sleepy whenever I
start Taps. It’s a bedtime routine
that’s around to stay.
LYLA had been home from camp
for 2 days and she came to me and
told me she was bored. I couldn’t
believe she wasn’t exhausted from
her crazy 3 weeks away. But she
wanted to keep going, she wanted 10 activities a day. She wanted
a dozen friends to live with - she
even missed the shower (which she
considered an activity!). HA! Blob
and shower were her top two! She
also had her birthday at camp. I’m
a Christmas baby, so I never got to
experience a camp birthday of my
own. She made it sound like the
greatest day of her life! And now she
will probably celebrate her birthday
at camp every year. Which makes
me sad, but happy at the same time.
Where else would you rather have
your child be on their birthday, your
(and their) Happy Place!!
ERIN SELKE MOSES, what a great

CAMPFIRE LIGHTERS . . INKS LAKE MINI-CAMP ‘18
(l-r) bottom . . JEFFREY RUGGLES, JOHN VILLARREAL, CODY BROOKS JONES, SCOTT GAERTNER,
PATRICK BOWN & YEN LIU . . top KRISTI SLIVA THIBAUT, COCO ROBERTSON, ASHLEY BRYAN
RUGGLES, WENDY GAERTNER, ELIZABETH GAINER and JANICE MILES

What a good looking
thermometer, JULIA . . .

REMEMBER THE NAME,
REMEMBER THE PLACE,
REMEMBER THE DATE,
REMEMBER THE FACE?
It’s JUMPIN JOE BROWN
at his best!!
At Camp Longhorn
Summer of 1963
From Alumni
TERRY KEY

This is JULIA POUNDS showing
off her CLASP thermometer
that Mom SHANNON won at the
CLH Carnival last winter! It has
a special place in the POUNDS
newly remodeled home . . .
on wall in the screened patio.
JULIA is the daughter of Alumni
RICHARD and SHANNON
POUNDS and little Sis to
CHARLOTTE POUNDS. Summer
of ‘19 will be 3rd grade JULIA’s
2nd year at Inks Lake.
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Boys Camp In
The 1980‛s:

Coming of Age In
The Era of The
AquaCougar
BY ROB HARP
Time hasn’t changed Camp. The
most remarkable thing about that place is
that it never evolved into anything outside of what it was originally created to
be. It looks the same. It smells the same.
It feels the same. That’s why it is near
perfect. Campers are still lulled to sleep
at Quiet Time with the sound of sprinklers in the grass, and awakened by the
occasional ski boat whose curious occupants had come in for a closer look.
Cabin screen door springs still sound the
same, as does the sound of trunks being
moved under bunks. Sure, there are new
water socks, a Rio Flojo, and partitions
between the commodes in the boy’s libraries, but the always present Spirit of
Camp Longhorn is as steady and predictable as it ever was. Thank God.
I believe that being a camper and
counselor for ten years in the 80’s is
what I would think being a camper and
counselor would be like in the 50’s, 70’s
or 2010’s. TEX and PAT and all the other legendary founding icons created a
vehicle for a three-week (or two week
for all you 4th termers) joyride through
a somewhat slanted Utopia, soaked
with tradition, bursting with energy, and
whose inhabitants used (and perfectly
understood) an entirely different language comprised of nonsensical words
and phrases for otherwise normal objects
and daily routines. It’s always been this
way! It always will!
The humor of Camp Longhorn became the bedrock and foundation of a
place where sometimes you didn’t know
who or what to believe. This made for
excitement! Was there really a half fish,
half cougarcreature living in the depths
of Inks by the Darn that would sometimes terrorize swimming campers? You
betcha! Was the rifle range really situated
next to the dynamite shack? Naturally!
What is a GasperGou and do you really
have to catch one to pass the Fishing Activity? Yes Sir! (merit)
Below are a few thoughts and memories on a scattering of topics. Stay with
me!
Life in the Boy’s Camp in the 80’s
It had a certain aroma. It wasn’t displeasing exactly, but a mixture of lake
water, cut grass, and dirty clothes. Around
7 p.m. on most nights you can add Drakkar Noir to that mixture of smells, as the
counselors that were working for TEX
that night readied themselves for an evening at the Spa or the BB.
It was loud. This was the era of the
boom box, and almost every kid had one
of some size. Outside of activities, music was everywhere. This was my early
introduction to Led Zeppelin, Ozzy Osbourne, and Rush among many others.
Some kid in the Marlin cabin was blasting Van Halen’s 1984 IN 1984! How cool
is that? Whereas I always imagined the
Grease soundtrack and Duran Duran on
a permanent loop in the Girl’s Camp,
we boys across the road were discussing
the finer points of Judas Priest. Camp
definitely fueled my love for music,
and I usually had to wait until summer
to receive my education on the leading
groups of the time, and classic bands
that were coming back. in style. We all
had our huge cassette tape cases and had
great fun evaluating each other’s collections.

ROB HARP
It was always busy. Of course daily
activities kept things on the move, but it
was between these times each day that
were the most active. Chow, mail call,
merit questions, campfire rehearsals,
tetherball tournaments, games after dinner ... Also, this was the perfect time to
visit other cabins. Usually someone had
an older brother or cousin that needed to
be checked on, so I spent a good deal of
time in other cabins. It’s no wonder my
parents never received a letter from me
my first year in Cabin 0.
There was too much to do!
AAAAAALLLLOOOUUUUUTTT
While spearfishing was no longer being offered as an activity at Camp as it
was in my Dad’s day, many other worthwhile activities filled our day at Camp.
Of course the obvious favorites were
Blob, Sailing, and Riflery, but there were
some real sleeper activities that I enjoyed
the most: Fun, Wildlife, and Fishing.
Fun was the most interesting in that we
never knew what we were going to do.
The most ambitious counselors would
plan water balloon fights, a trip to the
Underwater House, or schedule time
in the Rob Pool. One year, we actually
got the mythical ‘Milkshake’ in working
order. For as long as I could remember,
this strange Ferris wheel type thing was
rusting among the cacti near Candlestick
Park. Wildlife was great in that this was
an activity that TEX was most keen on
participating in and we all loved that.
The hour usually consisted of TEX holding an armadillo or possum, and providing an education on various animals at
the zoo. I seem to recall a buzzard that
liked to follow him around too.
Swim Bay - in the 80’s, the boy’s
swim bay was presided over, or at least
the clipboard was held, by DUNCAN
HAWTHORNE. He kept things fun and
cheerful even though Swim Bay in the
morning usually wasn’t a favorite of the
campers. The water early in the morning
was actually quite cold! We sharpened
our stroke techniques and did our best to
get his approval in order to move on to
the next stroke we were tasked to perfect.
Afternoon Swim Bay was dominated by
Water Polo, Frog Days, and Free Swim.
Blob - what my children today call
‘dirty blabbing,’ we simply called ‘blabbing.’ There were no alliances within the
cabin when it came to blabbing. It was
a cut-throat, dog-eat-dog war of survival with many kicks to the stomach and
viscous face rakes. Obviously your strategy depended on the level of inflation
on the blob. If it was over-filled, you
could check bounce almost every kid
into oblivion. If it was underinflated, it
was easier to stay on initially, but the
temptation was too large not to sabotage everyone else while getting off. If

you were really feeling prankish, a little
shampoo on the Blob guaranteed that no
one stayed on. This was a risky endeavor directly impacting the wealth on your
merit pin, but should you not get ratted
out for doing it, it was worth it from a
comedic standpoint.
Scuba - I somehow won the activity
award my Wrangler year, despite never
having scuba dived and obviously lacking certification. I think maybe the scales
were tipped in my favor because I could
hold my breath for over 30 seconds or
something ... or I just showed honest
enthusiasm, which was true. Anyway,
before the Water Show, I was rigged out
with the whole set-up - mask, regulator,
tank, and a big heavy weight belt. I was
told to sink to the bottom and grab the
fishing line of the kid (above ground and
breathing air in the normal fashion) who
had won the Fishing activity award. At
a particular time, I was to make it look
like he had a big one on the line. So
there I was, 10 feet under water in a sea
of green, counting off the minutes until
when I could yank on the line and then
emerge to give a wave. I guess the counselors knew I was alive all that time from
the surface bubbles, so no harm, no foul?
Water Skiing - my friends and I
LOVED to ski. We had a full hour to
go out with a favorite counselor, usually RETT CORSON, ski hard, laugh at
wipe-outs, and generally yuk it up off
camp grounds. This changed a little as
we got older, as there usually was a group
of guys that didn’t want to ski or get wet
for that matter, so we just went out in the
middle of the lake and discussed important topics of the time: Dance Night, the
girl we saw at KP, and who we would try
to chat up at the All Camp Picnic.
Pickle Ball/Tennis/Basketball/Baseball - This was greatest fun as most of
my cabin mates were actually quite
competitive; however handicaps were
always employed during these games,
particularly in pickle ball. If you got the
pickle ball paddle that had half of the
wood missing or didn’t have a handle
at all, you were spotted a few points.
Conversely at tennis, if you didn’t get to
the court early enough to claim a decent
racket, you got that weird Yonex racket.
It was shaped like a rectangle and was
missing some strings, so you were simply out of luck. Sometimes kids showed
up with their OWN rackets that had a
cover and everything. We knew those
kids meant business and they were to be
avoided at all costs on the court.
Marines - Hand’s down the most fun
for a boy at Camp! The officers went allout with their antics and gentle hazing.
Usually these guys were in the middle
of their fraternity lives and were well
practiced. MICHAEL SOPER, WILL
BLACK and JACK INGRAM were the
absolute best at this. I still smile when
I think of them giving out our Marine
names. I think mine was either “No No
No No No Nooooooo!” or “I’m a Lumberjack and I’m OK.” I can’t remember.
Marines started with the Mud, and ended
with the dreaded Block House. If your
Marine group was 100% successful in
getting everyone in the Block House,
you got to write everyone’s name on the
wall inside. I’m not sure if it’s still there
(I’m thinking not). It was unnerving to
swim 6 feet underwater into a small tunnel for 10 feet (all in the dark) to emerge
in a room with little oxygen and at the
slightest noise your eardrums would explode.
The Skillful Art of Maximizing
Your D’s
Tumping your sail boat multiple
times in 30 minutes= Good D.
Coming into the dock at ramming
speed just to see the counselor’s terrified
look= Bad D.
Pulling your friends off the Blob with

maximum violence =Good D.
Jumping on the Blob with you merit
pin = Bad D. (c’mon, it’s just common
sense)
Pantsing your unsuspecting buddy
while on the trolley= Great D.
Pretending like you are reaching for
the trolley on the platform and dramatically falling off into the water below,
thus scaring the wits out of the counselor= Bad D.
Causing a log jam on the water sock=
Good D
Going down the water sock on your
knees= Bad D.
Any D given to you by a C.I.T. =good
D. (looking at you Cinco Feuille)
Any D given to you by Ray or Robby= Terrible D and possible Early Bird
revoking.
Cabin D’s from Zorro- hilarious and
a good D.
Cabin D from Zorro with a note from
him saying that the D will repeat every
day until things are cleaned up = Bad D
and with high suspicion of the Counselor
right of the door.
Exploding a clothes pin on the rifle
range= Good D that shows great skill.
(who was aiming for the target anyway?)
Endangering Burnet County by pointing your .22 at the ‘Dynamite Shack” =
Bad D.
Launching your arrow so far over the
archery target that it takes 5 minutes to
find= Good D
Launching your arrow so far over the
archery target that it takes 5 minutes to
find and your cabin mates have to wait
until you find it = Bad D.
Tumping your canoe in water you can
stand in =Good D.
Tum ping your canoe in a depth in
which you have to tread water= Bad D.
KP Inspector-The Ultimate Power
Trip
KP wasn’t so bad ... if you could get
through morning KP, then lunch and dinner were a breeze. Your cabin ate early,
so you were allowed to pick the choicest
cuts of USDA Prime Barney fried steak,
scoop on most of the crisp and scrape
off most of the apple, and pretty much
drown your potatoes in gravy. As for the
actual KP, there were certain positions
that held more value. For example, if
you were assigned silverware or napkins,
you obviously did something earlier in
the day to irritate your counselor. On the
contrary, if you were awarded Inspector,
or even Lunch On the Girl’s Side Inspector, you were thinking you had a shot
at Campfire Lighter that night. The role
of Inspector gave one the opportunity
to cast judgement on a tray in the final
stage of completion. If even a tiny speck
of food was found after the final dip, the
Inspector would give the ‘Ye Shall Not
Pass’ declaration, and the process started

over. The nastier Inspectors would make
the camper repeat this process multiple
times (even with a shiny, clean tray)
much to their amusement. This is where
scores were settled after all. In the end
though, the tray bearer always had the
last laugh, as the classic ‘scalding hot
water drip on the Inspector’ technique
was almost always employed.
Dance Night and the Longhorn Shuffle
Get ready ladies, we bathed for the
first time in a week today! And with lake
water! Dance Night for the boys was an
exercise in bravado. Back in early 80’s
the older boys would primp and feather
their parted-down-the-middle hair, and
no doubt wear jeans with some kind
of cut-off shirt. The younger campers would dutifully don their jeans and
have their CLH shirts tucked neatly into
them. In wise preparation, a few of the
boys would have spoken to a girl their
age after chow at the zoo, so they would
have a leg-up on most of the others. They
had someone to dance with! For the rest
of us, we had to be matched up by the
counselors, or participate in the ol’ ‘Walk
Backwards Across the Court and Whomever You Bump Into Is Who You Dance
With.’ This was valuable in that most of
the boys wanted a dance partner. They
knew that Dance Night was the night
to absolutely clean up on merits. The
girls were in on it, too! Immediately after partnering up, it was essential to find
out each other’s basic details, so when
a counselor came around to pepper you
with questions, you were prepared.
Counselor: ‘Hey HARP, I see you
made a friend. What’s her name?’
Rob: ‘JENNY, and she’s a Hummer Up, and she’s from Ozona, and she
likes synchronized diving, and she loves
BARNEY’s Salisbury Steak, but hates
Sailing and isn’t looking forward to the
Mile Swim.
Counselor: ‘Okay JENNY, what’s his
name?’
Jenny: ‘He’s ROB and he’s a Navajo
and he’s from Houston, and he likes to
Blob, and Went Wabbits, and is looking
forward to visiting the merit store.’
Boom - big time haul of merits.
The sound system on the girl’s courts
wasn’t exactly state-of-the-art Bose surround sound. As I recall, it was someone’s jam box with a microphone resting
next to the speaker. Most of the time you
couldn’t recognize the song, but that was
okay; it was all about the Longhorn Shuffle, baby: Girl’s arms on boy’s shoulders,
Boy’s arms on girl’s waist, slowing taking side steps back and forth, back and
forth. Everybody could do it, and it took
all the pressure off of the kids that didn’t
know how (or didn’t want) to dance. The
pressure to bust moves on a major scale
was non-existent. Thank goodness.
See HARP, Page 22

What’s
Cookin’? . . .
FROM THE KITCHEN OF . . .
GREAT RECIPES from KIM MEYERS! KIM is our
wonderful secretary at Indian Springs and a great cook!
We thank you for sharing these yummy, yummy sounding
recipes and look forward to trying them soon, KIM!

Burrito Bowls
Tortilla chips
2-4 cups cooked grains (rice, barley, quinoa ... )
2-4 cups cooked beans
2-4 cups chopped greens of choice (spinach, lettuce)
1-2 cups chopped tomatoed
1-2 cups corn (frozen, can, grilled cobs cut)
1 avocado sliced
Thinly sliced green onion
Salsa
For each serving, break a handful of chips into individual bowls.
Spoon in desired ingredients, mix and enjoy!

HELLO JOHN RHETT WILLMON! . . Son of KYLE and
Alumni HILLIARY WILLIAMS WILLMON. RHETT was
born in San Antonio August 8, 2018! HILLARY was
many, many years a great camper, counselor at Indian Springs and now she and KYLE are Life Members
of CLASP. We look forward to seeing RHETT in just a
few years in the Rattlesnake Cabin!

Rotel Rice
Drain a can of diced Rotel into a measuring cup. Add water (or
broth) to make 2 cups. Bring to a boil and add 1 cup rice. Cover and
simmer about 15 minutes. Let stand without removing lid another
10 minutes. Add shredded pepper jack cheese and mix. Yum!

BEST pie crust
2 cups flour
3/4 cup butter, not too soft
1 tsp salt
Mix well and make a ball. Add 1-4 tbsp. of water if needed to
make the ball stick together (depending on humidity)
Roll into desired shape and size

JACK WILSON CHAUVIN is the seven month
old son of LARRY and EMILY CHAUVIN, and the
little brother to TACY JANE CHAUVIN! LARRY
has been involved with CLH for many years . .
counselor, activities director and now comes
between terms to help with counselor school
and other projects at Inks Lake. EMILY is great
help in the Merit Store on V-Day when she is not
tending to children!
This is BETTY RUTH BECK, adorable daughter of
JESSE and CASEY DOLAN BECK and granddaughter
of KEVIN and KATHERINE SHELLEY DOLAN. BETTY
was born in Fryetteville, AR on July 25, 2018! CASEY
was a camper and counselor at Inks Lake for many
years and both KEVIN and KATHERINE . . grandparents . . were many years campers and counselors at
Inks Lake! All are very active in our CLASP (Camp
Longhorn Alumni and Special Parents) organization.

No Bake Bars
This is a base that can be adjusted as desired. You can use whatever you want! I like to chop then toast the nuts in coconut oil
1 cup dry quick oats
1/4 cup almond butter
1/4 cup peanut butter (or 1/2 cup of one, I like the combo best)
1 cup chopped nuts of choice, toasted if desired (I use almonds
and cashews)
1/4 cup chia seeds
1/3 cup cacao nibs (or dark chocolate chips)
1/4 cup coconut chips
1/3 cup raw honey
1 tsp vanilla
Generously add ground cinnamon and ginger
Mix well and press hard into a pan. Keep in fridge and cut into
bars

Ginger “Softs”
2 cups flour
1/2 tsp salt
1 tsp baking soda
1 tsp ground cinnamon
1 tsp ground ginger
t tsp ground cloves
1 cup sugar
3/4 cup butter
1/4 cup molasses
1 egg
Combine flour, salt, baking soda, spices and sugar. Cut in butter.
Stir in molasses and egg. Bake at 350 degrees for about 8 minutes
until just barely done

A FUNNY POEM FROM A FRIEND . . .

A FAMILY OF CLH EXES AND UT GRADUATES . . .
STEVE SEALE . . is the 1st, 4th generation grad from UT . . EMILY
SEALE (r) is the 1st 5th generation grad from UT . . MAGGIE
SEALE (l) is another 5th generation grad from UT . . AND, ALL ARE
FROM JASPER, TX!!

Please Meet . . .

Old age is golden, or so I’ve heard it said,
But sometimes I wonder, as I crawl into bed,
With my ears in a drawer, my teeth in a cup,
My glasses on the table until I get up.
As sleep dims my vision, I say to myself:
Is there anything else I should lay on the shelf?
The reason I know my youth is all spent?
Is my get-up-and-go has got up and went!
But in spite of it all, I’m able to grin
And think of the places my getup has been!

HELLO LEO! . . This handsome young man is
the son of MARK and KARLI MANNING. LEO
GIBSON MANNING was born 8-17-18 and is
the grandson of BOBBY & NAN ROBERSTON
MANNING, great grandson of the late PAT &
TEX ROBERTSON and little brother to JAXON.
MARK & KARLI are both directors at Indian
Springs.
This is ADLEY
CATHARINE
MORGAN . .
daughter of ELLIS and Alumni
ELIZABETH
BAYER MORGAN. ADLEY was
born July 2nd
and weighed 7
lbs. and 10 ozs.
ELIZABETH, a
camper, counselor and great
CLASP Member
at Indian Springs
for many, many
years says . . she
and ELLIS “are
over the moon
for her.”

ELISE ROSS,
what a beautiful one year
old you are!
She is the
daughter of
TAYLOR and
Alumni CAMILLE PARKER ROSS,
a popular
camper and
counselor at
Inks Lake for
13 years. We
look forward to
future camper
ELISE in just a
few years.

This is proud
Aunt KATHARINE “KITTY” BAYER,
many years
a great
counselor,
camper and
now CLASP
Member at Indian Springs,
holding her
precious
niece ADLEY
CATHARINE
MORGAN,
daughter of
ELLIS and
Alumni ELIZABETH BAYER MORGAN,
born 7-2-18
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Continued from Page 6

It’s Chow Time, Campers, Chow
Time
BARNEY’s Chow was delicious,
absolutely delicious. Why? Because
everyone was so dang hungry. Starving. So much energy was spent on a
daily basis that most of the time when
Chow came around, you were famished.
Green beans? Load me up. Mashed potatoes? More please. Cold cuts for lunch?
I’m about to build the world’s thickest
sand-o. Honestly, I know that there must
have been so much effort to feed all those
kids and counselors three squares every
day. Much respect to BARNEY and his
staff. We loved it, and he, deserved his
‘Come Out, Come Out’ song that demandedhe show himself and receive his
adoration.
I became national champion at eating
Capn’ Crunch every morning out of the
main compartment of my tray that allowed for about 2 millimeters of milk.
I learned that I could put honey on just
about everything. I started a life-long
love affair with Tang, and to this day I
dream of BARNEY’s bacon.
Those Special Camp Days
Gum Drop - who would have thought
that an opportunity to chew one little
piece of gum would send us boys into an
absolute frenzy? The Gum Drop created
a straight-up Lord of the Flies situation
of chaos and insanity; jockeying for position on the air strip for where you think
JOHNNY ROB is going to make the drop
was like a scene in American Gladiators.
The gentle, mild mannered kid in your
cabin that everyone liked turned out to
have a black belt in karate and wouldn’t
hesitate to demonstrate his skills on you
should you enter his personal space. And
what a tease! JOHNNY would fly by at
low altitudes at least a half a dozen times
to really work us all into a tizzy. Most
years the drop was perfect, other years
we were still finding gum at the boy’s
Swim Bay a week later.
Frog Day - there are actual girls in
the boy’s camp! The counselors (boys
and girls) who orchestrated Frog Day
were terrific. Usually, one of the girl
counselors would be kidnapped by the
villain (a boy counselor), and the hero
(a boy or girl counselor) would save the
day by thwarting the villain’s scheme.
The Villain was usually chased to the
top of the trolley at the Boy’s Swim Bay,
where he was vanquished on the way
down and more times than not, timed
his release wrong which resulted in a
magnificent back flop. In my eyes, these
counselors were adults, but in reality
they were probably no older than 18 or
19, and they made that day so much fun.
Drinking frog juice underwater, swimming through the tunnel of love, and
talking to the Frog Girls were definitely
a highlight.
Mile Swim - This was a great event
that promoted teamwork and cabin spirit. We all had to finish! It never really
mattered what your time ended up to be,
just that our entire cabin completed the
swim. The counselors were great with
their encouragement, but you would
probably lose a finger at the end of a canoe paddle if you tried to hang on and
take a breather. The rule was simple, if
you start, you finish.
Name Tha - There were always a few
counselors that really wanted to win this.
These were also the guys that would very
subtly trick you into telling them what
your name was. You weren’t supposed to
talk, so picture a counselor speaking like
a ventriloquist and asking questions like,
‘I know your name is HARP, but what’s
your first name?’ Or ‘what’s the first and
last word in your name?’ Or ‘I know you
of course ROB! Who’s that ding-a-ling

next to you?’
Caaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaamp
Fiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiire
Man, if those styrofoam blocks could
talk, the stories they would tell! Campfire skits were usually brainstormed by
the cabin at quiet time, finalized after
dinner, and rehearsed once right before
Campfire was called. The action, the drama, the comedy! I’ve gathered over the
years that in the Girl’s Camp, most skits
were based off of contemporary motifs
and modern themes. In the Boy’s Camp,
the skits were usually recycled bits from
year’s past. Man Eating Turtle! Man
Eating Turtle! Or, the baseball pitcher
throwing crazy pitches shown behind
a bunk sheet with a flashlight, or reciting the U.S. states in alphabetical order.
You get the picture. They were corny,
and they were hilarious. The funniest
parts were when the audience would recognize a skit that they had seen before
and would let out a collective tongue-incheek groan just as the punchline was
being delivered. Also, the counselor skits
were the best. ‘Unsuspecting’ counselors
were sure to receive their long overdue
comeuppance with a pie to the face or a
water balloon attack. I was definitely a
victim of both of these.
There were also the solemn, spiritual
moments. BOB TARLTON’s never ending stories, where you know he was there
because you could hear him, but the only
thing you saw was the burning end of his
cigarette. Just when he got to the most
exciting and pivotal part of the story ....
‘And that’s where I’ll leave off until next
time ... ‘
Anytime TEX would speak was a special occasion of course. As a young kid,
you heard the stories of a larger-than-life
TEX and all the things he had achieved
in his life ... a true leader of men. Some
of the things we were told seemed so farfetched and crazy, that they were simply
dismissed as a funny rumor, Camp Longhorn embellished lore. However, after recently finishing ROSS LUCKSINGER’s
amazing book about TEX, I now realize
that all off these things, even the out of
this world unbelievable things, well, they
were all true.
Camp Friends are the BEST Friends
We’ve all had wonderful friends in
our lifetime, but I would submit to you
that Camp friends were always the best
friends. School friends are great in that
you go through a lot together, studying, trials and tribulations of school,
sports teams, and parties. Camp friends
on the other hand, did not come with
the baggage of school and responsibility. At Camp, the main thing you share
with your friend is fun and laughter! No
stress! It’s the easiest and most satisfying
relationship you’ll ever have. Let’s just
smile and have fun!
I wanted to give an Attawaytogo to
a few of my best friends at Camp that
fine-tuned my character and were largely responsible for my sense of humor.
Most of these guys I haven’t talked to
since Camp, but please know that you
were very much a part of who I am as
an adult: my original partner in crime
SCOTT WRATTEN, JOHN P. WHITE,
GEORGE
BRAMBLETT,
CHAD
PRICE, BLAKE HORTENSTINE,
CORY ROBERTSON, GRANT IRONS,
STEVE WAKEFIELD, COLIN CORGAN, MARK JUNELL, HOUSTON
LANE, JOHN MOODY and PHILIP
TAYLOR. Also guys that I met at Camp
as a counselor that were never in my
term as campers:MATT GREENFIELD,
JOHN GILLIS and TREY LARY.
Counselor Position
What can you say about these young

men that were surrogate brothers, uncles,
and fathers? Thanks? Much appreciated?
It goes far beyond that. These guys were
my role models, my source of vital preteen information, and a never ending
source of laughs and inspiration to someday be on their level of coolness (still
striving for that). Although at the time,
most of these guys were really no more
than boys themselves, (a lot of them had
mustaches in the early 80’s though) the
impact they had on the campers was tremendous, and if you were a male counselor at Camp Longhorn, you know that
RAY (God bless the man) saw something
in you that he thought would benefit the
Camp as a whole, and could create a positive influence on the campers. Whatever
redeeming qualities as a human being I
have, (I’m told by my mother and wife
I have a few, maybe!) I owe to Camp
Longhorn and these incredible men that
went the extra mile to not only do their
jobs, but to teach lessons, and treat each
day as an opportunity to aid molding
young people’s impressionable minds
with positive vibes and a humorous
wink. I’ll never forget you glorious jerks:
JIMMY BURKE, HANK WARNER,
DUNCAN HAWTHORNE, JOHNNY
RINGO, DEE DOCKERY, ED MACINERNEY, DUDLEY McCALLA, SCOTT
CECIL, ROBBY ALDEN, MICHAEL
SOPER, HENRY RIENSTRA, MUZZY
BASS, JIMMY HOLMES, LANCE
DEUTSCH, CINCO FEUILLE, PISTOL
LOVE, RETT CORSON, P.J. BRADY,
WILL BLACK, BOBBY ANDERSON,
CHRIS ARMSTRONG, ROBERT
BLACK, ANDREW McCALLA, JOEY
McCALLA, JACK INGRAM, ANGIE
LAROS, COYE IRONS, MIKE BLAYLOCK, STEWART WHITEHEAD and
JIMMY YOUNG. Of course I can’t forget the greatest counselor of them all,
JIMMY REEDER, the creator of much
of the modern day tradition and humor
that is Camp Longhorn. JIMMY to me is
the quintessential Longhorn Man.
Time hasn’t changed Camp. The
most remarkable thing about that place
is that it never evolved into anything outside of what it was originally created to
be. It looks the same. It smells the same.
It feels the same. That’s why it is near
perfect. Thank God.

SUPER, ROB HARP, I don’t think
you missed a thing! What a great article
and it covers just about everything you
did or wanted to do when you were a
camper/counselor! ROB is from a family of great Camp Longhorn Alumni . .
dad BOB HARP was a camper in the 50’s
and sister CARRIE HARP FISHER along
with several cousins were campers and
counselors over the years at Inks Lake.
ROB, who grew up in Houston, was a
camper for eight years and counselor
two years at Inks. He has two children
at camp now HAZEL HARP (13) and ‘19
will be her 6th year at CLH and VIVI
HARP (10) and ‘19 will be her 4th year.
Both girls are at the Inks Lake Camp!
Now living in Denver, CO., ROB is Division Sales Manager for a major wine
and spirits importer and wife ANGIE
HARP is an enterprise sales manager at
BOX. Through his years at camp, ROB

had many, many awards. Cabin 0 .. 1981
. .Campfire Lighter (first night of camp),
Cabin 1 in 1982, Indian Prince, Cabin 3
in 1983 Indian Division Name the Counselor winner and on and on with most activity awards through the years and also
many water & ball team awards.In 1986
as a Tarpon he was a top 5 mile swimmer. When asked what he was in charge
of at Camp and his answer was moving
sprinklers and feedingALI GATOR! He
graduated from Texas A&M University
in 1995 . . BBA Management. He would
love to hear from some of you’all and encourages you to e-mail him:
rbharpjr@hotmail.com. We thank you,
ROB HARP, for all of the wonderful
things you write about. You are a CLH
MAN over and over again!

And the
winners are . .
The Inks Lake Merit
Store, with the help of
new Merit Store Director, CAMI CREWS,
donated sooo many
great prizes for the raffle
and social . . Here are
just a few of the winners
and their prizes!
ADAM ZIMMERMAN
Tumbler

ALISON WIESENTHAL
Tumbler

ANNA MEYERSON
Tumbler

ANNIE McLAUGHLIN RUBALCAVA
Phone Accessories

ASHLEY BRYAN RUGGLES
Car Magnet

CODY BROOKS JONES
Orange Rolling Thermos

ELLEN MATSON
Sweat Shirt Blanket

JENNIFER HAZLEWOOD CRONIN
Cabana Towel

JENNY WALZEL
Thermometer

JOCELYN DRAPER
Tumbler

JOHN WHITE
Game Day Tote

KELLY PULS
Stadium Blanket

MICHAEL CONWAY
Cooler Bag

PAUL AMUNDSEN
Little Bag w/Luggage Tag

SAMANTHA HOLMAN
Portfolio

TAYLOR ROSS
Eyeglass Case

TY HEMPHILL
Golf Umbrella

VON ADAY
Salo

WILL GAINER
Dog Bowl

GREAT E-MAIL . . .
His name was BUBBA, he
was from Texas . . And he needed a loan, So. . He walked into a
bank in New York City and asked
for the loan Officer. He told the
loan officer that he was going to
Paris for an International redneck
festival for two weeks and needed
to borrow $5,000; and that he was
not a depositor of the bank.

Sent to ROBBY ROB from
SCOTT SIPPEL . . .
Note read . . “MATT and
I drove out to a new dove
hunting spot over the weekend and came across a hint
of CLH “ . . MATT is an 8 year
camper from Gilbert, Arizona
and son of CLASP Member
SCOTT SIPPEL. Thanks for
sharing, MATT & SCOTT!

The bank officer told him that
the bank would need some form
of security for the loan, so the
Redneck handed over the keys to
a new $70,000 Ford King Ranch
pick-up truck. The truck was
parked on the street in front of
the bank. The Redneck produced
the title and everything checked
out. The loan officer agreed to
hold the truck as collateral for the
loan and apologized for having
to charge 12% interest. Later, the
bank’s president and its officers
all enjoyed a good laugh at the
Redneck from Texas for using a
$70,000 truck as collateral for a
$5,000 loan. An employee of the
bank then drove the truck into the
bank’s private underground garage
and parked it.
Two weeks later, the Redneck
returned, repaid the $5,000 and the
interest of $23.07. The loan officer
said, “Sir, we are very happy to
have had your business, and this
transaction has worked out very
nicely, but we are a little puzzled.
While you were away, we checked
you out on Dunn & Bradstreet and
found that you are a Distinguished
Alumni from Texas Christian
University, a highly sophisticated
investor and multi-millionaire with
real estate and financial interests
all over the world. Your investments include a large number of
wind turbines around Sweetwater, Texas. What puzzles us is,
why would you bother to borrow
$5,000?”
The good ‘ole boy from Texas
replied, “Where else in New York
City can I park my truck for two
weeks for only $23.07 and expect
it to be there when I return?”

This beautiful picture was snapped of P.J. BRADY, many years a
camper, counselor and wonderful CLASP member in Ireland this
past summer. Thanks for sharing P. J.

His name was BUBBA . .
Keep an eye on those boys
from Texas!
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TWO FREQUENTLY
REQUESTED RECIPES

V-Day

INKS LAKE APPLE CRISP!
1 (9x13 inch) pan
2 cans apples
1 c. brown sugar
1 tsp. cinnamon

Here are the 1st Term, 2018 Inks Lake Cabin 0 Apache Legacies . .How did they get the title of
Longhorn Legacies . . front (1-r) HOLT HOWARD by CHRIS & RACHEL MERRILL HOWARD;
ROYAL FILGO by JONATHAN FILGO & Grandmother, SUSIE TRESCH BARNETT; GRANT HILLIARD by HANK HILLIARD; LUKE KENDALL by STACY SEWELL KENDALL & Grandmother, LUANN JOHNSON SEWELL . . back (l-r) Counselor FORD FOSTER by QUINT & MINDY KINSLER
FOSTER & Grandmother, BETTY BROWNING SMITH; FRANKIE McGEHEE by FRANK McGEHEE; JACK HAMMOND by EMILY ALVARADO HAMMOND; HENRY BOWMAN by LORI NEAL
BOWMAN; TYLER COKE by JOHN COKE; OLIVER SUMAN by Grandmother, ANNE SUMAN.

Here are the 1st Term, 2018 Inks Lake Wrangler Chief Legacies . . How did they get the title
of Longhorn Legacies .. front (l-r) AUBREY JONES by ASHLEY JOHNSON JONES; KATHLEEN
ROBERTS by HEATHER HAWN ROBERTS; ELLEN RANSLUM by LEIGH ANN PYEATT RANSLEM; DARYN LEIGH ROWLETT by JOHN ROWLETT; LIBBY LESTER by DARCIE DOBBS LESTER; LIZZIE HALL by KRISTI HOLLOWAY HALL .. middle (l-r) MEREDITH NICHOLS by ASHLEY
GEYER NICHOLS; HANNA NORWOOD by PAUL NORWOOD; RILEY SAlKIN by JEFF SAIKIN;
SARITA ARSHAM by WENDY CANALES ARSHAM; KATIE TAYLOR by COURTNEY STEVENS
TAYLOR; MARY CAROLINE HATCHER by MARCI HELM KRAMER .. back (l-r) Counselor OLIVIA
NICKLOS by SUSAN HARKNESS NICKLOS; KENDALL DOBIE by RUSSELL DOBIE; LAUREN
SIPPEL by SCOTT SIPPEL & WHITNEY HYATT; TAYLOR GOERTZ by KRISTI FLORIANIC GOERTZ; Counselor HALEY YOUMAN by KATE JOHNSON YOUMAN.

C3

Topping:
2 c. flour
2 eggs
2 c. sugar
1 1/2 tsp. cinnamon
1 Tbsp. baking powder
1/2 c. melted butter or oleo
1 tsp. salt
Put apples in pan. Sprinkle with
brown sugar, then sprinkle 1
teaspoon cinnamon over this.
Mix together the topping ingredients (first 5 ingredients under
“topping”) in a mixing bowl with
hands until it is in small crumbles
(by rubbing between your hands).
Put on top of apples in pan. Sprinkle 1 1/2 teaspoons cinnamon over
this. Pour melted butter on top.
Bake in a 325 degree oven until
brown and crisp, about 1 hour.
Enjoy!

CHAD & ANREA CALHOUN w/children
(l-r) CAMERON, ANDREA, ASHLYN, JOSH & CHAD
MAX & JILL COUSSOU BUJA
w/girls ELLEN (l) & CAROLINE

JOEL & BEGGS BEVAN NELAND
w/daughter EMMA

INDIAN SPRINGS
APPLE CRISP!
Here are the 1st Term, 2018 Indian Spri ngs Boy Wrangler Legacies . . How did they get the title
of Longhorn Legacies .. front (1-r) BLAKE MARSHALL by COLETTE TOUCHSTONE MARSHALL;
BRANTLEY O’CONNOR by CARRIE SEWARD O’CONNOR; WYATT KRIEG by SEAN HILL . .
back (l-r) BROOKS INDERGARD by LAURA BATEMAN INDERGARD; LUKE CENTANNI by MELISSA LUCKSINGER CENTANNI; SAMUEL CLAY by CATHERINE RANCK CLAY ; JOSHUA DAVIS by KEITH DAVIS.

Here are the 1st term, 2018 Indian Springs Unicorn Legacies . .How did they get the title of Longhorn Legacies . . (1-r) KATHERINE MAGGIO by LESLIE TEAGUE MAGGIO; MARY KATE PATRICK by LAURA SAYERS PATRICK; MARY PAULOWSKY by WHITNEY WILT PAULOWSKY;
CAROLINE SHUFORD by KELLY SHUFORD: VALENTINA NISIMBLAT by ERIK NISIMBLAT.

2 c. white sugar
2 c. brown sugar
2 c. flour
1 1/2 Tbsp. cinnamon
3 1/2 c. oats
About 4 c. apples (canned or fresh)
1 lb. butter

BEN & BROOKE GEORGE
w/daughter LANEY

Preheat oven to 350 degrees. In
mixing bowl, mix sugars, flour,
cinnamon and oats. Melt butter and
pour over dry mixture. Mix till all
is moist. Grease 9 x 13 inch pan.
Pour in apples (if fresh, sprinkle
with sugar). Top with the sugar
and oats mixture. Bake about 30
minutes.

Here are the 2nd Term, 2018 Inks Lake Cabin B4 Weasel Legacies . . How did they get the title
of Longhorn Legacies . . front (l-r) HENRY LeBLANC by JULIANA ADAMS LeBLANC; KARLIS
McBRIDE by MICHAEL McBRIDE; MAGNUS BOSSE’ by MADELYN MAURITZ BOSSE’; BLAKE
NEUMANN by RACHEL LEE NEUMANN and Grandfather PAUL LEE . . middle (l-r) ANDREW McKELLAR by RICHARD McKELLAR; MICHAEL DAVIS by ASHLEY SCHUENEMANN DAVIS; BURTON LEE by BRANDY MURPHY LEE; THOMAS QUAID by KIMBERLY BUFFINGTON QUAID;
BROWN HOLLAND by JENNY SNIDER HOLLAND . . back (l-r) ANDREW GERSTENHABER by
COURTNEY BANKLER GERSTENHABER; CHARLES BREWER by NICOLE METZGER BREWER; Counselor STUART KINZEL by LISA BERG KINZEL; FRANK HADLOCK by LINDSAY LIVINGSTON HADLOCK and Grandmother GEORGIA PRIDDY LIVINGSTON; MATTHEW WHITE by
CRAIG & MICHELLE DOHERTY WHITE.

Here are the 2nd Term, 2018 Inks Lake Wrangler Chief Legacies . .How did they get the title of
Longhorn Legacies . . front (1-r) AVA WARD by MOLLY REESE WARD and Grandmother, NANCY
MANNING REESE; MARGOT PURDIE by BRIDGET O’TOOLE PURDIE; CLAIRE SEINSHEIMER
by MATTHEW SEINSHEIMER; SARAH WEBER by ANDREW & KATHERINE SEGER WEBER;
EMMA MATTHEWS by GRAHAM & NATALIE NATION MATTHEWS; SARAH WOMBLE by
ROBERT & SHANNON STROTHER WOMBLE . . middle (l-r) DELANEY LYNCH by ANN BUELL
LYNCH; CORLEY HOLLAND by JENNY SNIDER HOLLAND; ISABEL-HART JULIO by SHELLEY
WATSON JULIO; ALLIE CALCOTE by MARY. LESLIE STEWART CALCOTE; REBECCA BUELL
by BOBBY BUELL . . back (l-r) Counselor HALEY YOUMAN by KATE JOHNSON YOUMAN; MOLLY RIBBECK by RACHEL JACKSON RIBBECK; VIVIAN YALE by CAMILLE MILLER YALE; SARAH MARTIN by KATE McGUIRE MARTIN; VANNAH GUEDRY by FARRAH FOSTER GUEDRY;
Counselor OLIVIA NICKLOS by SUSAN HARKNESS NICKLOS.

MARK & JENNIFER REID HOESTEREY
w/children EDIE & CADE

MATT & KIERSTEN CONNELLY KITA
w/children JOHN and CHARLOTTE

MATT & CHRISTI STROCK
w/boys ROBERT, JOHN & WILL

HUNTER & ASHLEY JAMES TAYLOR
w/children AVERY (l) & HAYDEN

KEVIN & MONIQUE McCONNELL
w/children WILL and CHLOE

Happy B-Day to you, Happy
B-Day to you, Happy B-Day
dear
JORDAN, Happy B-Day to you!

Here are the 2nd Term, 2018 Indian Springs Roadrunner Legacies . . How did they get the title
of Longhorn Legacies .. front (l-r) RYDER BLAIS by TAMI JOHNSON BLAIS; PARKER GUIDRY
by JILL BAUKNIGHT JONES and Grandfather, BRUCE BAUKNIGHT; CULLEN THIGPEN by
DEEANN DUNAWAY THIGPEN; MILES CHARLES by CHELSEA RICHARDSON CHARLES
and Grandfather, TERRY RICHARDSON . . back (l-r) ETHAN ROBERTS by DOUG ROBERTS;
VANCE KINCANNON by MARSHALL KINCANNON; JACKSON WARREN by BETSY MARSHALL;
ALAN SOBBA by LISTI ARNOLD SOBA.

He re are the 2nd Term, 2018 Indian Springs Pony Up Legacies . . How did they get the title of
Longhorn Legacies . . front (l-r) SUTTON SHELL by MICHOU TRAN SHELL ; HARPER JOINER
by CAROLINE McCALL JOINER; VIVIENNE AKINS-SMITH by TARA AKINS; COCO KLEBERG
by CARDO KLEBERG .. back (l-r) LILY CASILLAS by TIFFANY BEACHLEY CASILLAS; EMILY
BISHOP by JOSH BISHOP and Grandmother MARGARET BISHOP; ABBY ARNOLD by CLARK
& GENEVIEVE KIMMEL ARNOLD and Grandmother SHELLEY LEE KIMMEL; FOSTER MYERS
by ASHLEE HOLOBAUGH MYERS . .top, Counselor SARAH BRUCE by SUSAN SEYMOUR
HOLLAND

JORDAN JEFFUS CAIN turned
32 in August. JORDAN and
Grandmother, VICKI JEFFUS,
say to save a place for JORDAN’s 3 month old son TRIPP
in the boy’s camp . . 2026!

MARK & LINDSEY GRIFFIN HALFORD
w/girls . . EMILY (l) & MOLLIE
JOSH & JILL POTH LACK w/daughter SARAH

PHIL & KELLY KLLINE
w/children ZACH (l) and DYLAN
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V-Day

A letter from a happy MOM to
KERI MANNING WEAVER,
Girls Camp Director
at Indian Springs . . .
Hi KERI,
This is STACY WEST, I am
GRACE COKER’s mom, she was
on the waitlist for Indian Springs
4th term and you were able to
get her in last minute this past
year. I am happy to say she had a
BLAST and I just signed her up
for 2019 Indian Springs 4th term.

Inks Lake

BOYD & AIMEE POTH BURNETT
w/children EMILY & HARRISON

P.J. & JACQUELINE BRADY
w/children . . (l-r) CONNOR, PATRICK & PEYTON

STEVE & KITTY OLDHAM
w/daughter MOLLY

BRYAN & JENNIFER BOSWELL PICKENS
w/children . . (l-r) ABBY, MAGGIE, KATE
& ELLIE

Here are the 3rd Term, 2018 Indian Springs Girl Wrangler Legacies . . How did they get the title
of Longhorn Legacies .. front (l-r) EMMI LUCKSINGER by DANIEL & ANNETTE LILLARD LUCKSINGER and Grandmother, SALLY ROBERTSON LUCKSINGER and Grandfather, MIKE LUCKSINGER; CHLOE SHRADER by TED SHRADER; ELIZABETH GREEN by CARRIE KOPPLOW
GREEN, EMMA WRIGHT by JENNIFER BECKER WRIGHT; MERIDIAN MONTHY by JEREMY
MONTHY . . back (l-r) KATHRYN ROBISON by JIM ROBISON; PHOEBE KIFFIN by PAIGE INGEBRITSON MAXWELL; EMMA TUCKER by MELINDA GEORGE TUCKER; AVA SATEL by JIM
& KELLY KILLIAN SATEL; MARY KATE MacKENNA by ASHLEY BALCH MacKENNA and PATRICK MacKENNA; MARGOT PHANEUF by MARSHALL PHANEUF.

Here are the 3rd Term, 2018 Indian Springs Jackrabbit Legacies . .How did they get the title of
Longhorn Legacies . . front (1-r) RUBEN ABNEY by MIKELL MILES ABNEY; HAYES BRODHEAD
by COLE BRODHEAD; JEFFERSON DUNAHOE by JARED DUNAHOE; RANDALL GRACE by
HOLLIS HUGHES GRACE . . back (l-r) HARRfSON LINGLE by ROBERT LINGLE; COLE JAMISON by CAMERON JAMISON; JOHN CONNOR LIGHT by DAVID WALKER LIGHT; JAMES LONGACRE by EVEN LONGACRE; ZACHARY GREENWAY by KARI CLARK GREENWAY.

MATT & EVIE RAWLINSON w/boys DYER (l) and JAX

STEPHEN & KATIE GREEN HOWARD
w/children ELIZABETH & CURRIE

MEREDITH ZENNER with her girls . .
(l-r) MEGAN, MEREDITH, COURTNEY & KENDALL
FRANK & TIFFANY WILSON LAWSON
w/children JACK (in the back) CHANCE (l) & PATRICK

Here are the 3rd Term, 2018 Inks Lake Dove Legacies .. How did they get the title of Longhorn
Legacies . . front (l-r) LAYNE JENKINS by POLLY JONES JENKINS; EVIE GRAHAM by MARK
GRAHAM; KELLY DILLARD by JEFF DILLARD; BENNIE DILLARD by JEFF DILLARD; FRANCES
DECHERD by CAROLINE BAIRD DECHARD . . middle (l-r) ABBY PICKENS by JENNIFER BOSWELL PICKENS; MADISON MATTHEWS by RYAN & LAUREN LOWE MATTHEWS; STELLA
MARSHALL by JENNIFER CHAMBERS MARSHALL; CHARLOTTE MARSHALL by JENNIFER
CHAMBERS MARSHALL; LUCY KEITH by MELITA TYNG KEITH .. back (l-r) Counselor LAUREN
ANDREWS by KATHRYN LIND ANDREWS; SOPHIA STIDHAM by SHANE STIDHAM; SAMANTHA SHREVES by MARY CAROLINE CRUZ SHREVES; CAROLINE PRESTIDGE by COREY
PRESTIDGE; Counselor OLIVIA SMITH by ROBINSON SMITH.

JOHN & LAUREN GENUNG
w/children (l-r) WESLEY, JENNIE, JOHN,
MARY MICHAELE
Here are the 4th Term, 2018 Indian Springs Zebra Legacies . . How did they get the title of Longhorn Legacies . . (l-r) MIRANDA MURA by PABLO MURA; LYLA LANDRETH by LESLEIGH WICKER LANDRETH; LANDRY COCKRELL by GIGI GORMAN COCKRELL; AUDREY HILDRETH by
REGAY MILBERGER HILDRETH; AVERY BARNEY by BETH MUSE BARNEY.

Here are the 3rd Term, 2018 Inks Lake Cb. 8 Bobcat Legacies .. How did they get the title of
Longhorn Legacies . . front (l-r) HUNT CONGER by WILLIAM CONGER; JACK CONGER by
CLAYTON & ELIZABETH STRODE CONGER; OLIVER DUFFIN by CLARE OLIVER DUFFIN and
Grandmother, NANCY OLIVER; GUS GRIGGS by JOHN GRIGGS; PARKER WOOD by JEFF
WOOD and Grandmother, ANN WOOD SHOOK .. middle (l-r) CARTER MAYFIELD by CARTER
MAYFIELD; PAXTON SMITH by CARY FLORENCE SMITH; HUDSON INGRAM by JACK INGRAM; HOUSTON CRUSE by SAM & ASHLEY LAHOURCADE CRUSE..back (l-r) Counselor . .
JAX RAWLINSON by MATT RAWLINSON; VAUGHAN CECIL by BLAKE CECIL and Grandfather,
BOB CECIL; Counselor LUKE LAKENMACHER by BILL LAKENMACHER; ANDREW BAAY by
BERKLEE BEAKLEY BAAY; Counselor , CALEB ATTWELL by PETER ATTWELL

Here are the 4th Term, 2018 Indian Springs Roadrunner Legacies . . How did they get the title
of Longhorn Legacies . . (l-r) EDWIN CROWNOVER by ROBERT CROWNOVER; CHAZ CUNNINGHAM by LANCE CUNNINGHAM; JAKE ENGELSON by ROBIN HUGHEY ENGELSON and
Grandmother , LOUISE RENFROW; DON CROW by DON CROW.

GRACE also mentioned she actually met you and said you were
so nice and kind to her knowing
she was new to
camp. I figured GRACE would
have fun but didn’t realize how
much fun, GRACE loves a good
party! She spent her
previous years at Camp Ozark ....
But decided she wanted to go to
camp with friends, that is why we
made the switch.
was told by several parents CLH
was smaller and different than
Ozark, I have to be honest to tell
you my heart was
broken when she decided to
switch, we have always loved
Ozark. However, when I arrived
for pick up that Saturday
there was something about your
camp that warmed my heart as
well as won it completely over. I
don’t know what it
was ... it was just a feeling, her
counselors were amazing, she met
new people in her cabin as well as
within the camp. I
also had to talk to your nursing
staff while GRACE was there ...
no emergency just girl stuff and
they were on top of the
issue from start to end, very impressive!
I am afraid to tell you, you now
have a life-long CLH fan! Not
only with GRACE
but myself ... ! Something good
if not great is going on there!!!
Thank you for supplying my
child with lifelong memories and
friendships!
STACY WEST
Summer of 2018
Who still has a Super Session
t-shirt tucked in their closet?

MARK & ASHLEY MATTHEWS LUNSFORD
w/girls ISABEL (l) & CAROLINE
JASON & RENNIE RATLIFF FONTAINE
w/son WILL

SCOTT & JENNIFER BANKLER
w/children . . WILLIAM (l) & BENJAMIN

Here are the 4th Term, 2018 Inks Lake Wren Up Legacies .. How did they get the title of Longhorn Legacies .. front (1-r) CAROLINA SULLIVAN by TODD SULLIVAN; LUCIA MAJORS by MICHAEL MAJORS; DELANEY SULLIVAN by BILLY SULLIVAN; EMILY ALLRED by RACHEL KING
ALLRED; RUTHIE VELLANO by LETTIE ALEXANDER VELLANO .. back (l-r) Counselor SOPHIE
GREEN by CHARLES GREEN; STELLA BENZAQUEN by SARAH BAILEY BENZAQUEN; MERRITT SHEFFIELD by JOHN & AMY DAVOL SHEFFIELD; ERIN AINSWORTH by MEGHAN STINE;
Counselor BROOKE COLEMAN by SALLY HENDRIX COLEMAN.

Here are the 4th Term, 2018 Inks Lake Boy Wrangler Legacies. How did they get the title of Longhorn Legacies .. front (l-r) OWEN BUTLER by DENNIS BUTLER; MAX ALLRED by RACHEL
KING ALLRED; JACK SCANLAN by CLAY SCANLAN .. middle (l-r) REECE CARTWRIGHT by
WENDI CARTWRIGHT; OWEN HUDGINS by DAVID HUDGINS; WILL MYATT by Grandmother
JANE GARTH; MARK McKELVEY by JENNIFER GOBLE McKELVEY .. back (l-r) HAlDEN CARTWRIGHT by WENDI CARTWRIGHT; CLAYTON JACKSON by CARTER HARRISON JACKSON;
OWEN BALCER by SUZY BALCER; Counselor AUSTIN BURNETT by DAVID BURNETT

This is FRANK EVEREST, husband of MARY PATT EVEREST
showing off his new looking t-shirt
from decades ago!
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V-Day

This is a great e-mail from
DONNA DAVIS . . many,
many years a camper
and counselor and active
CLASP member. And, we
all know GARDNER
(G . P.) PARKER . . popular
camper, counselor,
director, President of
CLASP and is on the Board
of Managers at Camp
Longhorn.
Subject: My visit with
Gardner Parker
I hope this email finds y’all
doing well. I wanted to relate
a story to you that I think you
will appreciate.

Indian Springs

Here are the 1st Term, 2018 C3 Sunflower Legacies . . How did they get the title of Longhorn
Legacies . . (l-r ) EMMA BAIRD by JANEY ROGERS BAIRD; BAILEY SWANEY by AMY VOGT
SWANEY; SARITA SHARPE by SARA RIGNEY SHARPE .

JEFF & MICHOU TRAN SHELL
w/girls . . back SLOANE & front SUTTON

Here are the 1st Term, 2018 C3 Gar Legacies . . How did they get the title of Longhorn Legacies .
.(l- r) WALTER CARRINGTON by CLAY CARRI NGTON; SCHUYLER HARVEY by WILL HARVEY;
ISAAC MIGHT by TEAL SANDERS MIGHT.

ALAN & LISTI ARNOLD SOBBA w/children . . front, LILA . .
middle, (l-r) HARRIS,GEORGE, DAVE . . back, LISTI, ALAN
& grandfather, DAVID ARNOLD

I was pulling out of a tennis
event in Houston. There was a
back up in traffic in the parking lot. While I was waiting, a
man got out of a car that was
try to back out of a parking
spot and came up to my window.
I said, “Well hello Gardner!
My name is Donna Davis and
I went to Camp Longhorn.”
He said, “Hello, nice to see
another fellow Longhorn
camper.”

WILL & ABIGAIL WILSON GIRAUD
w/children CHARLIE & LUCY

Here are the 2nd Term, 2018 Bluebonnet Legacies . . How did they get the title of Longhorn Legacies .. (l-r) ZOEY GILMAN by JEFF GILMAN; SENECA SHARP by ROYCE SHARP; KATHERINE
LEE by TYLER RICOTTILLI; EVELYN GILMAN by JEFF GILMAN.

Bere are the 2nd Term: 2018 C3 Minnow Legacies . . How did they get the title of Longhorn Legacies . . (l-r) SOREN JONES by RACHEL MEHALL JONES; JAMES BRAGAN by KATHRYN LEE
BRAGAN; CONNOR GAINES by TODD GAINES; JOHN KITA by KIERSTEN DONNELLY KITA.

Me: what can I do for you?
GP: I am hoping you will let
us back out?
Me: well sure!
GP: thank you so much and
nice to see you.
Me: nice to see you too.

RAY & CAROLINE McCALL JOINER
w/daughter HARPER

JEFF & SUSIE PURSELLEY THOMPSON
w/boys . . front (l-r) PARKER, JAKE & TUCKER . . back
CHARLIE
GREG & STEPHANIE FRIEDMAN EVANS
w/children (l-r) HENRY, FRANCES &
ELOISE

He returned to his car and they
were able to back out. Then
while still stuck in traffic,
Gardner gets out of the car
with something in his hand
and walks back to my window.
Me: yes?
GP: here you go (handing me
two paper merits)
Me (laughing): what is this
for?
GP: you just did a good deed,
doesn’t that deserve a merit?
Me: well, I guess so. Thank
you.
GP: you’re welcome

Here are the 3rd Term, 2018 C3 Lily Legacies . . How did they get the title of Longhorn Legacies
. . (l-r) OLIVIA KERR by WALTER KERR; EMMA BURKS by CATY CUNNINGHAM BURKS and
Grandmother, ANN PATTERSON COLEMAN; ELLA MISKOVSKY by JENNIFER CRIDER MISKOVSKY; McKENNA SELMAN by TYSON SELMAN and Grandparents, BEN & CHRYL RAY SELMAN.

Here are the 3rd Term, 2018 C3 Minnow Legacies . . How did they get the title of Longhorn Legacies . . (l-r) HUNTER PRAYTOR by KAM & LAUREN McCANN PRAYTOR; MORGAN MURPHY
by RYAN & BRIANNE McKINNEY MURPHY; ALEXANDER DILTZ by NICOLE CRAIN DILTZ;
GEORGE PICKLE by BEN PICKLE; WILL BURKS by CATY CUNNINGHAM BURKS and Grandmother, ANN PATTERSON COLEMAN; JOHN THOMAS WIMBERLY by LANE & CARTER McMAHAN WIMBERLEY . . back, Counselor DARIUS MOODY by THOMAS MOODY.

JACE & AMY JENKINS w/girls GRAHAM (l) and
GRADY

DAVID & CARLA SWINDLE WIGGS
w/children TY and ABBY

He then returned to his car.
Now this was a wonderful
exchange made even more
poignant because I had a
passenger with me. Talk about
good PR.

CHRIS & KIM KLEBERG w/boys
front (l) JUSTUS & COLT .. bac (l) KING

They asked me all sorts of
questions about the incident
and about camp. BTW, who
keeps merits in their car, besides y’all?
Apparently, GP!

Here are the 4th Term, 2018 C3 Lantana Legacies . . How did they get the title of Longhorn Legacies . . front (l-r) AVA HUNT by POLY DEALBA HUNT; GRACIE KNUSSMANN by KIRK KNUSSMANN; JENNA SALLING by JENNIFER BARBER SALLING; EMERY CURTIS by JOHN CURTIS
.. back Counselor BLAKELY JONES (1) by ASHLEY OLLINGER JONES and Counselor DELANEY
BORDERS BY KATHRYN KENNEDY BORDERS.

Here are the 4th Term; 2018 C3 Striper Legacies . . How did they get the title of Longhorn Legacies
.. (l-r) ALEX GUERRERO by ERIN AFMSTRONG GUERRERO; HAYDEN TAYLOR by ASHLEY
JAMES TAYLORi FINLEY HOWELL by MARK HOWELL; LYNDON WARREN by DANA TOTTENHAM.

REGAY MILBERGER HILDRETH
w/children AUDREY & JAMES

MIKE & ALISA BROWNLOW ABSMEIER
w/children IVY and OLIVER

LINDEL & MELISSA EAKMAN w/girls
(l-r) ALEX & ELLIE
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Generational Memories - Camp is a family tradition
BY Z.ACH LAWRENCE
When I think back to my childhood, most of my memories revolved around summertime. A large
part of my summertime memories
revolved around Camp Longhorn.
For me, CLH was the ultimate summer destination. There were so many
activities for me to do and learn.
From swimming a mile to tetherball,
this is one place that had a wonderful
impact on me. Looking back, there
is nothing that compares for a child
that is growing into an adult, summer by summer.
I remember being terrified the
first time I was told about Camp.
I was told by my father that I was
going. My aunt, uncle and father all
went when they were younger and at
that time, stayed the entire summer.
The fact that I was going to be away
from my family and home for an extended period of time was scary. I am
not sure how I was persuaded to get
on that Dallas bus, but somehow, I
managed. I remember some of the
other kids felt the same, but others
were so excited. I wanted to be excited too.
After “days” on the bus, we arrived at the entrance. Besides being
homesick the first few days, my first
summer term at Camp was a blur.
My second year, I made the move
to a 3-week term and never looked
back. Second Term Inks was my
new home away from home for 16
years. Every year was a new challenge, but I was fortunate enough to
make countless life-long friends. I
had many of the same cabin mates
for throughout the years, but there
were always new friends to be made.
I went all nine years as a camper and
when I received my ninth-year ring,
I felt on top of the world.
The part of CLH that truly shaped
me was becoming a counselor. My
childhood idols were not actual rock
stars, they were Camp Longhorn
Counselors. They were all SO cool
and told the best stories and jokes.
I wanted to emulate the best characteristics from each one. Well, let’s
just say this took me a while.
Two of my other idols and
summer father figures were RAY
FRADY and ROBBIE ROB. RAY
was the General, always making sure
that each camper was cared for, was
having a great time and was behaving. If you had to go see RAY in his
office as a camper or counselor, bless
your soul.
ROBBIE, to me, was the man’s

Zach Lawrence, your message
is just great! It’s a story about your
very first impressions of Camp Longhorn and through the years, your
experiences and friends you made.
It’s such a proud time for you and
your wife AMBER to know that your
son SAXTON will be spending his
4th year at CLH in ‘19. This coming summer your daughter SAWYER,
will experience those same wonderful feelings when she gets on that bus
the first time for the ride to Camp!

ZACH & AMBER LAWRENCE
w/children SAXTON (l) & SAWYER

BY JIMMY & WHITNEY
WOOTEN HINTON

man. I mean, who else can fix anything and hold their breath underwater for an hour, not to mention blend
in with the shadows. For the next six
or so years, I spent as much time at
camp as possible. While my hometown friends were making plans for
the summer, I already knew what
mine entailed. I could not wait to
drive down early, set up camp and
wait for the first term to arrive. I did
not stay every term, but 1st -3rd term
you could count me in. I will not
name any names, for fear of omitting
some, but my fellow counselors were
my best friends. Although we do not
talk on a regular basis, I still think of
them often and reminisce on all the
great times we had, as a CLH family.
CLH is a family tradition for the
LAWRENCE family, we have had
12 campers through this year. My
son will spend his 4th summer at
camp and my daughter will startt his
upcoming summer (3rd generation
campers, woohoo), my how the tables have turned. Driving down from
Texarkana, TX (my hometown), taking the Georgetown exit and picking him up on V-Day 3 years ago
brought back SO many memories.
This hit me like a ton of bricks, I was
emotional. The smells and the scenery took .me back to a place where
I felt safe and unassuming. There is
no way to put into words all of the
stories and fond memories, but I am
so grateful for Camp Longhorn and
the lasting memories it has allowed
my family for generations. I can only
hope that my kids make the same
memories and treasure Camp Longhorn just as I have.

Will singing “Taps” before bed
make her homesick ... or will even
want to go home come V-Day? These
and other disparate thoughts entered
the mind this summer as our daughter, LEIGHTON, boarded a bus for
Camp Longhorn for the first time.
Our six-year-old JAMES waved
goodbye to her too, as he looked
three summers ahead to his own
chance to explore Camp Longhorn.
In a way, we were more nervous
than LEIGHTON, but excited for her
all the same. And, truth be told, quite
jealous. WHITNEY and I are both
alumni, carrying many joyous memories of our summers in 78611- her
at Indian Springs, me at Inks Lakeand even before we married, always
intending to send our children too, if
Camp would have them.
Early on, WHITNEY and I instilled many Camp Longhorn values
to our children, practicing manners,
humility, friendship, self-reliance,
appreciation of nature, love of God
and (sometimes) tidiness. So, thankfully LEIGHTON received her Early Bird after h-rr interview and then
counted the days to her first summer
at Indian Springs (mom won!).
In all we received three one-sentence postcards home from camp.
We ached for news, but no news
means good times at Camp Longhorn. When she did write LEIGHTON expressed her appreciation for
chow, blob, trolley, and cabin life
with her new mates. The photos we
viewed online each day were (almost) better than any letter. To see
the joy your child exudes in its purest form is unlike any other feeling a
parent can experience.
WHITNEY and I have attended Alumni Camp many times. We
always look forward to V-Day of
fourth term, because that is Invasion Day for us, the “olds” as a Staff
Counselor recently referred to us,
rather emphatically. But now we
have a three dimensional view of
Camp Longhorn; our own childhood
memories, the news one we make at
Alumni Camp, and most precious
to us - those LEIGHTON makes in
her new life at Camp Longhorn, and
hopefully JAMES too some day.
And that is what makes Camp
Longhorn timeless; it thrives as it is
passed down, one generation to the
next. Like all the best Texas traditions. . .

AND THE
WINNER IS . . .

Continued from Page 17

LOGAN RUBALCAVA
won the trip back for two to
the next mini-camp!

JIMMY & WHITNEY WOOTEN
HINTON

horn. JIMMY, from Houston was a
camper for 8 years and counselor 3
years at Inks Lake. WHITNEY, from
Houston also, was a camper for 9
years and a counselor 3 years at
Indian Springs. And, now daughter
LEIGHTON (8) is a camper at Indian Springs and 2019 will be her 2nd
year. Son JAMES (6) is a future Rattlesnake at Indian Springs. And isn’t

SEWELL

BY CORBY FERRELL

AMBER and children SAXTON (11)
and summer of 2019 will be his 4th
year at C3 .. SAWYER (7) and 2019
will be her first year at C3. ZACH is
Branch Manager @BWI companies,
Inc. and AMBER IS SW Arkansas
Director of Susan G. Komen. ZACH,
a Campfire Lighter many times is a
graduate of University of Arkansas.
We thank you soooo much, ZACH for
your special writing and we thank
you for taking time from a busy, busy
schedule to jot down your memories!

Sharing CLH values with our kids

ZINN

. HAMPTON (15) .. BENNETT (13)
and TRIMBLE (9) and 2019 will be
her 2nd year at Indian Springs. HARVEY is Property Manager, Commercial Real Estate and AMY is an Interior Designer and Homemaker! She
was Campfire Lighter many times, in
the Hoss Shows and voted Favorite.
We thank you, AMY SCHAAF ZINN,
for your special story and we thank
you for taking time from a busy
schedule to jot down your thoughts!

The LAWRENCE Family goes back
a long way and we look forward to
many more LAWRENCES .. and the
very beginning of this stands your
Dad, Aunt and Uncle! ZACH was
a camper for 9 years and counselor another 6 years .. and I can remember how many years you helped
with the Log Cabin cleanup. It was
just one of those things that ZACH
did . . what fun times we had along
with a little work! From Texarkana, he lives there now with wife

There is a place among the hills

it fun to know what your daughter is
doing most times of the day! You’all
are “campers,” too, coming to many
rnini-camps to enjoy the wonderful
friendships made at camp through
the years and experience the many
activities our campers experience
everyday! JIMMY is involved with
Real Estate and WHITNEY is an attorney and stay at home Mom! As a
camper, WHITNEY was a Campfire
Lighter and the winner of the Ropes
and Scuba Awards. As a Counselor,
she was in charge of Scuba. JIMMY
was a Campfire Lighter and voted
Favorite as a Camper . .also winning
the Rapel Award. As a Counselor, he
had many activities he was in charge
of and responsible for . .Pistolry,
Sail, Baseball, Olympic Swim. JIMMY grauuated from Southern Methodist (‘03) and WHITNEY graduated from UT Austin. We thank you’all
again for your special writing and
we thank you for taking the time from
your busy schedule to jot down your
wonderful memories!

Here are the 5th Term, 2018 C3 Catfish Legacies . . How did they get the title of Longhorn Legacies
front (l-r) AIDEN BUCHANAN by KAREN WILLIS BUCHANAN; BECKHAM HAMILTON by HEATHER McCARTHY HAMILTON; COPE GREENBERG by GINGER GRINSFELDER GREENBERG
. . back (l-r) BRODY MURCHISON by WILL MURCHISON; ANDREW SJOBERG by NICOLE
TSOURMAS SJOBERG; HUDSON LEMMONS by TAMI McCARTHY LEMMONS .

Here are the 5th Term, 2018 C3 Poppy Legacies . . How did t hey get the title of Longhorn Legacies . . (l-r) GRACE SADLER by KATIE BRACKIN GODSELL; ADYSON NELSON by ANDREW
NELSON; LESLIE SOPER by JOHN SOPER; LOLA NICHOLAS by DUSTIN NICHOLAS; AVERY
MYERS by CHRISTEN BRINGHURST MYERS and Grandmother, CAROL BRINGHURST.

Continued from Page 17

honey sandwich followed by apple
crisp.
I really did try hard not to tell her
too much so she could discover all
that magic on her own. All of these
tiny conversations allowed me to
rediscover the wonderful memories
of the place that I called home for
so many summers and truly learned
how to be just me. We shared so
many laughs about what was to
come and then when it was over,
what we had all experienced. I realized that what really made me love
CLH as a kid, in addition to all the
joy and fun, was that it allowed me
to challenge myself in such simple
and subtle ways with rewards that
went far beyond what a physical
prize gives you. For example:
Make every effort to be the best
you can be. You might get to be
campfire lighter.
Clean your cabin perfectly.
There’s a super secret surprise!
Try out for the hoss show. Swim
that mile. Then you know you can
swim a mile!
Hold your breath for a minute.
Climb to the top of the tower and
repel down.
Hold a snake.
Entertain the entire camp at
campfire. No such thing as stage
fright!
These all seem simple but the
JIMMY & WHITNEY WOOTEN rewards of success were laughter,
HINTON, you’all do have a three a counselor’s praise, getting to be
dimensional view of Camp Long- Campfire Lighter, having NAN tell

you what a great job you did. There
was no fear of failure. All that mattered was that you put in the effort
and gave it a go. That kind of foundation lasts a lifetime. I still remind
myself of those simple things and
am so happy ELEANOR now gets to
discover them for herself.
EMILY PLANT SEWELL, what
a delightful writing! Sooo much fun
to read! And, how special, being involved in ELEANOR’s decision for a
“warmer” camp and could answer
all of those important questions!
Your “to do” list for ELEANOR and
really, any new camper is just great.
If one can conquer those goals, they
are bound to be Campfire Lighter
before long! EMILY, who grew up
in Corpus Christi, was a camper
for 7 years counselor 3 years at Indian Springs. Husband, ANDREW,
who also grew up in Corpus, is a
CLH Alumni, spending one summer
at Inks Lake. The family now lives
in Boulder, CO and ANDREW is a
dentist and EMILY is CFO of Bull
Publishing Company in Boulder. A
Campfire Lighter many times, EMILY was Favorite in 1983. She graduated from Vanderbilt University
and ANDREW graduated from the
University of Colorado in Boulder.
Thank you EMILY, for yopr special writing and thank you for taking time from a busy schedule to jot
down your memories!

Here are the 6th Term, 2018 C3 Bluebonnet Legacies . . How did they get the title of Longhorn
Legacies . . (l-r) Counselor ELIZA ROSENBLOOM by LISA GREEHEY ROSENBLOOM; NOE
HALL by TAYLOR HALL; EMMA McFARLAND by MATTHEW McFARLAND; MARIE GRIFFITH by
CATHLEEN WRIGHT GRIFFITH; ALLISON RENCH by DAVID RENCH and Grandfather, CRAIG
RENCH; GABBY WYMAN by WILLIAM WYMAN.

Here are the 6th Term, 2018 C3 Minnow Legacies . . How did they get the title of Longhorn Legacies . . front (l-r) HOLDEN PRICE by LAUREN WILLIAMSON PRICE; GRIFFIN McBRIDE by
CATHERINE BELL McBRIDE; WAYLON GELFER by CASEY GIBSON GELFER .. back (l-r)
MYLO McLEOD by ELLIS IVERSON; BARRETT BEDORTHA by WENDY WILSON BEDOR!’HA;
TRENTEN LABATT by THOMAS & CHRISSY ANDERSON LABATT; LAITH NELSON by GINA
AL-JAZRAWI NELSON and Grandmother, KATHRYN ANN ARMSTRONG AL-JAZRAWI.

I found myself singing our great
camp song in my head as I wanted to
show CHRISTOPHER CROW that I
can hold my breath for a minute. No,
this wasn’t me trying to pass my scuba
bar Barracuda year during the summer
of 1992, but it was just a couple of
months ago, summer of 2018 in Dallas with me and CROW watching our
kids swim at the pool. I did 1:18 with
ease. I’m 41 years old and I still think
weekly about my experiences at camp.
I am so fortunate that my 10 year old
daughter, MADISON, loves it as much
as I did and can now live the same experiences again through her.

CORBY FERRELL w/daughter GIGI

kept up with me throughout the year
by writing me letters, a few years later
I stayed with him on a “rush” trip to
TCU, and years beyond that he was in
my wedding. Our daughters were even
in the same pre-school class a couple
of years ago.
As a camper this is where I learned
how to: whistle like TEX as he would
bring in every bird within earshot, survive without shoes, do a back flip, use
the “library” without stalls, sail, going
stealth in raids is only way to succeed
and much, much more

The last two V-days picking her up,
I make sure that I take the long walk
though Boys camp back to our car. This
year was a bit different as I knew that
RAY wasn’t going to be there at Wildlife giving me a “Hey Corbonious.” I
was so happy to see HELEN in their
spot, giving out her hugs and making
sure all are still up to date with CLASP
membership. I was thrilled when she
asked if I would write for Lumnews.
Counselor
I have to break my CLH memories
My first year as a JC I went 2nd
into three parts now: camper, counsel- and 3rd terms. I couldn’t believe that
or, parent.
3rd termers were just as cool as 2nd
termers! Enter JEFF ZARR and TYCamper
LER ROBERTSON. I can’t rememI was the first in my family to go ber which one it was but one night on
to CLH and started the summer after “Duty” we were chased by a skunk on
third grade. There was always a good Candle Stick Park only, to get sprayed
group from Tyler that went but not from 20 feet away. We stunk so bad we
quite big enough to get our own bus. had to get HELEN to give us a tomaI will never forget getting on that bus to bath to get rid of the smell. It was
in the Westwood shopping center park- because of my relationships through
ing lot off of HWY 31 and meeting camp with RICK WITTENBRAKER
this kid that was always smiling. This and TYLER that I was a Fiji at Texas.
was the beginning of a lifelong friendIt was this time as a counselor that
ship with one of Longview’s greats, my relationship with RAY FRADY
BRIAN BARROW. He would always went to a new level. As a camper you
say that the only people you need to weren’t quite sure what RAY did bebe friends with in the world are those sides drive around his golf cart but it
from Longview, University of Texas, was when you became a counselor
and CLH. Ironically he checks all three that you knew how valuable he was to
boxes.
camp. If you woke up with that golf
One of those years on that bus trip cart next to the screen by your bunk
as we just got through Athens I see a your mind started to race as to what
car come speeding up alongside the you did wrong. Most of the time you
bus with some lady hanging out the did nothing wrong, he just wanted
window telling our driver to pull over. to let you know that he was there in
I was mortified when I see my mom case you were about to do something
step on the bus bringing me my rice wrong.
krispie treats that I had forgotten. As
a B4 weasel, I met my next lifelong
My best memory of RAY is when
friend, the “unofficial mayor” of Ft. CHRIS HARRISON and I went to let
Worth, CHRIS HARRISON. CHRIS him know that we would stay for 3rd
always had a few others from Ft Worth term. This was after finding out they
that came and went to camp just as I needed a few more counselors and we
did from Tyler, but we were the ones had been there for 6 weeks already
that made it the next decade as camp- with second half of summer school
ers/counselors along with smilin’ waiting for us. We went to him togethBARROW. I still remember the phone er thinking he would drop to his knees
conversation I had with CHRIS when thanking us profusely only to get the
he decided to go to TCU as he plead- reaction of, “thank ya gentlemen” and
ed with me to come and I pleaded with quickly driving off in his cart.
him to go to UT. He’s just lucky he has
What a celebration of his life we
the CLH box checked in BARROW’s had back in February as many genertrifecta.
ations of camp showed up at his funeral. The best part may have been when
It was like seeing a rock star when HELEN had cleaned out his closet of
you saw one of your counselors out- 53 “RF” golf shirts and had them in
side of camp. The idolization that oc- the back of her car outside the church
curred from every camper to counselor for all the old counselors to come and
was awesome. My own relationships get.-we atl put them on (it surprisingly
with my counselors were special as fit much more than I anticipated it to)
well and still today. MART MARTIN- and sat on the first two rows to hear the
DALE was one of those relationships. great stories about our departed menHe was my counselor my Dolphin tor and friend.
year. This was the summer my mom
Driving back home with CROW,
spent at MD Anderson for chemo treat- BRITTANY HARROD CROW and
ments. I remember vividly sitting on CHRIS HARRISON there was never
my trunk waiting for my Dad to pick a lull in conversation as we talked all
me up on V-Day with MART hang- about camp the whole way. I would be
ing with me the whole time knowing remiss not to mention the camp crush.
my Mom wasn’t able to come in. He

We all had them as they went back to
the girls tennis courts when you finally
got the guts to ask that certain someone to Longhorn shuffle with you. My
biggest camp crush came my last year
as a counselor as each term some new
counselors would come in you would
also be finding out who would be the
new girls at UT. This is when I first met
MEREDITH RAY. We kept a flirtatious
relationship going throughout college
and then reconnected at a wedding a few
years after college. We will celebrate
our 14th anniversary this year.
As a counselor this is where I learned
to: drive a ski boat, tell a joke like a
great story (thanks REEDER), be a role
model, give the smallest bit of encouragement does wonders to motivate a
child, carry on TEX and PAT’s legacy
and much, much more.
Parent
You go through this phase between
post college and early parenting where
Camp seems like this mystical place,
like, was it actually as great as I remember? If you are lucky enough to make
a few alumni,camps this dispels that
thought quickly. But as life enters this
new chapter you forget a little bit here
and there. Until you are lucky enough
to have kids and when they start to get
around Kindergarten you begin to think,
“only 3 more years and they can go.”
We took my oldest daughter MADISON to V-Day the summer before her
second grade year to check it out. The
tears welled up in my eyes as I pulled
into the gate and could see the excitement build on my daughter. After our
tour and her interview I was ecstatic
when she got in the car and let me know
how excited she would be to come. The
last two years with her at camp has been
just as fun for me as it is for her as we
have incorporated so many CLH’isms
into our routine. I am so happy to see
that camp is pretty much the exact same
and that she has already started the same
lifelong friendships that I had.
As a parent this is where I have
learned: to trust in the same process that
helped build my own character, V-Day
hugs are the best hugs around, hitting
refresh on the daily photos page won’t
make it update faster, and much, much
more.
We love you CLH! You are truly a
special place!
CORBY FERRELL, what an awesome writing. It brings back sooo many
memories. With all of the wonderful
names you use and great personal stories you tell, I think the story of your
Mom stopping the bus miles down the
road to give you your rice krispie snacks
that you had forgotten is so special!
And, I thank you for your kind words
about my best friend. CORBY, who grew
up in Tyler, now lives in Dallas with wife
and Camp Longhorn Inks Lake Alumni
MEREDITH RAY FERRELL and children MADISON (10) and 2019 will be
her 3rd year at Inks Lake and GIGI (6),
a future Wren! CORBY is a Banker and
President of Benchmark Bank in Park
Cities and MEREDITH is a Realtor.
CORBY spent his 13 years at Inks Lake
.. 8 as a camper and 5 as a counselor.
He was a Campfire Lighter, won the
Ivlarine Award and was Ranger Favorite in ‘88 as a Camper. His Marine talent continued as he was in charge of the
Marine program as a Counselor. CORBY graduated from UT Austin. We thank
you for your special, special writing,
CORBY. Your thoughts and memories
are a wonderful story.
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The Camp Experience lives on

NED SNYDER

CLH family. So little in our world
really is able to remain the same,
but CLH has managed to do so. I
know they have added on and camp
branches have grown since most of
us were there, but I am delighted that
it doesn’t seem to have changed a bit.
I could ramble on about the personal memories that are ignited
when I set foot on CLH, like seeing
my name on the plaques that still
hang in the cabins where my son has
stayed, or I could go into detail about
memories that surface when I enter
any of the fine establishments in
Burnet County where I was assigned
while “working for Tex,” but I better
wrap this up in light of my looming
deadline.
The Camp Longhorn experience
is something that exists nowhere

NED SNYDER, what a special,
special writing! With your busy
schedule I am amazed you could
have time to jot down such a “fun
to read” article. Love hearing about
CINCO and now REMI and look forward to GIGI soon! NED, who grew
up in Waco, now lives in Austin with
wife RENEE and their three children
. . CINCO (10) and 2019 will be his
4th yr. at Indian Springs . . REMI (8)
and 2019 will be her 2nd yr. at Indian Springs and GIGI (6) and she
hopes to be a Pony at Indian Springs
in 2020. NED is a plastic surgeon
and RENEE is a dermatologist. A
Campfire Lighter many times, NED
was King of the Carnival in around
1986. He was a vaquero in the horse
show a couple of years as well. Of
his many responsibilities at Indian
Springs his favorite was getting chosen to be a Marine General. NED
graduated from the University of
Texas in 1996. We thank you again,
NED SNYDER, for your very special
writing and we appreciate your taking the time from a very busy schedule to jot down your thoughts.

This is CONNOR GAIN, a 3rd grader and 2019 will be his second
year at Indian Springs, 4th Term! This past summer before coming
to Camp he attended the San Antonio Spurs Basketball Camp.
After winning 1st place in the Lay In Competition, the Free Throw
Competition and the Hot Shot Competition, he was named MVP of
the camp! We can just imagine how very, very proud his parents,
CHRISTOPHER and KERRY GAIN from New Braunfels are of
him!

Camp Longhorn tops on the list of life‛s musts
Shortly after I got engaged to my
husband, LANGSTON, we signed
up for a “Looking Towards Marriage” class at our church. It was an
8 week class designed to help us talk
through a range of topics - communication, finances, family of origin
to name a few. I will never forget
the week we were each tasked with
putting together a list of our “non-negotiables” in regards to finances things we just HAD to do or have,
even in tough times.
I thought about it all week leading
up to class, and came up with two
things that I felt were so important
that I would sacrifice in other areas
and / or contemplate selling a kidney for. My top two things were that
my future kids all got to go to Camp
Longhorn each summer and that I
would get to have my regular hair
appointments (after all, highlights
are extremely important!)
My husband, not having attended
camp, was taken aback that Camp
was a #1 item. In explaining my rationale, it gave me the opportunity to
explain camp in a way he had never understood. He had gone to high
school with several CLH alums (DAVID BENNETT, SHANNON ELLIOT HARVEY and ROBIN ARABIE LAKOWSKI are just a few!)
and all he knew is that his friends
disappeared every summer for
awhile, and came back talking only
about camp and he never could fol-

MEREDITH LIND TURNER

low along with all their CLH lingo!
He didn’t really “get” the hype about
the BLOB, he didn’t understand why
you would want to swim a mile, and
he certainly didn’t understand the
perfection that is CLH Chicken Fried
Steak and Apple Crisp.
I tried to explain to him why camp
is so special...
The friends that are made (my
camp friend KRISTEN JEWELL
DOLSEN was my freshman year
roommate at Hardin House), the
memories that are created (Every
time I hear ‘Another One Bites the
Dust’ or ‘She’s in Love with the
Boy’ it takes me back to CLH sum-

It‛s nice to know that some things will never change
BY REAGAN SMITH WELLINS

except one place on earth. I feel a
strong debt of gratitude to the family that has now commttted multiple
generations and to all of the other
“extended” members of that family that have committed lifetimes to
such a special place with such special ideals. My children now attending Camp Longhorn has brought
back some memories and helped me
to value some friendships and experiences from many years ago that
have been a very important part of
my life.

BY NED SNYDER
So I got a phone call from HELEN about an article for the Lumnews.
The phone call comes while I have
two kids at CLH. And of course the
phone call comes at a moment when
I was in the middle of something, but
I saw the Burnet, TX on the caller ID
and knew I needed to answer it.
Of course, HELEN was quick to
tell me nothing was wrong and that
my kids were fine, but I had already
imagined something bad and had an
adrenaline rush; so when I got off
the phone I was not even sure what
I had agreed to, except that I was going to have my picture taken in about
a week when I came to pick up my
kids on V-Day.
So fast-forward a month and a
letter comes in the mail with a questionnaire, which I don’t even answer
in a timely manner. But when I do, I
get an email response, “Great! Now
where is the article?” And at that moment I realized, I was asked to write
AN ARTICLE for the Lumnews, just
like I see in every issue, and I feel
pretty stupid for missing that obvious piece of the puzzle.
So I write this, not even sure if I
am getting this in time to HELEN
to make the next printing. All I can
think is, better late than never.
This past summer my oldest son,
CINCO, was in his 3rd summer of
3rd term Ranch Branch ... errr Indian
Springs and my middle child, REMI,
was in her first year at the same time.
Like all of us alumni, I have such
fond memories of all my years at
CLH. I was fortunate enough to be a
camper all the way through for eight
years and another three as a counselor.
The vicarious experience of enjoying my kid’s experiences now
is the next best thing. I love getting
letters, even if the message is a little
sparse, I can fill in the blanks. But the
best of these letters came from my
daughter in her first week at CLH.
So to give a little back story, my
daughter went to a different girls
camp for a week when she was seven after first grade. It is a camp that
if she continued to go to, she would
have to elect for a longer term. How
did we get there, thinking about two
camps? The usual way, the spousal
battle about who’s camp is better; I
know many of you have had to entertain the same argument.
REMI has known that she would
have to choose one camp to be her
“forever camp” because she couldn’t
be away at camp for most of the
summer, not to mention the breakdown her mother would have. This
letter arrives on the first Thursday
that REMI was at camp. The letter
must have been written and mailed
after REMI had been at camp for two
days.
The letter of course detailed the
fun she was having and said, “ I want
this to be my forever camp.” I always
knew that she would pick CLH, but
it was a relief to me that her decision
came so quickly.
The fact that my 8 year-old daughter arrived at CLH and immediately
felt the warmth and comfort that we
all know there and had shed any insecurities or fears within 48 hours of
arriving, speaks volumes about the

CONNOR GAIN, We are so proud of you . .

mers), the manners that are expected
(“Please pass the married couple”),
the independence that is fostered
(How great is it that kids as young
as 8 can manage three weeks away
from their· parents?!) ... all things
that CLH provides to each and every
camper that comes their way. He ultimately yielded and recognized that
this would be something that I would
not budge on, but he was still a little
bit unsure, as you can never feel the
magic of Camp Longhorn until you
have been there.
Fast-forward several years, we
now have two children, MARY
HELEN (11) and WILCOX (9),
who are campers and our youngest
TENNIE (7) will be going for the
first time this upcoming summer. My
husband has gone from being skeptical about Camp to being “all in.”
He wears orange and blue at the Bus
Drop Off and V-Day. We are a part
of a super fun group that gathers the
night before V-Day, and coordinates
on departure time so we are all in
line together.
Along with DAVID PARIS, he has
decided we needed to have a tailgate
while we wait in line - so now there
is coffee, breakfast tacos, music and
an assortment of other goodies (If
you are at 3rd Term Indian Springs
V-day, come find us!). And most of
all, he has come to realize what a
truly great place Camp Longhorn is

based on the sheer joy and love that
radiates from our kids when they talk
about their love of camp.
I am grateful for Camp and all that
it provided for me, as both a camper
and a counselor, and now it is so special to be sharing it not only with my
children but also my husband. Thank
you, Camp Longhorn for being such
a special part of all of our lives!
What a great article, MEREDITH
LIND TURNER! So original and fun
to read! What a great way to start a
new life .. to know that Camp Longhorn would a l ways be at the top
of the mix! Thank you LANGSTON
TURNER! MEREDITH, who grew
up in Houston, lives there now with
husband LANGSTON and children
MARY HELEN (11) and ‘19 will be
her 4th year at Indian Springs; WILCOX (9) and ‘19 will be his 2nd year
at Springs; TENNIE (7) and ‘19 will
be her first year at Springs. MEREDITH spends her time as a ‘Mom’
and LANGSTON is in investments.
A camper for five years and counselor 3 years at Springs, she was a
Campfire Lighter as a camper and,
among other responsibilities, was a
Division head as a Counselor. MEREDITH graduated from UT, Austin!
Thank you again for such a special
writing, MEREDITH, and thank you
for taking time from a busy schedule
to jot down your memories!

BUT when it comes to Camp
Longhorn, that’s a GOOD thing!!
When I think about the last 20
years, a lot has changed in my life.
I moved to New York City in 2001.
I figured I would be there for a year,
maybe 2 but then poof, I married a
New Yorker and we settled in. My
2 sons, OLIVER and ZACH were
both born in New York City but even
though we lived far away there was
absolutely no doubt in my mind that
the summer after 2nd grade they
would be heading to Camp Longhorn. My friends in New York would
all ask why I would send my kids all
the way to Texas for camp and the
answer was simple .. .It’s the BEST
place on Earth!
My kids had been learning about
CLH before they even realized it. I
had been singing camp songs to them
from the time they were born. If they
needed to be lulled to sleep there
wasn’t a time “Taps” wouldn’t do
the trick .. .if they needed to laugh,
I would break out into the “Weinie
Man Song” .. .In need of a good life
lesson? Bring on “One Tin Soldier”
or “Friends are Friends Forever” .. .I
learned early with my kids that whatever the situation, there was likely a
CLH song for that!
A couple years ago we were visiting my family in San Antonio for
the summer so I decided to reach out
to NAN and see if it was possible to
bring the kids up for a tour. My last
year at camp was the summer after
my Freshman year of college (1997)
so it had been a LONG time since I
had been there but as soon as I drove
through the gate it was literally like
no time had passed. Camp looked
almost exactly as I remembered it
(even NAN!!) ... Yes, there were
slight changes here and there but
everything felt exactly the same and
that felt incredible.
After the tour, my boys were
HOOKED and were so excited to
go to camp .. .l just had to break it
to them that they still had 2 and 4
years to wait. Jn the meantime, I had
a completely captive audience to tell
all my camp stories to (and there are
plenty) and I was even able to leverage their excitement to get them to
do all sorts of things ... ‘
If I needed them to eat their veggies: “Oliver, you really need to eat
green beans in order to truly enjoy
the Thursday Special” When I wanted them to stop fighting: “Boys, remember, the Golden Rule ... treat
each other the way you want to be
treated”
I was so excited about taking the
boys on the tour and I couldn’t get it
out of my head. That summer I finally
joined my sister, KIRSTEN SMITH,
at Mini-Camp. She has been going
to Mini-camp for years but because
I was living in NYC it was always
tricky for me to get there. I have now
been twice and I love everything
about it!
When else do you really get to
go back and actually relive one of
your fondest childhood memories??
At Mini-Camp that is exactly what
you get- to live the Camp Longhorn
Life for 24 Hours! When I got there
I wanted to do it all again ... so I
did. The BLOB? Check! The Trolley? You bet! Lazy River (and Blue

Longhorn it feels like we are even
closer. I also love that I can throw a
little CLH lingo around and get some
serious street cred in my house. For
example, on V-Day OLIVER was
pointing out the Marines and Marinas - obviously seeing older kids be
silly and play in mud is a memorable
experience for an 8 year old boy and
he wanted to tell us all about it.
So when I casually threw it out
that I was a Marina General when I
was a counselor I immediately was
much cooler than I had been 5 minutes before. These days I will take
whatever I can get.

REAGAN SMITH WELLINS

Monster)? Too many laps to count!
Watersocks? I had the elbow burns
to prove it! Apple Crisp? Yes, with
extra crisp, please!!! Mini-camp was
just what I needed to fill camp void!
Finally, this summer the time
came and I was able to send my
oldest son, OLIVER off to Indian
Springs Third Term. As much as I
would miss him - I couldn’t wait for
him to get on that bus and start what
I hoped was his love for CLH. I was
so exited to look at his calendar every morning and know what he was
experiencing that day .. .it felt really
comforting to know he was doing
all the same things I had done for so
many years at camp.
OLIVER and I have always been
close but now that we “share” Camp

So yes, there may be a few extra
cabins and a few tweaks here and
there but in a world that looks and
feels very different than it did 20
years ago, it is awfully nice to know
that things at Camp are all still very
much the same for my kids. I love
that they have a place to go every
summer to unwind, disconnect and
just be kids.
In 2020 my youngest, ZACH will
hopefully join OLIVER and board
those buses on his way to camp ... I
may or may not be packed inside his
trunk!
What a delightful article, REAGAN SMITH WELLINS! You are a
great storyteller! It’s so much fun
to read about OLIVER and his first
year at camp and it’s so much fun to
read about your many experiences
through the many years you were
at camp! And, when ZACH comes
to camp it will be a great reunion

Rediscovering old memories
BY EMILY PLANT SEWELL
Even though I spent 10 years as
a camper and counselor at Indian
Springs, I never in a million years
imagined that I would be the parent
running to greet my daughter, ELEANOR, at the Palomino cabin at
the end of third term. My husband
ANDREW (who went to Inks Lake),
ELEANOR and I live in Boulder,
Colorado and we fully expected ELEANOR would experience summer
camp in the mountains. After two
fun summers in the Rockies, ELEANOR asked for more. She wanted to
stay longer (two weeks wasn’t cutting it.) She wanted to swim in warm
water. She wanted to wake up warm
in the morning. I was seeing a theme.
She was clearly meant to go to camp
in Texas and boy oh boy did I have
the place for her.
I called Camp with fingers
crossed and KERI MANNING
WEAVER was so delightful. She
did an-over-the-phone interview
with ELEANOR, who instantly said
“Yes ma’am!” When she got off the
phone, she declared that she was all
set to go. She was thrilled to hear
that she was accepted and got all
her Texas gear ready to pack It was
January. And that’s when we really
starting talking about camp.
We sang “Longhorn Girl” on the
chairlift skiing to keep warm. We
sang “Longhorn Girl” hiking in the
spring to warn the bears that we were
coming. But the best part was when
she sang it on her own in the car
on V-day on our way down to Cor-

EMILY PLANT SEWELL w/husband
ANDREW & daughter ELEANOR

pus Christi to see our families. We
looked at old yearbooks and there
were constant quizzes about needs in
the months before she headed down
to Camp. It’s quite different preparing for camp in Colorado so the
questions were pretty fun to answer.
Question: Should I bring my
lightweight sleeping bag or the
heavy one?
Answer: You will only need to
sleep under a sheet. (This kid had no
idea just how warm she was going to
get to be!)
Question: What jacket should I
bring?
Answer: Texas has “warm” rain
so you can bring something to stay
dry but you’ll never be cold in July!
Question: What kind of food do
they have?
Answer: Everything and it’s delicious, especially when accompanied
by huge amounts of the best bacon
on the planet or a peanut butter and
See SEWELL, Page 18

for the three of you to recount your
fun, fun, fun times at CLH Indian
Springs! REAGAN, who grew up in
San Antonio, was a camper eight
years and counselor three years. She
recently moved to Houston from New
York with her husband MICHAEL
and children OLIVER (8) and next
summer will be his 2nd year at Indian Springs and ZACH (7) a future
Rattlesnake! REAGAN is currently
a stay at home mom but worked in
pharmaceuticals for 15 years. Her

husband, MICHAEL, is in Finance.
As a camper, REAGAN was a Campfire Lighter many times, voted Queen
in 1987 as a Pony and was Fovorite
Counselor in 1997. She was in charge
of having fun and was .also a Marina
General as a Counselor. She graduated from SMU! We thank you again,
REAGAN, for such a great story! And,
we thank you again for taking time
from your busy, busy schedule on
such a short notice to jot down your
thoughts and memories!

A new generation of memories
BY AMY SCHAAF ZINN
I went CLH Indian Springs as a
Pony my first year. It was 1982. I
grew up in Wichita Falls which is
a fairly small city in North Texas.
The majority of us attending CLH
that were from “The Falls” of course
knew one another. My first year as
a Pony I had two of my best friends
right along side me. There were also
girls and boys older than myself who
I knew through growing up in our
small community.
One boy, DUGG KING, I knew
very well since my aunt had ended
up marrying his uncle which made us
“cousins” by marriage. I have many
memories of seeing DUGG at Chow
or Carnival or Campfire and the
comfort it gave me to have a familiar
face to look forward to seeing here
and there.
So I fast forward to this past Summer of 2018. I now live in Austin,
TX with my husband HARVEU, our
two sons HAMPTON (15) and BENNETT (13) and our daughter TRIMBLE (9). TRIMBLE is our camper
of the three kids. She couldn’t wait
to FINALLY be old enough to go
to Longhorn just like her mom had
done. I had shared my old CLH photo albums with her and she had heard
many stories about ALL of the mega
fun things that made up the magical
place we all know as Camp Longhorn. She was ready to experience it
all first hand and now it was her turn.
If I’m being honest I was a little jealous as we packed her trunk.
She had many friends also attending CLH but some were heading to
Inks and others were going a different term. So, unlike me she was
getting on that bus without having a
close buddy right alongside her. She
did however, have a friend whom
she was very excited to see that was
flying in from New Jersey to attend
CLH. Funny thing because wouldn’t
you know - it was CHARLIE KING
- DUGG’s son.
DUGG and I talked about how
cool it was that OUR kids were now
at camp together in the same cabins
that we were once a part of so many
years ago. Both CHARLIE and
TRIMBLE had an epic experience
during their three week term.
On V day when we were being
led on the tour by our daughter (who
couldn’t wait to show us around and
had that well known sense of accomplishment making it through that
first year) one of the first places she
wanted to take us to was the wooden plaque that had both myself and
DUGG listed in the same year as being chosen as “Favorites” in our age
bracket. She pulled me over to show

AMY SCHAAF ZINN

it to me and said “Look Mom! I found
your name AND CHARLIE’s dad’s
name on the same year on this wall
while I was here!”
I talked to DUGG after their session was over to check in on CHARLIE’s term and to give him ‘Scoop
about the good time TRIMBLE had
while away. We both had a laugh
about having been chosen a “Favorite” by our peers and counselors.
There were also a few more people
from the Falls on that board the same
year. As we laughed about old good
times as campers at CLH, DUGG and
I decided that Wichita had done a half
decent job “representing” at CLH.
Even though he is in now in New
Jersey and I in Austin, we are hopeful
that our children will continue to represent the Longhorn spirit for years
to come. I know they will continue
to look forward to seeing the familiar face of one another each Summer
when they get off that bus. It’s a magical place for sure and I feel lucky to
have a child who is able to experience
it’s simple greatness.
AMY SCHAAF ZINN, who grew
up in Wichita Falls, what a special
story about your early days at Camp
Longhorn Indian Springs and your
daughter TRIMBLE’s first year at
Springs. This also includes DUGG
KING, a CLH Indian Springs Alumni from Wichita Falls and his son
CHARLIE. And what a wonderful
concidence that CHARLIE attended the same time as AMY’s daughter
TRIMBLE . . just as AMY and DUGG
did, years back. CHARLIE from New
Jersey and TRIMBLE from Austin. In
future years, TRIMBLE and CHARLIE can talk about times past . . just
like AMY and DOUG do! AMY was a
camper for 4 years and lives in Austin
with husband HARVEY and children .
See ZINN, Page 18
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Mini-Camp

More Inks Lake Mini-Camp

Inks Lake
August ‘18

(l-r) CAITLIN BARRINGER, AMANDA BARRINGER, LIZZIE WEEKS BUMPAS,
JOCELYN DRAPER & MOLLY QUIRK

(l-r) MICHELLE HARVEY-MAHLO, JENNIFER HAZLEWOOD CRONIN
and ALLISON HAZLEWOOD OLSON

ROGER MOORE and his boys! . . .
bottom (l-r) JACK HUNDLEY, ROGER, NICK BORGMAN, SKIP CLEMONS, JOHN VILLARREAL . . top (l-r) JAKE
HYSLOP, THOMAS McKELLAR, CALEB ATTWELL, BLAKE BURCHARD & AUSTIN BURNETT
RAY DAMICONE

BESS JONES FONTES
(l-r) DYLAN VAN DAM, PHILIP LUCAS and BAKER DONNELLY

MALCOLM WADDELL

(l-r) TIM CONSTANZO, MEL McCOY CONSTANZO & JIM BURKE

SOMER WEBB (l) and ASHLEY BLYTHE
ZACHRY
LINDSAY FREDRICKSON NEFF

BILL ROBERTSON
PATRICK & MEGHAN ROBERTSON BOWEN
BARNEY and the Chow Hall Crew

PAUL LEE

(l-r) KRISTI SLIVA THIBAUT, COCO ROBERTSON, GARDNER (G.P.)
PARKER, JOHN VILLARREAL, YEN LIU
(l-r) WILL SCHUMACHER, JAMES SAYERS,
BLAKE SAYERS & CAROL ROBERTSON

CECILIA FREEMAN (l) & MONA BIBLE

WILL & ELIZABETH GAINER
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Mini-Camp

More Inks Mini-Camp 2018

Inks Lake
2018

(l-r) JOHN WHITE, PETE GREENHAW & RICHARD POUNDS . . .
Our great Campfire hosts!

(l-r) DAVID & STACY ROBERTSON BENNETT and JENNIFER & TYLER ROBERTSON
(back to front) JOHN VILLARREAL, KERRY POTTS O’MALLEY, MEGAN O’MALLEY,
MEREDITH DAVIS, BRYAN LOMENICK

KATE SCHWARZLOSE (l) and ANNIE McLAUGHLIN RUBALCAVA

JUSTIN DRENNEN (l) and SCOTT PARKS

(l-r) ALEXIS WISENTHAL, Mother JANICE MILES
& ALISON WIESENTHAL

KERRY POTTS O’MALLEY (l) with
daughter, MEGAN O’MALLEY

MICHAEL SOPER

JACK BALLANTYNE (l) and QUATRO TIPS
(l-r) JIM ROBERTSON, LAUREN ROBERTSON
& MARYLYN TOLEDO

MIKE & ANNE PEEL CUCCIA

CAMILLE PARKER ROSS

BRANDON NEFF
ALUMNI CAMP COUNSELORS & PHOTOGRAPHERS . .
front (l-r) CATE CROWE, ANNIE GILLIAM, ALLY SMITH, ERIN SWISHER, GABBY JONES, FRAN ROBERTSON, CAROLINE
GRACE . . back (l-r) JENNY McCABE, CALEB ATTWELL, THOMAS McKELLAR, JAKE HYSLOP, SKIP CLEMONS, NICK
BORGMAN, BLAKE BURCHARD, AUSTIN BURNETT, JACK HUNDLEY, ALLEN CORRALEJO

SAMANTHA HOLMAN (l) & KATHRYN
LIND ANDREWS

CAROL ROBERTSON

(l-r) LINCOLN ROSE, ROSS OLIVER & WROE JACKSON
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Mini-Camp

More Inks Mini-Camp 2018

Inks Lake
2018

(l-r) JOHN WHITE, PETE GREENHAW & RICHARD POUNDS . . .
Our great Campfire hosts!

(l-r) DAVID & STACY ROBERTSON BENNETT and JENNIFER & TYLER ROBERTSON
(back to front) JOHN VILLARREAL, KERRY POTTS O’MALLEY, MEGAN O’MALLEY,
MEREDITH DAVIS, BRYAN LOMENICK

KATE SCHWARZLOSE (l) and ANNIE McLAUGHLIN RUBALCAVA

JUSTIN DRENNEN (l) and SCOTT PARKS

(l-r) ALEXIS WISENTHAL, Mother JANICE MILES
& ALISON WIESENTHAL

KERRY POTTS O’MALLEY (l) with
daughter, MEGAN O’MALLEY

MICHAEL SOPER

JACK BALLANTYNE (l) and QUATRO TIPS
(l-r) JIM ROBERTSON, LAUREN ROBERTSON
& MARYLYN TOLEDO

MIKE & ANNE PEEL CUCCIA

CAMILLE PARKER ROSS

BRANDON NEFF
ALUMNI CAMP COUNSELORS & PHOTOGRAPHERS . .
front (l-r) CATE CROWE, ANNIE GILLIAM, ALLY SMITH, ERIN SWISHER, GABBY JONES, FRAN ROBERTSON, CAROLINE
GRACE . . back (l-r) JENNY McCABE, CALEB ATTWELL, THOMAS McKELLAR, JAKE HYSLOP, SKIP CLEMONS, NICK
BORGMAN, BLAKE BURCHARD, AUSTIN BURNETT, JACK HUNDLEY, ALLEN CORRALEJO

SAMANTHA HOLMAN (l) & KATHRYN
LIND ANDREWS

CAROL ROBERTSON

(l-r) LINCOLN ROSE, ROSS OLIVER & WROE JACKSON
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Mini-Camp

More Inks Lake Mini-Camp

Inks Lake
August ‘18

(l-r) CAITLIN BARRINGER, AMANDA BARRINGER, LIZZIE WEEKS BUMPAS,
JOCELYN DRAPER & MOLLY QUIRK

(l-r) MICHELLE HARVEY-MAHLO, JENNIFER HAZLEWOOD CRONIN
and ALLISON HAZLEWOOD OLSON

ROGER MOORE and his boys! . . .
bottom (l-r) JACK HUNDLEY, ROGER, NICK BORGMAN, SKIP CLEMONS, JOHN VILLARREAL . . top (l-r) JAKE
HYSLOP, THOMAS McKELLAR, CALEB ATTWELL, BLAKE BURCHARD & AUSTIN BURNETT
RAY DAMICONE

BESS JONES FONTES
(l-r) DYLAN VAN DAM, PHILIP LUCAS and BAKER DONNELLY

MALCOLM WADDELL

(l-r) TIM CONSTANZO, MEL McCOY CONSTANZO & JIM BURKE

SOMER WEBB (l) and ASHLEY BLYTHE
ZACHRY
LINDSAY FREDRICKSON NEFF

BILL ROBERTSON
PATRICK & MEGHAN ROBERTSON BOWEN
BARNEY and the Chow Hall Crew

PAUL LEE

(l-r) KRISTI SLIVA THIBAUT, COCO ROBERTSON, GARDNER (G.P.)
PARKER, JOHN VILLARREAL, YEN LIU
(l-r) WILL SCHUMACHER, JAMES SAYERS,
BLAKE SAYERS & CAROL ROBERTSON

CECILIA FREEMAN (l) & MONA BIBLE

WILL & ELIZABETH GAINER
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The Camp Experience lives on

NED SNYDER

CLH family. So little in our world
really is able to remain the same,
but CLH has managed to do so. I
know they have added on and camp
branches have grown since most of
us were there, but I am delighted that
it doesn’t seem to have changed a bit.
I could ramble on about the personal memories that are ignited
when I set foot on CLH, like seeing
my name on the plaques that still
hang in the cabins where my son has
stayed, or I could go into detail about
memories that surface when I enter
any of the fine establishments in
Burnet County where I was assigned
while “working for Tex,” but I better
wrap this up in light of my looming
deadline.
The Camp Longhorn experience
is something that exists nowhere

NED SNYDER, what a special,
special writing! With your busy
schedule I am amazed you could
have time to jot down such a “fun
to read” article. Love hearing about
CINCO and now REMI and look forward to GIGI soon! NED, who grew
up in Waco, now lives in Austin with
wife RENEE and their three children
. . CINCO (10) and 2019 will be his
4th yr. at Indian Springs . . REMI (8)
and 2019 will be her 2nd yr. at Indian Springs and GIGI (6) and she
hopes to be a Pony at Indian Springs
in 2020. NED is a plastic surgeon
and RENEE is a dermatologist. A
Campfire Lighter many times, NED
was King of the Carnival in around
1986. He was a vaquero in the horse
show a couple of years as well. Of
his many responsibilities at Indian
Springs his favorite was getting chosen to be a Marine General. NED
graduated from the University of
Texas in 1996. We thank you again,
NED SNYDER, for your very special
writing and we appreciate your taking the time from a very busy schedule to jot down your thoughts.

This is CONNOR GAIN, a 3rd grader and 2019 will be his second
year at Indian Springs, 4th Term! This past summer before coming
to Camp he attended the San Antonio Spurs Basketball Camp.
After winning 1st place in the Lay In Competition, the Free Throw
Competition and the Hot Shot Competition, he was named MVP of
the camp! We can just imagine how very, very proud his parents,
CHRISTOPHER and KERRY GAIN from New Braunfels are of
him!

Camp Longhorn tops on the list of life‛s musts
Shortly after I got engaged to my
husband, LANGSTON, we signed
up for a “Looking Towards Marriage” class at our church. It was an
8 week class designed to help us talk
through a range of topics - communication, finances, family of origin
to name a few. I will never forget
the week we were each tasked with
putting together a list of our “non-negotiables” in regards to finances things we just HAD to do or have,
even in tough times.
I thought about it all week leading
up to class, and came up with two
things that I felt were so important
that I would sacrifice in other areas
and / or contemplate selling a kidney for. My top two things were that
my future kids all got to go to Camp
Longhorn each summer and that I
would get to have my regular hair
appointments (after all, highlights
are extremely important!)
My husband, not having attended
camp, was taken aback that Camp
was a #1 item. In explaining my rationale, it gave me the opportunity to
explain camp in a way he had never understood. He had gone to high
school with several CLH alums (DAVID BENNETT, SHANNON ELLIOT HARVEY and ROBIN ARABIE LAKOWSKI are just a few!)
and all he knew is that his friends
disappeared every summer for
awhile, and came back talking only
about camp and he never could fol-

MEREDITH LIND TURNER

low along with all their CLH lingo!
He didn’t really “get” the hype about
the BLOB, he didn’t understand why
you would want to swim a mile, and
he certainly didn’t understand the
perfection that is CLH Chicken Fried
Steak and Apple Crisp.
I tried to explain to him why camp
is so special...
The friends that are made (my
camp friend KRISTEN JEWELL
DOLSEN was my freshman year
roommate at Hardin House), the
memories that are created (Every
time I hear ‘Another One Bites the
Dust’ or ‘She’s in Love with the
Boy’ it takes me back to CLH sum-

It‛s nice to know that some things will never change
BY REAGAN SMITH WELLINS

except one place on earth. I feel a
strong debt of gratitude to the family that has now commttted multiple
generations and to all of the other
“extended” members of that family that have committed lifetimes to
such a special place with such special ideals. My children now attending Camp Longhorn has brought
back some memories and helped me
to value some friendships and experiences from many years ago that
have been a very important part of
my life.

BY NED SNYDER
So I got a phone call from HELEN about an article for the Lumnews.
The phone call comes while I have
two kids at CLH. And of course the
phone call comes at a moment when
I was in the middle of something, but
I saw the Burnet, TX on the caller ID
and knew I needed to answer it.
Of course, HELEN was quick to
tell me nothing was wrong and that
my kids were fine, but I had already
imagined something bad and had an
adrenaline rush; so when I got off
the phone I was not even sure what
I had agreed to, except that I was going to have my picture taken in about
a week when I came to pick up my
kids on V-Day.
So fast-forward a month and a
letter comes in the mail with a questionnaire, which I don’t even answer
in a timely manner. But when I do, I
get an email response, “Great! Now
where is the article?” And at that moment I realized, I was asked to write
AN ARTICLE for the Lumnews, just
like I see in every issue, and I feel
pretty stupid for missing that obvious piece of the puzzle.
So I write this, not even sure if I
am getting this in time to HELEN
to make the next printing. All I can
think is, better late than never.
This past summer my oldest son,
CINCO, was in his 3rd summer of
3rd term Ranch Branch ... errr Indian
Springs and my middle child, REMI,
was in her first year at the same time.
Like all of us alumni, I have such
fond memories of all my years at
CLH. I was fortunate enough to be a
camper all the way through for eight
years and another three as a counselor.
The vicarious experience of enjoying my kid’s experiences now
is the next best thing. I love getting
letters, even if the message is a little
sparse, I can fill in the blanks. But the
best of these letters came from my
daughter in her first week at CLH.
So to give a little back story, my
daughter went to a different girls
camp for a week when she was seven after first grade. It is a camp that
if she continued to go to, she would
have to elect for a longer term. How
did we get there, thinking about two
camps? The usual way, the spousal
battle about who’s camp is better; I
know many of you have had to entertain the same argument.
REMI has known that she would
have to choose one camp to be her
“forever camp” because she couldn’t
be away at camp for most of the
summer, not to mention the breakdown her mother would have. This
letter arrives on the first Thursday
that REMI was at camp. The letter
must have been written and mailed
after REMI had been at camp for two
days.
The letter of course detailed the
fun she was having and said, “ I want
this to be my forever camp.” I always
knew that she would pick CLH, but
it was a relief to me that her decision
came so quickly.
The fact that my 8 year-old daughter arrived at CLH and immediately
felt the warmth and comfort that we
all know there and had shed any insecurities or fears within 48 hours of
arriving, speaks volumes about the

CONNOR GAIN, We are so proud of you . .

mers), the manners that are expected
(“Please pass the married couple”),
the independence that is fostered
(How great is it that kids as young
as 8 can manage three weeks away
from their· parents?!) ... all things
that CLH provides to each and every
camper that comes their way. He ultimately yielded and recognized that
this would be something that I would
not budge on, but he was still a little
bit unsure, as you can never feel the
magic of Camp Longhorn until you
have been there.
Fast-forward several years, we
now have two children, MARY
HELEN (11) and WILCOX (9),
who are campers and our youngest
TENNIE (7) will be going for the
first time this upcoming summer. My
husband has gone from being skeptical about Camp to being “all in.”
He wears orange and blue at the Bus
Drop Off and V-Day. We are a part
of a super fun group that gathers the
night before V-Day, and coordinates
on departure time so we are all in
line together.
Along with DAVID PARIS, he has
decided we needed to have a tailgate
while we wait in line - so now there
is coffee, breakfast tacos, music and
an assortment of other goodies (If
you are at 3rd Term Indian Springs
V-day, come find us!). And most of
all, he has come to realize what a
truly great place Camp Longhorn is

based on the sheer joy and love that
radiates from our kids when they talk
about their love of camp.
I am grateful for Camp and all that
it provided for me, as both a camper
and a counselor, and now it is so special to be sharing it not only with my
children but also my husband. Thank
you, Camp Longhorn for being such
a special part of all of our lives!
What a great article, MEREDITH
LIND TURNER! So original and fun
to read! What a great way to start a
new life .. to know that Camp Longhorn would a l ways be at the top
of the mix! Thank you LANGSTON
TURNER! MEREDITH, who grew
up in Houston, lives there now with
husband LANGSTON and children
MARY HELEN (11) and ‘19 will be
her 4th year at Indian Springs; WILCOX (9) and ‘19 will be his 2nd year
at Springs; TENNIE (7) and ‘19 will
be her first year at Springs. MEREDITH spends her time as a ‘Mom’
and LANGSTON is in investments.
A camper for five years and counselor 3 years at Springs, she was a
Campfire Lighter as a camper and,
among other responsibilities, was a
Division head as a Counselor. MEREDITH graduated from UT, Austin!
Thank you again for such a special
writing, MEREDITH, and thank you
for taking time from a busy schedule
to jot down your memories!

BUT when it comes to Camp
Longhorn, that’s a GOOD thing!!
When I think about the last 20
years, a lot has changed in my life.
I moved to New York City in 2001.
I figured I would be there for a year,
maybe 2 but then poof, I married a
New Yorker and we settled in. My
2 sons, OLIVER and ZACH were
both born in New York City but even
though we lived far away there was
absolutely no doubt in my mind that
the summer after 2nd grade they
would be heading to Camp Longhorn. My friends in New York would
all ask why I would send my kids all
the way to Texas for camp and the
answer was simple .. .It’s the BEST
place on Earth!
My kids had been learning about
CLH before they even realized it. I
had been singing camp songs to them
from the time they were born. If they
needed to be lulled to sleep there
wasn’t a time “Taps” wouldn’t do
the trick .. .if they needed to laugh,
I would break out into the “Weinie
Man Song” .. .In need of a good life
lesson? Bring on “One Tin Soldier”
or “Friends are Friends Forever” .. .I
learned early with my kids that whatever the situation, there was likely a
CLH song for that!
A couple years ago we were visiting my family in San Antonio for
the summer so I decided to reach out
to NAN and see if it was possible to
bring the kids up for a tour. My last
year at camp was the summer after
my Freshman year of college (1997)
so it had been a LONG time since I
had been there but as soon as I drove
through the gate it was literally like
no time had passed. Camp looked
almost exactly as I remembered it
(even NAN!!) ... Yes, there were
slight changes here and there but
everything felt exactly the same and
that felt incredible.
After the tour, my boys were
HOOKED and were so excited to
go to camp .. .l just had to break it
to them that they still had 2 and 4
years to wait. Jn the meantime, I had
a completely captive audience to tell
all my camp stories to (and there are
plenty) and I was even able to leverage their excitement to get them to
do all sorts of things ... ‘
If I needed them to eat their veggies: “Oliver, you really need to eat
green beans in order to truly enjoy
the Thursday Special” When I wanted them to stop fighting: “Boys, remember, the Golden Rule ... treat
each other the way you want to be
treated”
I was so excited about taking the
boys on the tour and I couldn’t get it
out of my head. That summer I finally
joined my sister, KIRSTEN SMITH,
at Mini-Camp. She has been going
to Mini-camp for years but because
I was living in NYC it was always
tricky for me to get there. I have now
been twice and I love everything
about it!
When else do you really get to
go back and actually relive one of
your fondest childhood memories??
At Mini-Camp that is exactly what
you get- to live the Camp Longhorn
Life for 24 Hours! When I got there
I wanted to do it all again ... so I
did. The BLOB? Check! The Trolley? You bet! Lazy River (and Blue

Longhorn it feels like we are even
closer. I also love that I can throw a
little CLH lingo around and get some
serious street cred in my house. For
example, on V-Day OLIVER was
pointing out the Marines and Marinas - obviously seeing older kids be
silly and play in mud is a memorable
experience for an 8 year old boy and
he wanted to tell us all about it.
So when I casually threw it out
that I was a Marina General when I
was a counselor I immediately was
much cooler than I had been 5 minutes before. These days I will take
whatever I can get.

REAGAN SMITH WELLINS

Monster)? Too many laps to count!
Watersocks? I had the elbow burns
to prove it! Apple Crisp? Yes, with
extra crisp, please!!! Mini-camp was
just what I needed to fill camp void!
Finally, this summer the time
came and I was able to send my
oldest son, OLIVER off to Indian
Springs Third Term. As much as I
would miss him - I couldn’t wait for
him to get on that bus and start what
I hoped was his love for CLH. I was
so exited to look at his calendar every morning and know what he was
experiencing that day .. .it felt really
comforting to know he was doing
all the same things I had done for so
many years at camp.
OLIVER and I have always been
close but now that we “share” Camp

So yes, there may be a few extra
cabins and a few tweaks here and
there but in a world that looks and
feels very different than it did 20
years ago, it is awfully nice to know
that things at Camp are all still very
much the same for my kids. I love
that they have a place to go every
summer to unwind, disconnect and
just be kids.
In 2020 my youngest, ZACH will
hopefully join OLIVER and board
those buses on his way to camp ... I
may or may not be packed inside his
trunk!
What a delightful article, REAGAN SMITH WELLINS! You are a
great storyteller! It’s so much fun
to read about OLIVER and his first
year at camp and it’s so much fun to
read about your many experiences
through the many years you were
at camp! And, when ZACH comes
to camp it will be a great reunion

Rediscovering old memories
BY EMILY PLANT SEWELL
Even though I spent 10 years as
a camper and counselor at Indian
Springs, I never in a million years
imagined that I would be the parent
running to greet my daughter, ELEANOR, at the Palomino cabin at
the end of third term. My husband
ANDREW (who went to Inks Lake),
ELEANOR and I live in Boulder,
Colorado and we fully expected ELEANOR would experience summer
camp in the mountains. After two
fun summers in the Rockies, ELEANOR asked for more. She wanted to
stay longer (two weeks wasn’t cutting it.) She wanted to swim in warm
water. She wanted to wake up warm
in the morning. I was seeing a theme.
She was clearly meant to go to camp
in Texas and boy oh boy did I have
the place for her.
I called Camp with fingers
crossed and KERI MANNING
WEAVER was so delightful. She
did an-over-the-phone interview
with ELEANOR, who instantly said
“Yes ma’am!” When she got off the
phone, she declared that she was all
set to go. She was thrilled to hear
that she was accepted and got all
her Texas gear ready to pack It was
January. And that’s when we really
starting talking about camp.
We sang “Longhorn Girl” on the
chairlift skiing to keep warm. We
sang “Longhorn Girl” hiking in the
spring to warn the bears that we were
coming. But the best part was when
she sang it on her own in the car
on V-day on our way down to Cor-

EMILY PLANT SEWELL w/husband
ANDREW & daughter ELEANOR

pus Christi to see our families. We
looked at old yearbooks and there
were constant quizzes about needs in
the months before she headed down
to Camp. It’s quite different preparing for camp in Colorado so the
questions were pretty fun to answer.
Question: Should I bring my
lightweight sleeping bag or the
heavy one?
Answer: You will only need to
sleep under a sheet. (This kid had no
idea just how warm she was going to
get to be!)
Question: What jacket should I
bring?
Answer: Texas has “warm” rain
so you can bring something to stay
dry but you’ll never be cold in July!
Question: What kind of food do
they have?
Answer: Everything and it’s delicious, especially when accompanied
by huge amounts of the best bacon
on the planet or a peanut butter and
See SEWELL, Page 18

for the three of you to recount your
fun, fun, fun times at CLH Indian
Springs! REAGAN, who grew up in
San Antonio, was a camper eight
years and counselor three years. She
recently moved to Houston from New
York with her husband MICHAEL
and children OLIVER (8) and next
summer will be his 2nd year at Indian Springs and ZACH (7) a future
Rattlesnake! REAGAN is currently
a stay at home mom but worked in
pharmaceuticals for 15 years. Her

husband, MICHAEL, is in Finance.
As a camper, REAGAN was a Campfire Lighter many times, voted Queen
in 1987 as a Pony and was Fovorite
Counselor in 1997. She was in charge
of having fun and was .also a Marina
General as a Counselor. She graduated from SMU! We thank you again,
REAGAN, for such a great story! And,
we thank you again for taking time
from your busy, busy schedule on
such a short notice to jot down your
thoughts and memories!

A new generation of memories
BY AMY SCHAAF ZINN
I went CLH Indian Springs as a
Pony my first year. It was 1982. I
grew up in Wichita Falls which is
a fairly small city in North Texas.
The majority of us attending CLH
that were from “The Falls” of course
knew one another. My first year as
a Pony I had two of my best friends
right along side me. There were also
girls and boys older than myself who
I knew through growing up in our
small community.
One boy, DUGG KING, I knew
very well since my aunt had ended
up marrying his uncle which made us
“cousins” by marriage. I have many
memories of seeing DUGG at Chow
or Carnival or Campfire and the
comfort it gave me to have a familiar
face to look forward to seeing here
and there.
So I fast forward to this past Summer of 2018. I now live in Austin,
TX with my husband HARVEU, our
two sons HAMPTON (15) and BENNETT (13) and our daughter TRIMBLE (9). TRIMBLE is our camper
of the three kids. She couldn’t wait
to FINALLY be old enough to go
to Longhorn just like her mom had
done. I had shared my old CLH photo albums with her and she had heard
many stories about ALL of the mega
fun things that made up the magical
place we all know as Camp Longhorn. She was ready to experience it
all first hand and now it was her turn.
If I’m being honest I was a little jealous as we packed her trunk.
She had many friends also attending CLH but some were heading to
Inks and others were going a different term. So, unlike me she was
getting on that bus without having a
close buddy right alongside her. She
did however, have a friend whom
she was very excited to see that was
flying in from New Jersey to attend
CLH. Funny thing because wouldn’t
you know - it was CHARLIE KING
- DUGG’s son.
DUGG and I talked about how
cool it was that OUR kids were now
at camp together in the same cabins
that we were once a part of so many
years ago. Both CHARLIE and
TRIMBLE had an epic experience
during their three week term.
On V day when we were being
led on the tour by our daughter (who
couldn’t wait to show us around and
had that well known sense of accomplishment making it through that
first year) one of the first places she
wanted to take us to was the wooden plaque that had both myself and
DUGG listed in the same year as being chosen as “Favorites” in our age
bracket. She pulled me over to show

AMY SCHAAF ZINN

it to me and said “Look Mom! I found
your name AND CHARLIE’s dad’s
name on the same year on this wall
while I was here!”
I talked to DUGG after their session was over to check in on CHARLIE’s term and to give him ‘Scoop
about the good time TRIMBLE had
while away. We both had a laugh
about having been chosen a “Favorite” by our peers and counselors.
There were also a few more people
from the Falls on that board the same
year. As we laughed about old good
times as campers at CLH, DUGG and
I decided that Wichita had done a half
decent job “representing” at CLH.
Even though he is in now in New
Jersey and I in Austin, we are hopeful
that our children will continue to represent the Longhorn spirit for years
to come. I know they will continue
to look forward to seeing the familiar face of one another each Summer
when they get off that bus. It’s a magical place for sure and I feel lucky to
have a child who is able to experience
it’s simple greatness.
AMY SCHAAF ZINN, who grew
up in Wichita Falls, what a special
story about your early days at Camp
Longhorn Indian Springs and your
daughter TRIMBLE’s first year at
Springs. This also includes DUGG
KING, a CLH Indian Springs Alumni from Wichita Falls and his son
CHARLIE. And what a wonderful
concidence that CHARLIE attended the same time as AMY’s daughter
TRIMBLE . . just as AMY and DUGG
did, years back. CHARLIE from New
Jersey and TRIMBLE from Austin. In
future years, TRIMBLE and CHARLIE can talk about times past . . just
like AMY and DOUG do! AMY was a
camper for 4 years and lives in Austin
with husband HARVEY and children .
See ZINN, Page 18
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Generational Memories - Camp is a family tradition
BY Z.ACH LAWRENCE
When I think back to my childhood, most of my memories revolved around summertime. A large
part of my summertime memories
revolved around Camp Longhorn.
For me, CLH was the ultimate summer destination. There were so many
activities for me to do and learn.
From swimming a mile to tetherball,
this is one place that had a wonderful
impact on me. Looking back, there
is nothing that compares for a child
that is growing into an adult, summer by summer.
I remember being terrified the
first time I was told about Camp.
I was told by my father that I was
going. My aunt, uncle and father all
went when they were younger and at
that time, stayed the entire summer.
The fact that I was going to be away
from my family and home for an extended period of time was scary. I am
not sure how I was persuaded to get
on that Dallas bus, but somehow, I
managed. I remember some of the
other kids felt the same, but others
were so excited. I wanted to be excited too.
After “days” on the bus, we arrived at the entrance. Besides being
homesick the first few days, my first
summer term at Camp was a blur.
My second year, I made the move
to a 3-week term and never looked
back. Second Term Inks was my
new home away from home for 16
years. Every year was a new challenge, but I was fortunate enough to
make countless life-long friends. I
had many of the same cabin mates
for throughout the years, but there
were always new friends to be made.
I went all nine years as a camper and
when I received my ninth-year ring,
I felt on top of the world.
The part of CLH that truly shaped
me was becoming a counselor. My
childhood idols were not actual rock
stars, they were Camp Longhorn
Counselors. They were all SO cool
and told the best stories and jokes.
I wanted to emulate the best characteristics from each one. Well, let’s
just say this took me a while.
Two of my other idols and
summer father figures were RAY
FRADY and ROBBIE ROB. RAY
was the General, always making sure
that each camper was cared for, was
having a great time and was behaving. If you had to go see RAY in his
office as a camper or counselor, bless
your soul.
ROBBIE, to me, was the man’s

Zach Lawrence, your message
is just great! It’s a story about your
very first impressions of Camp Longhorn and through the years, your
experiences and friends you made.
It’s such a proud time for you and
your wife AMBER to know that your
son SAXTON will be spending his
4th year at CLH in ‘19. This coming summer your daughter SAWYER,
will experience those same wonderful feelings when she gets on that bus
the first time for the ride to Camp!

ZACH & AMBER LAWRENCE
w/children SAXTON (l) & SAWYER

BY JIMMY & WHITNEY
WOOTEN HINTON

man. I mean, who else can fix anything and hold their breath underwater for an hour, not to mention blend
in with the shadows. For the next six
or so years, I spent as much time at
camp as possible. While my hometown friends were making plans for
the summer, I already knew what
mine entailed. I could not wait to
drive down early, set up camp and
wait for the first term to arrive. I did
not stay every term, but 1st -3rd term
you could count me in. I will not
name any names, for fear of omitting
some, but my fellow counselors were
my best friends. Although we do not
talk on a regular basis, I still think of
them often and reminisce on all the
great times we had, as a CLH family.
CLH is a family tradition for the
LAWRENCE family, we have had
12 campers through this year. My
son will spend his 4th summer at
camp and my daughter will startt his
upcoming summer (3rd generation
campers, woohoo), my how the tables have turned. Driving down from
Texarkana, TX (my hometown), taking the Georgetown exit and picking him up on V-Day 3 years ago
brought back SO many memories.
This hit me like a ton of bricks, I was
emotional. The smells and the scenery took .me back to a place where
I felt safe and unassuming. There is
no way to put into words all of the
stories and fond memories, but I am
so grateful for Camp Longhorn and
the lasting memories it has allowed
my family for generations. I can only
hope that my kids make the same
memories and treasure Camp Longhorn just as I have.

Will singing “Taps” before bed
make her homesick ... or will even
want to go home come V-Day? These
and other disparate thoughts entered
the mind this summer as our daughter, LEIGHTON, boarded a bus for
Camp Longhorn for the first time.
Our six-year-old JAMES waved
goodbye to her too, as he looked
three summers ahead to his own
chance to explore Camp Longhorn.
In a way, we were more nervous
than LEIGHTON, but excited for her
all the same. And, truth be told, quite
jealous. WHITNEY and I are both
alumni, carrying many joyous memories of our summers in 78611- her
at Indian Springs, me at Inks Lakeand even before we married, always
intending to send our children too, if
Camp would have them.
Early on, WHITNEY and I instilled many Camp Longhorn values
to our children, practicing manners,
humility, friendship, self-reliance,
appreciation of nature, love of God
and (sometimes) tidiness. So, thankfully LEIGHTON received her Early Bird after h-rr interview and then
counted the days to her first summer
at Indian Springs (mom won!).
In all we received three one-sentence postcards home from camp.
We ached for news, but no news
means good times at Camp Longhorn. When she did write LEIGHTON expressed her appreciation for
chow, blob, trolley, and cabin life
with her new mates. The photos we
viewed online each day were (almost) better than any letter. To see
the joy your child exudes in its purest form is unlike any other feeling a
parent can experience.
WHITNEY and I have attended Alumni Camp many times. We
always look forward to V-Day of
fourth term, because that is Invasion Day for us, the “olds” as a Staff
Counselor recently referred to us,
rather emphatically. But now we
have a three dimensional view of
Camp Longhorn; our own childhood
memories, the news one we make at
Alumni Camp, and most precious
to us - those LEIGHTON makes in
her new life at Camp Longhorn, and
hopefully JAMES too some day.
And that is what makes Camp
Longhorn timeless; it thrives as it is
passed down, one generation to the
next. Like all the best Texas traditions. . .

AND THE
WINNER IS . . .

Continued from Page 17

LOGAN RUBALCAVA
won the trip back for two to
the next mini-camp!

JIMMY & WHITNEY WOOTEN
HINTON

horn. JIMMY, from Houston was a
camper for 8 years and counselor 3
years at Inks Lake. WHITNEY, from
Houston also, was a camper for 9
years and a counselor 3 years at
Indian Springs. And, now daughter
LEIGHTON (8) is a camper at Indian Springs and 2019 will be her 2nd
year. Son JAMES (6) is a future Rattlesnake at Indian Springs. And isn’t

SEWELL

BY CORBY FERRELL

AMBER and children SAXTON (11)
and summer of 2019 will be his 4th
year at C3 .. SAWYER (7) and 2019
will be her first year at C3. ZACH is
Branch Manager @BWI companies,
Inc. and AMBER IS SW Arkansas
Director of Susan G. Komen. ZACH,
a Campfire Lighter many times is a
graduate of University of Arkansas.
We thank you soooo much, ZACH for
your special writing and we thank
you for taking time from a busy, busy
schedule to jot down your memories!

Sharing CLH values with our kids

ZINN

. HAMPTON (15) .. BENNETT (13)
and TRIMBLE (9) and 2019 will be
her 2nd year at Indian Springs. HARVEY is Property Manager, Commercial Real Estate and AMY is an Interior Designer and Homemaker! She
was Campfire Lighter many times, in
the Hoss Shows and voted Favorite.
We thank you, AMY SCHAAF ZINN,
for your special story and we thank
you for taking time from a busy
schedule to jot down your thoughts!

The LAWRENCE Family goes back
a long way and we look forward to
many more LAWRENCES .. and the
very beginning of this stands your
Dad, Aunt and Uncle! ZACH was
a camper for 9 years and counselor another 6 years .. and I can remember how many years you helped
with the Log Cabin cleanup. It was
just one of those things that ZACH
did . . what fun times we had along
with a little work! From Texarkana, he lives there now with wife

There is a place among the hills

it fun to know what your daughter is
doing most times of the day! You’all
are “campers,” too, coming to many
rnini-camps to enjoy the wonderful
friendships made at camp through
the years and experience the many
activities our campers experience
everyday! JIMMY is involved with
Real Estate and WHITNEY is an attorney and stay at home Mom! As a
camper, WHITNEY was a Campfire
Lighter and the winner of the Ropes
and Scuba Awards. As a Counselor,
she was in charge of Scuba. JIMMY
was a Campfire Lighter and voted
Favorite as a Camper . .also winning
the Rapel Award. As a Counselor, he
had many activities he was in charge
of and responsible for . .Pistolry,
Sail, Baseball, Olympic Swim. JIMMY grauuated from Southern Methodist (‘03) and WHITNEY graduated from UT Austin. We thank you’all
again for your special writing and
we thank you for taking the time from
your busy schedule to jot down your
wonderful memories!

Here are the 5th Term, 2018 C3 Catfish Legacies . . How did they get the title of Longhorn Legacies
front (l-r) AIDEN BUCHANAN by KAREN WILLIS BUCHANAN; BECKHAM HAMILTON by HEATHER McCARTHY HAMILTON; COPE GREENBERG by GINGER GRINSFELDER GREENBERG
. . back (l-r) BRODY MURCHISON by WILL MURCHISON; ANDREW SJOBERG by NICOLE
TSOURMAS SJOBERG; HUDSON LEMMONS by TAMI McCARTHY LEMMONS .

Here are the 5th Term, 2018 C3 Poppy Legacies . . How did t hey get the title of Longhorn Legacies . . (l-r) GRACE SADLER by KATIE BRACKIN GODSELL; ADYSON NELSON by ANDREW
NELSON; LESLIE SOPER by JOHN SOPER; LOLA NICHOLAS by DUSTIN NICHOLAS; AVERY
MYERS by CHRISTEN BRINGHURST MYERS and Grandmother, CAROL BRINGHURST.

Continued from Page 17

honey sandwich followed by apple
crisp.
I really did try hard not to tell her
too much so she could discover all
that magic on her own. All of these
tiny conversations allowed me to
rediscover the wonderful memories
of the place that I called home for
so many summers and truly learned
how to be just me. We shared so
many laughs about what was to
come and then when it was over,
what we had all experienced. I realized that what really made me love
CLH as a kid, in addition to all the
joy and fun, was that it allowed me
to challenge myself in such simple
and subtle ways with rewards that
went far beyond what a physical
prize gives you. For example:
Make every effort to be the best
you can be. You might get to be
campfire lighter.
Clean your cabin perfectly.
There’s a super secret surprise!
Try out for the hoss show. Swim
that mile. Then you know you can
swim a mile!
Hold your breath for a minute.
Climb to the top of the tower and
repel down.
Hold a snake.
Entertain the entire camp at
campfire. No such thing as stage
fright!
These all seem simple but the
JIMMY & WHITNEY WOOTEN rewards of success were laughter,
HINTON, you’all do have a three a counselor’s praise, getting to be
dimensional view of Camp Long- Campfire Lighter, having NAN tell

you what a great job you did. There
was no fear of failure. All that mattered was that you put in the effort
and gave it a go. That kind of foundation lasts a lifetime. I still remind
myself of those simple things and
am so happy ELEANOR now gets to
discover them for herself.
EMILY PLANT SEWELL, what
a delightful writing! Sooo much fun
to read! And, how special, being involved in ELEANOR’s decision for a
“warmer” camp and could answer
all of those important questions!
Your “to do” list for ELEANOR and
really, any new camper is just great.
If one can conquer those goals, they
are bound to be Campfire Lighter
before long! EMILY, who grew up
in Corpus Christi, was a camper
for 7 years counselor 3 years at Indian Springs. Husband, ANDREW,
who also grew up in Corpus, is a
CLH Alumni, spending one summer
at Inks Lake. The family now lives
in Boulder, CO and ANDREW is a
dentist and EMILY is CFO of Bull
Publishing Company in Boulder. A
Campfire Lighter many times, EMILY was Favorite in 1983. She graduated from Vanderbilt University
and ANDREW graduated from the
University of Colorado in Boulder.
Thank you EMILY, for yopr special writing and thank you for taking time from a busy schedule to jot
down your memories!

Here are the 6th Term, 2018 C3 Bluebonnet Legacies . . How did they get the title of Longhorn
Legacies . . (l-r) Counselor ELIZA ROSENBLOOM by LISA GREEHEY ROSENBLOOM; NOE
HALL by TAYLOR HALL; EMMA McFARLAND by MATTHEW McFARLAND; MARIE GRIFFITH by
CATHLEEN WRIGHT GRIFFITH; ALLISON RENCH by DAVID RENCH and Grandfather, CRAIG
RENCH; GABBY WYMAN by WILLIAM WYMAN.

Here are the 6th Term, 2018 C3 Minnow Legacies . . How did they get the title of Longhorn Legacies . . front (l-r) HOLDEN PRICE by LAUREN WILLIAMSON PRICE; GRIFFIN McBRIDE by
CATHERINE BELL McBRIDE; WAYLON GELFER by CASEY GIBSON GELFER .. back (l-r)
MYLO McLEOD by ELLIS IVERSON; BARRETT BEDORTHA by WENDY WILSON BEDOR!’HA;
TRENTEN LABATT by THOMAS & CHRISSY ANDERSON LABATT; LAITH NELSON by GINA
AL-JAZRAWI NELSON and Grandmother, KATHRYN ANN ARMSTRONG AL-JAZRAWI.

I found myself singing our great
camp song in my head as I wanted to
show CHRISTOPHER CROW that I
can hold my breath for a minute. No,
this wasn’t me trying to pass my scuba
bar Barracuda year during the summer
of 1992, but it was just a couple of
months ago, summer of 2018 in Dallas with me and CROW watching our
kids swim at the pool. I did 1:18 with
ease. I’m 41 years old and I still think
weekly about my experiences at camp.
I am so fortunate that my 10 year old
daughter, MADISON, loves it as much
as I did and can now live the same experiences again through her.

CORBY FERRELL w/daughter GIGI

kept up with me throughout the year
by writing me letters, a few years later
I stayed with him on a “rush” trip to
TCU, and years beyond that he was in
my wedding. Our daughters were even
in the same pre-school class a couple
of years ago.
As a camper this is where I learned
how to: whistle like TEX as he would
bring in every bird within earshot, survive without shoes, do a back flip, use
the “library” without stalls, sail, going
stealth in raids is only way to succeed
and much, much more

The last two V-days picking her up,
I make sure that I take the long walk
though Boys camp back to our car. This
year was a bit different as I knew that
RAY wasn’t going to be there at Wildlife giving me a “Hey Corbonious.” I
was so happy to see HELEN in their
spot, giving out her hugs and making
sure all are still up to date with CLASP
membership. I was thrilled when she
asked if I would write for Lumnews.
Counselor
I have to break my CLH memories
My first year as a JC I went 2nd
into three parts now: camper, counsel- and 3rd terms. I couldn’t believe that
or, parent.
3rd termers were just as cool as 2nd
termers! Enter JEFF ZARR and TYCamper
LER ROBERTSON. I can’t rememI was the first in my family to go ber which one it was but one night on
to CLH and started the summer after “Duty” we were chased by a skunk on
third grade. There was always a good Candle Stick Park only, to get sprayed
group from Tyler that went but not from 20 feet away. We stunk so bad we
quite big enough to get our own bus. had to get HELEN to give us a tomaI will never forget getting on that bus to bath to get rid of the smell. It was
in the Westwood shopping center park- because of my relationships through
ing lot off of HWY 31 and meeting camp with RICK WITTENBRAKER
this kid that was always smiling. This and TYLER that I was a Fiji at Texas.
was the beginning of a lifelong friendIt was this time as a counselor that
ship with one of Longview’s greats, my relationship with RAY FRADY
BRIAN BARROW. He would always went to a new level. As a camper you
say that the only people you need to weren’t quite sure what RAY did bebe friends with in the world are those sides drive around his golf cart but it
from Longview, University of Texas, was when you became a counselor
and CLH. Ironically he checks all three that you knew how valuable he was to
boxes.
camp. If you woke up with that golf
One of those years on that bus trip cart next to the screen by your bunk
as we just got through Athens I see a your mind started to race as to what
car come speeding up alongside the you did wrong. Most of the time you
bus with some lady hanging out the did nothing wrong, he just wanted
window telling our driver to pull over. to let you know that he was there in
I was mortified when I see my mom case you were about to do something
step on the bus bringing me my rice wrong.
krispie treats that I had forgotten. As
a B4 weasel, I met my next lifelong
My best memory of RAY is when
friend, the “unofficial mayor” of Ft. CHRIS HARRISON and I went to let
Worth, CHRIS HARRISON. CHRIS him know that we would stay for 3rd
always had a few others from Ft Worth term. This was after finding out they
that came and went to camp just as I needed a few more counselors and we
did from Tyler, but we were the ones had been there for 6 weeks already
that made it the next decade as camp- with second half of summer school
ers/counselors along with smilin’ waiting for us. We went to him togethBARROW. I still remember the phone er thinking he would drop to his knees
conversation I had with CHRIS when thanking us profusely only to get the
he decided to go to TCU as he plead- reaction of, “thank ya gentlemen” and
ed with me to come and I pleaded with quickly driving off in his cart.
him to go to UT. He’s just lucky he has
What a celebration of his life we
the CLH box checked in BARROW’s had back in February as many genertrifecta.
ations of camp showed up at his funeral. The best part may have been when
It was like seeing a rock star when HELEN had cleaned out his closet of
you saw one of your counselors out- 53 “RF” golf shirts and had them in
side of camp. The idolization that oc- the back of her car outside the church
curred from every camper to counselor for all the old counselors to come and
was awesome. My own relationships get.-we atl put them on (it surprisingly
with my counselors were special as fit much more than I anticipated it to)
well and still today. MART MARTIN- and sat on the first two rows to hear the
DALE was one of those relationships. great stories about our departed menHe was my counselor my Dolphin tor and friend.
year. This was the summer my mom
Driving back home with CROW,
spent at MD Anderson for chemo treat- BRITTANY HARROD CROW and
ments. I remember vividly sitting on CHRIS HARRISON there was never
my trunk waiting for my Dad to pick a lull in conversation as we talked all
me up on V-Day with MART hang- about camp the whole way. I would be
ing with me the whole time knowing remiss not to mention the camp crush.
my Mom wasn’t able to come in. He

We all had them as they went back to
the girls tennis courts when you finally
got the guts to ask that certain someone to Longhorn shuffle with you. My
biggest camp crush came my last year
as a counselor as each term some new
counselors would come in you would
also be finding out who would be the
new girls at UT. This is when I first met
MEREDITH RAY. We kept a flirtatious
relationship going throughout college
and then reconnected at a wedding a few
years after college. We will celebrate
our 14th anniversary this year.
As a counselor this is where I learned
to: drive a ski boat, tell a joke like a
great story (thanks REEDER), be a role
model, give the smallest bit of encouragement does wonders to motivate a
child, carry on TEX and PAT’s legacy
and much, much more.
Parent
You go through this phase between
post college and early parenting where
Camp seems like this mystical place,
like, was it actually as great as I remember? If you are lucky enough to make
a few alumni,camps this dispels that
thought quickly. But as life enters this
new chapter you forget a little bit here
and there. Until you are lucky enough
to have kids and when they start to get
around Kindergarten you begin to think,
“only 3 more years and they can go.”
We took my oldest daughter MADISON to V-Day the summer before her
second grade year to check it out. The
tears welled up in my eyes as I pulled
into the gate and could see the excitement build on my daughter. After our
tour and her interview I was ecstatic
when she got in the car and let me know
how excited she would be to come. The
last two years with her at camp has been
just as fun for me as it is for her as we
have incorporated so many CLH’isms
into our routine. I am so happy to see
that camp is pretty much the exact same
and that she has already started the same
lifelong friendships that I had.
As a parent this is where I have
learned: to trust in the same process that
helped build my own character, V-Day
hugs are the best hugs around, hitting
refresh on the daily photos page won’t
make it update faster, and much, much
more.
We love you CLH! You are truly a
special place!
CORBY FERRELL, what an awesome writing. It brings back sooo many
memories. With all of the wonderful
names you use and great personal stories you tell, I think the story of your
Mom stopping the bus miles down the
road to give you your rice krispie snacks
that you had forgotten is so special!
And, I thank you for your kind words
about my best friend. CORBY, who grew
up in Tyler, now lives in Dallas with wife
and Camp Longhorn Inks Lake Alumni
MEREDITH RAY FERRELL and children MADISON (10) and 2019 will be
her 3rd year at Inks Lake and GIGI (6),
a future Wren! CORBY is a Banker and
President of Benchmark Bank in Park
Cities and MEREDITH is a Realtor.
CORBY spent his 13 years at Inks Lake
.. 8 as a camper and 5 as a counselor.
He was a Campfire Lighter, won the
Ivlarine Award and was Ranger Favorite in ‘88 as a Camper. His Marine talent continued as he was in charge of the
Marine program as a Counselor. CORBY graduated from UT Austin. We thank
you for your special, special writing,
CORBY. Your thoughts and memories
are a wonderful story.
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V-Day

This is a great e-mail from
DONNA DAVIS . . many,
many years a camper
and counselor and active
CLASP member. And, we
all know GARDNER
(G . P.) PARKER . . popular
camper, counselor,
director, President of
CLASP and is on the Board
of Managers at Camp
Longhorn.
Subject: My visit with
Gardner Parker
I hope this email finds y’all
doing well. I wanted to relate
a story to you that I think you
will appreciate.

Indian Springs

Here are the 1st Term, 2018 C3 Sunflower Legacies . . How did they get the title of Longhorn
Legacies . . (l-r ) EMMA BAIRD by JANEY ROGERS BAIRD; BAILEY SWANEY by AMY VOGT
SWANEY; SARITA SHARPE by SARA RIGNEY SHARPE .

JEFF & MICHOU TRAN SHELL
w/girls . . back SLOANE & front SUTTON

Here are the 1st Term, 2018 C3 Gar Legacies . . How did they get the title of Longhorn Legacies .
.(l- r) WALTER CARRINGTON by CLAY CARRI NGTON; SCHUYLER HARVEY by WILL HARVEY;
ISAAC MIGHT by TEAL SANDERS MIGHT.

ALAN & LISTI ARNOLD SOBBA w/children . . front, LILA . .
middle, (l-r) HARRIS,GEORGE, DAVE . . back, LISTI, ALAN
& grandfather, DAVID ARNOLD

I was pulling out of a tennis
event in Houston. There was a
back up in traffic in the parking lot. While I was waiting, a
man got out of a car that was
try to back out of a parking
spot and came up to my window.
I said, “Well hello Gardner!
My name is Donna Davis and
I went to Camp Longhorn.”
He said, “Hello, nice to see
another fellow Longhorn
camper.”

WILL & ABIGAIL WILSON GIRAUD
w/children CHARLIE & LUCY

Here are the 2nd Term, 2018 Bluebonnet Legacies . . How did they get the title of Longhorn Legacies .. (l-r) ZOEY GILMAN by JEFF GILMAN; SENECA SHARP by ROYCE SHARP; KATHERINE
LEE by TYLER RICOTTILLI; EVELYN GILMAN by JEFF GILMAN.

Bere are the 2nd Term: 2018 C3 Minnow Legacies . . How did they get the title of Longhorn Legacies . . (l-r) SOREN JONES by RACHEL MEHALL JONES; JAMES BRAGAN by KATHRYN LEE
BRAGAN; CONNOR GAINES by TODD GAINES; JOHN KITA by KIERSTEN DONNELLY KITA.

Me: what can I do for you?
GP: I am hoping you will let
us back out?
Me: well sure!
GP: thank you so much and
nice to see you.
Me: nice to see you too.

RAY & CAROLINE McCALL JOINER
w/daughter HARPER

JEFF & SUSIE PURSELLEY THOMPSON
w/boys . . front (l-r) PARKER, JAKE & TUCKER . . back
CHARLIE
GREG & STEPHANIE FRIEDMAN EVANS
w/children (l-r) HENRY, FRANCES &
ELOISE

He returned to his car and they
were able to back out. Then
while still stuck in traffic,
Gardner gets out of the car
with something in his hand
and walks back to my window.
Me: yes?
GP: here you go (handing me
two paper merits)
Me (laughing): what is this
for?
GP: you just did a good deed,
doesn’t that deserve a merit?
Me: well, I guess so. Thank
you.
GP: you’re welcome

Here are the 3rd Term, 2018 C3 Lily Legacies . . How did they get the title of Longhorn Legacies
. . (l-r) OLIVIA KERR by WALTER KERR; EMMA BURKS by CATY CUNNINGHAM BURKS and
Grandmother, ANN PATTERSON COLEMAN; ELLA MISKOVSKY by JENNIFER CRIDER MISKOVSKY; McKENNA SELMAN by TYSON SELMAN and Grandparents, BEN & CHRYL RAY SELMAN.

Here are the 3rd Term, 2018 C3 Minnow Legacies . . How did they get the title of Longhorn Legacies . . (l-r) HUNTER PRAYTOR by KAM & LAUREN McCANN PRAYTOR; MORGAN MURPHY
by RYAN & BRIANNE McKINNEY MURPHY; ALEXANDER DILTZ by NICOLE CRAIN DILTZ;
GEORGE PICKLE by BEN PICKLE; WILL BURKS by CATY CUNNINGHAM BURKS and Grandmother, ANN PATTERSON COLEMAN; JOHN THOMAS WIMBERLY by LANE & CARTER McMAHAN WIMBERLEY . . back, Counselor DARIUS MOODY by THOMAS MOODY.

JACE & AMY JENKINS w/girls GRAHAM (l) and
GRADY

DAVID & CARLA SWINDLE WIGGS
w/children TY and ABBY

He then returned to his car.
Now this was a wonderful
exchange made even more
poignant because I had a
passenger with me. Talk about
good PR.

CHRIS & KIM KLEBERG w/boys
front (l) JUSTUS & COLT .. bac (l) KING

They asked me all sorts of
questions about the incident
and about camp. BTW, who
keeps merits in their car, besides y’all?
Apparently, GP!

Here are the 4th Term, 2018 C3 Lantana Legacies . . How did they get the title of Longhorn Legacies . . front (l-r) AVA HUNT by POLY DEALBA HUNT; GRACIE KNUSSMANN by KIRK KNUSSMANN; JENNA SALLING by JENNIFER BARBER SALLING; EMERY CURTIS by JOHN CURTIS
.. back Counselor BLAKELY JONES (1) by ASHLEY OLLINGER JONES and Counselor DELANEY
BORDERS BY KATHRYN KENNEDY BORDERS.

Here are the 4th Term; 2018 C3 Striper Legacies . . How did they get the title of Longhorn Legacies
.. (l-r) ALEX GUERRERO by ERIN AFMSTRONG GUERRERO; HAYDEN TAYLOR by ASHLEY
JAMES TAYLORi FINLEY HOWELL by MARK HOWELL; LYNDON WARREN by DANA TOTTENHAM.

REGAY MILBERGER HILDRETH
w/children AUDREY & JAMES

MIKE & ALISA BROWNLOW ABSMEIER
w/children IVY and OLIVER

LINDEL & MELISSA EAKMAN w/girls
(l-r) ALEX & ELLIE
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V-Day

A letter from a happy MOM to
KERI MANNING WEAVER,
Girls Camp Director
at Indian Springs . . .
Hi KERI,
This is STACY WEST, I am
GRACE COKER’s mom, she was
on the waitlist for Indian Springs
4th term and you were able to
get her in last minute this past
year. I am happy to say she had a
BLAST and I just signed her up
for 2019 Indian Springs 4th term.

Inks Lake

BOYD & AIMEE POTH BURNETT
w/children EMILY & HARRISON

P.J. & JACQUELINE BRADY
w/children . . (l-r) CONNOR, PATRICK & PEYTON

STEVE & KITTY OLDHAM
w/daughter MOLLY

BRYAN & JENNIFER BOSWELL PICKENS
w/children . . (l-r) ABBY, MAGGIE, KATE
& ELLIE

Here are the 3rd Term, 2018 Indian Springs Girl Wrangler Legacies . . How did they get the title
of Longhorn Legacies .. front (l-r) EMMI LUCKSINGER by DANIEL & ANNETTE LILLARD LUCKSINGER and Grandmother, SALLY ROBERTSON LUCKSINGER and Grandfather, MIKE LUCKSINGER; CHLOE SHRADER by TED SHRADER; ELIZABETH GREEN by CARRIE KOPPLOW
GREEN, EMMA WRIGHT by JENNIFER BECKER WRIGHT; MERIDIAN MONTHY by JEREMY
MONTHY . . back (l-r) KATHRYN ROBISON by JIM ROBISON; PHOEBE KIFFIN by PAIGE INGEBRITSON MAXWELL; EMMA TUCKER by MELINDA GEORGE TUCKER; AVA SATEL by JIM
& KELLY KILLIAN SATEL; MARY KATE MacKENNA by ASHLEY BALCH MacKENNA and PATRICK MacKENNA; MARGOT PHANEUF by MARSHALL PHANEUF.

Here are the 3rd Term, 2018 Indian Springs Jackrabbit Legacies . .How did they get the title of
Longhorn Legacies . . front (1-r) RUBEN ABNEY by MIKELL MILES ABNEY; HAYES BRODHEAD
by COLE BRODHEAD; JEFFERSON DUNAHOE by JARED DUNAHOE; RANDALL GRACE by
HOLLIS HUGHES GRACE . . back (l-r) HARRfSON LINGLE by ROBERT LINGLE; COLE JAMISON by CAMERON JAMISON; JOHN CONNOR LIGHT by DAVID WALKER LIGHT; JAMES LONGACRE by EVEN LONGACRE; ZACHARY GREENWAY by KARI CLARK GREENWAY.

MATT & EVIE RAWLINSON w/boys DYER (l) and JAX

STEPHEN & KATIE GREEN HOWARD
w/children ELIZABETH & CURRIE

MEREDITH ZENNER with her girls . .
(l-r) MEGAN, MEREDITH, COURTNEY & KENDALL
FRANK & TIFFANY WILSON LAWSON
w/children JACK (in the back) CHANCE (l) & PATRICK

Here are the 3rd Term, 2018 Inks Lake Dove Legacies .. How did they get the title of Longhorn
Legacies . . front (l-r) LAYNE JENKINS by POLLY JONES JENKINS; EVIE GRAHAM by MARK
GRAHAM; KELLY DILLARD by JEFF DILLARD; BENNIE DILLARD by JEFF DILLARD; FRANCES
DECHERD by CAROLINE BAIRD DECHARD . . middle (l-r) ABBY PICKENS by JENNIFER BOSWELL PICKENS; MADISON MATTHEWS by RYAN & LAUREN LOWE MATTHEWS; STELLA
MARSHALL by JENNIFER CHAMBERS MARSHALL; CHARLOTTE MARSHALL by JENNIFER
CHAMBERS MARSHALL; LUCY KEITH by MELITA TYNG KEITH .. back (l-r) Counselor LAUREN
ANDREWS by KATHRYN LIND ANDREWS; SOPHIA STIDHAM by SHANE STIDHAM; SAMANTHA SHREVES by MARY CAROLINE CRUZ SHREVES; CAROLINE PRESTIDGE by COREY
PRESTIDGE; Counselor OLIVIA SMITH by ROBINSON SMITH.

JOHN & LAUREN GENUNG
w/children (l-r) WESLEY, JENNIE, JOHN,
MARY MICHAELE
Here are the 4th Term, 2018 Indian Springs Zebra Legacies . . How did they get the title of Longhorn Legacies . . (l-r) MIRANDA MURA by PABLO MURA; LYLA LANDRETH by LESLEIGH WICKER LANDRETH; LANDRY COCKRELL by GIGI GORMAN COCKRELL; AUDREY HILDRETH by
REGAY MILBERGER HILDRETH; AVERY BARNEY by BETH MUSE BARNEY.

Here are the 3rd Term, 2018 Inks Lake Cb. 8 Bobcat Legacies .. How did they get the title of
Longhorn Legacies . . front (l-r) HUNT CONGER by WILLIAM CONGER; JACK CONGER by
CLAYTON & ELIZABETH STRODE CONGER; OLIVER DUFFIN by CLARE OLIVER DUFFIN and
Grandmother, NANCY OLIVER; GUS GRIGGS by JOHN GRIGGS; PARKER WOOD by JEFF
WOOD and Grandmother, ANN WOOD SHOOK .. middle (l-r) CARTER MAYFIELD by CARTER
MAYFIELD; PAXTON SMITH by CARY FLORENCE SMITH; HUDSON INGRAM by JACK INGRAM; HOUSTON CRUSE by SAM & ASHLEY LAHOURCADE CRUSE..back (l-r) Counselor . .
JAX RAWLINSON by MATT RAWLINSON; VAUGHAN CECIL by BLAKE CECIL and Grandfather,
BOB CECIL; Counselor LUKE LAKENMACHER by BILL LAKENMACHER; ANDREW BAAY by
BERKLEE BEAKLEY BAAY; Counselor , CALEB ATTWELL by PETER ATTWELL

Here are the 4th Term, 2018 Indian Springs Roadrunner Legacies . . How did they get the title
of Longhorn Legacies . . (l-r) EDWIN CROWNOVER by ROBERT CROWNOVER; CHAZ CUNNINGHAM by LANCE CUNNINGHAM; JAKE ENGELSON by ROBIN HUGHEY ENGELSON and
Grandmother , LOUISE RENFROW; DON CROW by DON CROW.

GRACE also mentioned she actually met you and said you were
so nice and kind to her knowing
she was new to
camp. I figured GRACE would
have fun but didn’t realize how
much fun, GRACE loves a good
party! She spent her
previous years at Camp Ozark ....
But decided she wanted to go to
camp with friends, that is why we
made the switch.
was told by several parents CLH
was smaller and different than
Ozark, I have to be honest to tell
you my heart was
broken when she decided to
switch, we have always loved
Ozark. However, when I arrived
for pick up that Saturday
there was something about your
camp that warmed my heart as
well as won it completely over. I
don’t know what it
was ... it was just a feeling, her
counselors were amazing, she met
new people in her cabin as well as
within the camp. I
also had to talk to your nursing
staff while GRACE was there ...
no emergency just girl stuff and
they were on top of the
issue from start to end, very impressive!
I am afraid to tell you, you now
have a life-long CLH fan! Not
only with GRACE
but myself ... ! Something good
if not great is going on there!!!
Thank you for supplying my
child with lifelong memories and
friendships!
STACY WEST
Summer of 2018
Who still has a Super Session
t-shirt tucked in their closet?

MARK & ASHLEY MATTHEWS LUNSFORD
w/girls ISABEL (l) & CAROLINE
JASON & RENNIE RATLIFF FONTAINE
w/son WILL

SCOTT & JENNIFER BANKLER
w/children . . WILLIAM (l) & BENJAMIN

Here are the 4th Term, 2018 Inks Lake Wren Up Legacies .. How did they get the title of Longhorn Legacies .. front (1-r) CAROLINA SULLIVAN by TODD SULLIVAN; LUCIA MAJORS by MICHAEL MAJORS; DELANEY SULLIVAN by BILLY SULLIVAN; EMILY ALLRED by RACHEL KING
ALLRED; RUTHIE VELLANO by LETTIE ALEXANDER VELLANO .. back (l-r) Counselor SOPHIE
GREEN by CHARLES GREEN; STELLA BENZAQUEN by SARAH BAILEY BENZAQUEN; MERRITT SHEFFIELD by JOHN & AMY DAVOL SHEFFIELD; ERIN AINSWORTH by MEGHAN STINE;
Counselor BROOKE COLEMAN by SALLY HENDRIX COLEMAN.

Here are the 4th Term, 2018 Inks Lake Boy Wrangler Legacies. How did they get the title of Longhorn Legacies .. front (l-r) OWEN BUTLER by DENNIS BUTLER; MAX ALLRED by RACHEL
KING ALLRED; JACK SCANLAN by CLAY SCANLAN .. middle (l-r) REECE CARTWRIGHT by
WENDI CARTWRIGHT; OWEN HUDGINS by DAVID HUDGINS; WILL MYATT by Grandmother
JANE GARTH; MARK McKELVEY by JENNIFER GOBLE McKELVEY .. back (l-r) HAlDEN CARTWRIGHT by WENDI CARTWRIGHT; CLAYTON JACKSON by CARTER HARRISON JACKSON;
OWEN BALCER by SUZY BALCER; Counselor AUSTIN BURNETT by DAVID BURNETT

This is FRANK EVEREST, husband of MARY PATT EVEREST
showing off his new looking t-shirt
from decades ago!
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TWO FREQUENTLY
REQUESTED RECIPES

V-Day

INKS LAKE APPLE CRISP!
1 (9x13 inch) pan
2 cans apples
1 c. brown sugar
1 tsp. cinnamon

Here are the 1st Term, 2018 Inks Lake Cabin 0 Apache Legacies . .How did they get the title of
Longhorn Legacies . . front (1-r) HOLT HOWARD by CHRIS & RACHEL MERRILL HOWARD;
ROYAL FILGO by JONATHAN FILGO & Grandmother, SUSIE TRESCH BARNETT; GRANT HILLIARD by HANK HILLIARD; LUKE KENDALL by STACY SEWELL KENDALL & Grandmother, LUANN JOHNSON SEWELL . . back (l-r) Counselor FORD FOSTER by QUINT & MINDY KINSLER
FOSTER & Grandmother, BETTY BROWNING SMITH; FRANKIE McGEHEE by FRANK McGEHEE; JACK HAMMOND by EMILY ALVARADO HAMMOND; HENRY BOWMAN by LORI NEAL
BOWMAN; TYLER COKE by JOHN COKE; OLIVER SUMAN by Grandmother, ANNE SUMAN.

Here are the 1st Term, 2018 Inks Lake Wrangler Chief Legacies . . How did they get the title
of Longhorn Legacies .. front (l-r) AUBREY JONES by ASHLEY JOHNSON JONES; KATHLEEN
ROBERTS by HEATHER HAWN ROBERTS; ELLEN RANSLUM by LEIGH ANN PYEATT RANSLEM; DARYN LEIGH ROWLETT by JOHN ROWLETT; LIBBY LESTER by DARCIE DOBBS LESTER; LIZZIE HALL by KRISTI HOLLOWAY HALL .. middle (l-r) MEREDITH NICHOLS by ASHLEY
GEYER NICHOLS; HANNA NORWOOD by PAUL NORWOOD; RILEY SAlKIN by JEFF SAIKIN;
SARITA ARSHAM by WENDY CANALES ARSHAM; KATIE TAYLOR by COURTNEY STEVENS
TAYLOR; MARY CAROLINE HATCHER by MARCI HELM KRAMER .. back (l-r) Counselor OLIVIA
NICKLOS by SUSAN HARKNESS NICKLOS; KENDALL DOBIE by RUSSELL DOBIE; LAUREN
SIPPEL by SCOTT SIPPEL & WHITNEY HYATT; TAYLOR GOERTZ by KRISTI FLORIANIC GOERTZ; Counselor HALEY YOUMAN by KATE JOHNSON YOUMAN.

C3

Topping:
2 c. flour
2 eggs
2 c. sugar
1 1/2 tsp. cinnamon
1 Tbsp. baking powder
1/2 c. melted butter or oleo
1 tsp. salt
Put apples in pan. Sprinkle with
brown sugar, then sprinkle 1
teaspoon cinnamon over this.
Mix together the topping ingredients (first 5 ingredients under
“topping”) in a mixing bowl with
hands until it is in small crumbles
(by rubbing between your hands).
Put on top of apples in pan. Sprinkle 1 1/2 teaspoons cinnamon over
this. Pour melted butter on top.
Bake in a 325 degree oven until
brown and crisp, about 1 hour.
Enjoy!

CHAD & ANREA CALHOUN w/children
(l-r) CAMERON, ANDREA, ASHLYN, JOSH & CHAD
MAX & JILL COUSSOU BUJA
w/girls ELLEN (l) & CAROLINE

JOEL & BEGGS BEVAN NELAND
w/daughter EMMA

INDIAN SPRINGS
APPLE CRISP!
Here are the 1st Term, 2018 Indian Spri ngs Boy Wrangler Legacies . . How did they get the title
of Longhorn Legacies .. front (1-r) BLAKE MARSHALL by COLETTE TOUCHSTONE MARSHALL;
BRANTLEY O’CONNOR by CARRIE SEWARD O’CONNOR; WYATT KRIEG by SEAN HILL . .
back (l-r) BROOKS INDERGARD by LAURA BATEMAN INDERGARD; LUKE CENTANNI by MELISSA LUCKSINGER CENTANNI; SAMUEL CLAY by CATHERINE RANCK CLAY ; JOSHUA DAVIS by KEITH DAVIS.

Here are the 1st term, 2018 Indian Springs Unicorn Legacies . .How did they get the title of Longhorn Legacies . . (1-r) KATHERINE MAGGIO by LESLIE TEAGUE MAGGIO; MARY KATE PATRICK by LAURA SAYERS PATRICK; MARY PAULOWSKY by WHITNEY WILT PAULOWSKY;
CAROLINE SHUFORD by KELLY SHUFORD: VALENTINA NISIMBLAT by ERIK NISIMBLAT.

2 c. white sugar
2 c. brown sugar
2 c. flour
1 1/2 Tbsp. cinnamon
3 1/2 c. oats
About 4 c. apples (canned or fresh)
1 lb. butter

BEN & BROOKE GEORGE
w/daughter LANEY

Preheat oven to 350 degrees. In
mixing bowl, mix sugars, flour,
cinnamon and oats. Melt butter and
pour over dry mixture. Mix till all
is moist. Grease 9 x 13 inch pan.
Pour in apples (if fresh, sprinkle
with sugar). Top with the sugar
and oats mixture. Bake about 30
minutes.

Here are the 2nd Term, 2018 Inks Lake Cabin B4 Weasel Legacies . . How did they get the title
of Longhorn Legacies . . front (l-r) HENRY LeBLANC by JULIANA ADAMS LeBLANC; KARLIS
McBRIDE by MICHAEL McBRIDE; MAGNUS BOSSE’ by MADELYN MAURITZ BOSSE’; BLAKE
NEUMANN by RACHEL LEE NEUMANN and Grandfather PAUL LEE . . middle (l-r) ANDREW McKELLAR by RICHARD McKELLAR; MICHAEL DAVIS by ASHLEY SCHUENEMANN DAVIS; BURTON LEE by BRANDY MURPHY LEE; THOMAS QUAID by KIMBERLY BUFFINGTON QUAID;
BROWN HOLLAND by JENNY SNIDER HOLLAND . . back (l-r) ANDREW GERSTENHABER by
COURTNEY BANKLER GERSTENHABER; CHARLES BREWER by NICOLE METZGER BREWER; Counselor STUART KINZEL by LISA BERG KINZEL; FRANK HADLOCK by LINDSAY LIVINGSTON HADLOCK and Grandmother GEORGIA PRIDDY LIVINGSTON; MATTHEW WHITE by
CRAIG & MICHELLE DOHERTY WHITE.

Here are the 2nd Term, 2018 Inks Lake Wrangler Chief Legacies . .How did they get the title of
Longhorn Legacies . . front (1-r) AVA WARD by MOLLY REESE WARD and Grandmother, NANCY
MANNING REESE; MARGOT PURDIE by BRIDGET O’TOOLE PURDIE; CLAIRE SEINSHEIMER
by MATTHEW SEINSHEIMER; SARAH WEBER by ANDREW & KATHERINE SEGER WEBER;
EMMA MATTHEWS by GRAHAM & NATALIE NATION MATTHEWS; SARAH WOMBLE by
ROBERT & SHANNON STROTHER WOMBLE . . middle (l-r) DELANEY LYNCH by ANN BUELL
LYNCH; CORLEY HOLLAND by JENNY SNIDER HOLLAND; ISABEL-HART JULIO by SHELLEY
WATSON JULIO; ALLIE CALCOTE by MARY. LESLIE STEWART CALCOTE; REBECCA BUELL
by BOBBY BUELL . . back (l-r) Counselor HALEY YOUMAN by KATE JOHNSON YOUMAN; MOLLY RIBBECK by RACHEL JACKSON RIBBECK; VIVIAN YALE by CAMILLE MILLER YALE; SARAH MARTIN by KATE McGUIRE MARTIN; VANNAH GUEDRY by FARRAH FOSTER GUEDRY;
Counselor OLIVIA NICKLOS by SUSAN HARKNESS NICKLOS.

MARK & JENNIFER REID HOESTEREY
w/children EDIE & CADE

MATT & KIERSTEN CONNELLY KITA
w/children JOHN and CHARLOTTE

MATT & CHRISTI STROCK
w/boys ROBERT, JOHN & WILL

HUNTER & ASHLEY JAMES TAYLOR
w/children AVERY (l) & HAYDEN

KEVIN & MONIQUE McCONNELL
w/children WILL and CHLOE

Happy B-Day to you, Happy
B-Day to you, Happy B-Day
dear
JORDAN, Happy B-Day to you!

Here are the 2nd Term, 2018 Indian Springs Roadrunner Legacies . . How did they get the title
of Longhorn Legacies .. front (l-r) RYDER BLAIS by TAMI JOHNSON BLAIS; PARKER GUIDRY
by JILL BAUKNIGHT JONES and Grandfather, BRUCE BAUKNIGHT; CULLEN THIGPEN by
DEEANN DUNAWAY THIGPEN; MILES CHARLES by CHELSEA RICHARDSON CHARLES
and Grandfather, TERRY RICHARDSON . . back (l-r) ETHAN ROBERTS by DOUG ROBERTS;
VANCE KINCANNON by MARSHALL KINCANNON; JACKSON WARREN by BETSY MARSHALL;
ALAN SOBBA by LISTI ARNOLD SOBA.

He re are the 2nd Term, 2018 Indian Springs Pony Up Legacies . . How did they get the title of
Longhorn Legacies . . front (l-r) SUTTON SHELL by MICHOU TRAN SHELL ; HARPER JOINER
by CAROLINE McCALL JOINER; VIVIENNE AKINS-SMITH by TARA AKINS; COCO KLEBERG
by CARDO KLEBERG .. back (l-r) LILY CASILLAS by TIFFANY BEACHLEY CASILLAS; EMILY
BISHOP by JOSH BISHOP and Grandmother MARGARET BISHOP; ABBY ARNOLD by CLARK
& GENEVIEVE KIMMEL ARNOLD and Grandmother SHELLEY LEE KIMMEL; FOSTER MYERS
by ASHLEE HOLOBAUGH MYERS . .top, Counselor SARAH BRUCE by SUSAN SEYMOUR
HOLLAND

JORDAN JEFFUS CAIN turned
32 in August. JORDAN and
Grandmother, VICKI JEFFUS,
say to save a place for JORDAN’s 3 month old son TRIPP
in the boy’s camp . . 2026!

MARK & LINDSEY GRIFFIN HALFORD
w/girls . . EMILY (l) & MOLLIE
JOSH & JILL POTH LACK w/daughter SARAH

PHIL & KELLY KLLINE
w/children ZACH (l) and DYLAN
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HARP

Continued from Page 6

It’s Chow Time, Campers, Chow
Time
BARNEY’s Chow was delicious,
absolutely delicious. Why? Because
everyone was so dang hungry. Starving. So much energy was spent on a
daily basis that most of the time when
Chow came around, you were famished.
Green beans? Load me up. Mashed potatoes? More please. Cold cuts for lunch?
I’m about to build the world’s thickest
sand-o. Honestly, I know that there must
have been so much effort to feed all those
kids and counselors three squares every
day. Much respect to BARNEY and his
staff. We loved it, and he, deserved his
‘Come Out, Come Out’ song that demandedhe show himself and receive his
adoration.
I became national champion at eating
Capn’ Crunch every morning out of the
main compartment of my tray that allowed for about 2 millimeters of milk.
I learned that I could put honey on just
about everything. I started a life-long
love affair with Tang, and to this day I
dream of BARNEY’s bacon.
Those Special Camp Days
Gum Drop - who would have thought
that an opportunity to chew one little
piece of gum would send us boys into an
absolute frenzy? The Gum Drop created
a straight-up Lord of the Flies situation
of chaos and insanity; jockeying for position on the air strip for where you think
JOHNNY ROB is going to make the drop
was like a scene in American Gladiators.
The gentle, mild mannered kid in your
cabin that everyone liked turned out to
have a black belt in karate and wouldn’t
hesitate to demonstrate his skills on you
should you enter his personal space. And
what a tease! JOHNNY would fly by at
low altitudes at least a half a dozen times
to really work us all into a tizzy. Most
years the drop was perfect, other years
we were still finding gum at the boy’s
Swim Bay a week later.
Frog Day - there are actual girls in
the boy’s camp! The counselors (boys
and girls) who orchestrated Frog Day
were terrific. Usually, one of the girl
counselors would be kidnapped by the
villain (a boy counselor), and the hero
(a boy or girl counselor) would save the
day by thwarting the villain’s scheme.
The Villain was usually chased to the
top of the trolley at the Boy’s Swim Bay,
where he was vanquished on the way
down and more times than not, timed
his release wrong which resulted in a
magnificent back flop. In my eyes, these
counselors were adults, but in reality
they were probably no older than 18 or
19, and they made that day so much fun.
Drinking frog juice underwater, swimming through the tunnel of love, and
talking to the Frog Girls were definitely
a highlight.
Mile Swim - This was a great event
that promoted teamwork and cabin spirit. We all had to finish! It never really
mattered what your time ended up to be,
just that our entire cabin completed the
swim. The counselors were great with
their encouragement, but you would
probably lose a finger at the end of a canoe paddle if you tried to hang on and
take a breather. The rule was simple, if
you start, you finish.
Name Tha - There were always a few
counselors that really wanted to win this.
These were also the guys that would very
subtly trick you into telling them what
your name was. You weren’t supposed to
talk, so picture a counselor speaking like
a ventriloquist and asking questions like,
‘I know your name is HARP, but what’s
your first name?’ Or ‘what’s the first and
last word in your name?’ Or ‘I know you
of course ROB! Who’s that ding-a-ling

next to you?’
Caaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaamp
Fiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiire
Man, if those styrofoam blocks could
talk, the stories they would tell! Campfire skits were usually brainstormed by
the cabin at quiet time, finalized after
dinner, and rehearsed once right before
Campfire was called. The action, the drama, the comedy! I’ve gathered over the
years that in the Girl’s Camp, most skits
were based off of contemporary motifs
and modern themes. In the Boy’s Camp,
the skits were usually recycled bits from
year’s past. Man Eating Turtle! Man
Eating Turtle! Or, the baseball pitcher
throwing crazy pitches shown behind
a bunk sheet with a flashlight, or reciting the U.S. states in alphabetical order.
You get the picture. They were corny,
and they were hilarious. The funniest
parts were when the audience would recognize a skit that they had seen before
and would let out a collective tongue-incheek groan just as the punchline was
being delivered. Also, the counselor skits
were the best. ‘Unsuspecting’ counselors
were sure to receive their long overdue
comeuppance with a pie to the face or a
water balloon attack. I was definitely a
victim of both of these.
There were also the solemn, spiritual
moments. BOB TARLTON’s never ending stories, where you know he was there
because you could hear him, but the only
thing you saw was the burning end of his
cigarette. Just when he got to the most
exciting and pivotal part of the story ....
‘And that’s where I’ll leave off until next
time ... ‘
Anytime TEX would speak was a special occasion of course. As a young kid,
you heard the stories of a larger-than-life
TEX and all the things he had achieved
in his life ... a true leader of men. Some
of the things we were told seemed so farfetched and crazy, that they were simply
dismissed as a funny rumor, Camp Longhorn embellished lore. However, after recently finishing ROSS LUCKSINGER’s
amazing book about TEX, I now realize
that all off these things, even the out of
this world unbelievable things, well, they
were all true.
Camp Friends are the BEST Friends
We’ve all had wonderful friends in
our lifetime, but I would submit to you
that Camp friends were always the best
friends. School friends are great in that
you go through a lot together, studying, trials and tribulations of school,
sports teams, and parties. Camp friends
on the other hand, did not come with
the baggage of school and responsibility. At Camp, the main thing you share
with your friend is fun and laughter! No
stress! It’s the easiest and most satisfying
relationship you’ll ever have. Let’s just
smile and have fun!
I wanted to give an Attawaytogo to
a few of my best friends at Camp that
fine-tuned my character and were largely responsible for my sense of humor.
Most of these guys I haven’t talked to
since Camp, but please know that you
were very much a part of who I am as
an adult: my original partner in crime
SCOTT WRATTEN, JOHN P. WHITE,
GEORGE
BRAMBLETT,
CHAD
PRICE, BLAKE HORTENSTINE,
CORY ROBERTSON, GRANT IRONS,
STEVE WAKEFIELD, COLIN CORGAN, MARK JUNELL, HOUSTON
LANE, JOHN MOODY and PHILIP
TAYLOR. Also guys that I met at Camp
as a counselor that were never in my
term as campers:MATT GREENFIELD,
JOHN GILLIS and TREY LARY.
Counselor Position
What can you say about these young

men that were surrogate brothers, uncles,
and fathers? Thanks? Much appreciated?
It goes far beyond that. These guys were
my role models, my source of vital preteen information, and a never ending
source of laughs and inspiration to someday be on their level of coolness (still
striving for that). Although at the time,
most of these guys were really no more
than boys themselves, (a lot of them had
mustaches in the early 80’s though) the
impact they had on the campers was tremendous, and if you were a male counselor at Camp Longhorn, you know that
RAY (God bless the man) saw something
in you that he thought would benefit the
Camp as a whole, and could create a positive influence on the campers. Whatever
redeeming qualities as a human being I
have, (I’m told by my mother and wife
I have a few, maybe!) I owe to Camp
Longhorn and these incredible men that
went the extra mile to not only do their
jobs, but to teach lessons, and treat each
day as an opportunity to aid molding
young people’s impressionable minds
with positive vibes and a humorous
wink. I’ll never forget you glorious jerks:
JIMMY BURKE, HANK WARNER,
DUNCAN HAWTHORNE, JOHNNY
RINGO, DEE DOCKERY, ED MACINERNEY, DUDLEY McCALLA, SCOTT
CECIL, ROBBY ALDEN, MICHAEL
SOPER, HENRY RIENSTRA, MUZZY
BASS, JIMMY HOLMES, LANCE
DEUTSCH, CINCO FEUILLE, PISTOL
LOVE, RETT CORSON, P.J. BRADY,
WILL BLACK, BOBBY ANDERSON,
CHRIS ARMSTRONG, ROBERT
BLACK, ANDREW McCALLA, JOEY
McCALLA, JACK INGRAM, ANGIE
LAROS, COYE IRONS, MIKE BLAYLOCK, STEWART WHITEHEAD and
JIMMY YOUNG. Of course I can’t forget the greatest counselor of them all,
JIMMY REEDER, the creator of much
of the modern day tradition and humor
that is Camp Longhorn. JIMMY to me is
the quintessential Longhorn Man.
Time hasn’t changed Camp. The
most remarkable thing about that place
is that it never evolved into anything outside of what it was originally created to
be. It looks the same. It smells the same.
It feels the same. That’s why it is near
perfect. Thank God.

SUPER, ROB HARP, I don’t think
you missed a thing! What a great article
and it covers just about everything you
did or wanted to do when you were a
camper/counselor! ROB is from a family of great Camp Longhorn Alumni . .
dad BOB HARP was a camper in the 50’s
and sister CARRIE HARP FISHER along
with several cousins were campers and
counselors over the years at Inks Lake.
ROB, who grew up in Houston, was a
camper for eight years and counselor
two years at Inks. He has two children
at camp now HAZEL HARP (13) and ‘19
will be her 6th year at CLH and VIVI
HARP (10) and ‘19 will be her 4th year.
Both girls are at the Inks Lake Camp!
Now living in Denver, CO., ROB is Division Sales Manager for a major wine
and spirits importer and wife ANGIE
HARP is an enterprise sales manager at
BOX. Through his years at camp, ROB

had many, many awards. Cabin 0 .. 1981
. .Campfire Lighter (first night of camp),
Cabin 1 in 1982, Indian Prince, Cabin 3
in 1983 Indian Division Name the Counselor winner and on and on with most activity awards through the years and also
many water & ball team awards.In 1986
as a Tarpon he was a top 5 mile swimmer. When asked what he was in charge
of at Camp and his answer was moving
sprinklers and feedingALI GATOR! He
graduated from Texas A&M University
in 1995 . . BBA Management. He would
love to hear from some of you’all and encourages you to e-mail him:
rbharpjr@hotmail.com. We thank you,
ROB HARP, for all of the wonderful
things you write about. You are a CLH
MAN over and over again!

And the
winners are . .
The Inks Lake Merit
Store, with the help of
new Merit Store Director, CAMI CREWS,
donated sooo many
great prizes for the raffle
and social . . Here are
just a few of the winners
and their prizes!
ADAM ZIMMERMAN
Tumbler

ALISON WIESENTHAL
Tumbler

ANNA MEYERSON
Tumbler

ANNIE McLAUGHLIN RUBALCAVA
Phone Accessories

ASHLEY BRYAN RUGGLES
Car Magnet

CODY BROOKS JONES
Orange Rolling Thermos

ELLEN MATSON
Sweat Shirt Blanket

JENNIFER HAZLEWOOD CRONIN
Cabana Towel

JENNY WALZEL
Thermometer

JOCELYN DRAPER
Tumbler

JOHN WHITE
Game Day Tote

KELLY PULS
Stadium Blanket

MICHAEL CONWAY
Cooler Bag

PAUL AMUNDSEN
Little Bag w/Luggage Tag

SAMANTHA HOLMAN
Portfolio

TAYLOR ROSS
Eyeglass Case

TY HEMPHILL
Golf Umbrella

VON ADAY
Salo

WILL GAINER
Dog Bowl

GREAT E-MAIL . . .
His name was BUBBA, he
was from Texas . . And he needed a loan, So. . He walked into a
bank in New York City and asked
for the loan Officer. He told the
loan officer that he was going to
Paris for an International redneck
festival for two weeks and needed
to borrow $5,000; and that he was
not a depositor of the bank.

Sent to ROBBY ROB from
SCOTT SIPPEL . . .
Note read . . “MATT and
I drove out to a new dove
hunting spot over the weekend and came across a hint
of CLH “ . . MATT is an 8 year
camper from Gilbert, Arizona
and son of CLASP Member
SCOTT SIPPEL. Thanks for
sharing, MATT & SCOTT!

The bank officer told him that
the bank would need some form
of security for the loan, so the
Redneck handed over the keys to
a new $70,000 Ford King Ranch
pick-up truck. The truck was
parked on the street in front of
the bank. The Redneck produced
the title and everything checked
out. The loan officer agreed to
hold the truck as collateral for the
loan and apologized for having
to charge 12% interest. Later, the
bank’s president and its officers
all enjoyed a good laugh at the
Redneck from Texas for using a
$70,000 truck as collateral for a
$5,000 loan. An employee of the
bank then drove the truck into the
bank’s private underground garage
and parked it.
Two weeks later, the Redneck
returned, repaid the $5,000 and the
interest of $23.07. The loan officer
said, “Sir, we are very happy to
have had your business, and this
transaction has worked out very
nicely, but we are a little puzzled.
While you were away, we checked
you out on Dunn & Bradstreet and
found that you are a Distinguished
Alumni from Texas Christian
University, a highly sophisticated
investor and multi-millionaire with
real estate and financial interests
all over the world. Your investments include a large number of
wind turbines around Sweetwater, Texas. What puzzles us is,
why would you bother to borrow
$5,000?”
The good ‘ole boy from Texas
replied, “Where else in New York
City can I park my truck for two
weeks for only $23.07 and expect
it to be there when I return?”

This beautiful picture was snapped of P.J. BRADY, many years a
camper, counselor and wonderful CLASP member in Ireland this
past summer. Thanks for sharing P. J.

His name was BUBBA . .
Keep an eye on those boys
from Texas!
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Boys Camp In
The 1980‛s:

Coming of Age In
The Era of The
AquaCougar
BY ROB HARP
Time hasn’t changed Camp. The
most remarkable thing about that place is
that it never evolved into anything outside of what it was originally created to
be. It looks the same. It smells the same.
It feels the same. That’s why it is near
perfect. Campers are still lulled to sleep
at Quiet Time with the sound of sprinklers in the grass, and awakened by the
occasional ski boat whose curious occupants had come in for a closer look.
Cabin screen door springs still sound the
same, as does the sound of trunks being
moved under bunks. Sure, there are new
water socks, a Rio Flojo, and partitions
between the commodes in the boy’s libraries, but the always present Spirit of
Camp Longhorn is as steady and predictable as it ever was. Thank God.
I believe that being a camper and
counselor for ten years in the 80’s is
what I would think being a camper and
counselor would be like in the 50’s, 70’s
or 2010’s. TEX and PAT and all the other legendary founding icons created a
vehicle for a three-week (or two week
for all you 4th termers) joyride through
a somewhat slanted Utopia, soaked
with tradition, bursting with energy, and
whose inhabitants used (and perfectly
understood) an entirely different language comprised of nonsensical words
and phrases for otherwise normal objects
and daily routines. It’s always been this
way! It always will!
The humor of Camp Longhorn became the bedrock and foundation of a
place where sometimes you didn’t know
who or what to believe. This made for
excitement! Was there really a half fish,
half cougarcreature living in the depths
of Inks by the Darn that would sometimes terrorize swimming campers? You
betcha! Was the rifle range really situated
next to the dynamite shack? Naturally!
What is a GasperGou and do you really
have to catch one to pass the Fishing Activity? Yes Sir! (merit)
Below are a few thoughts and memories on a scattering of topics. Stay with
me!
Life in the Boy’s Camp in the 80’s
It had a certain aroma. It wasn’t displeasing exactly, but a mixture of lake
water, cut grass, and dirty clothes. Around
7 p.m. on most nights you can add Drakkar Noir to that mixture of smells, as the
counselors that were working for TEX
that night readied themselves for an evening at the Spa or the BB.
It was loud. This was the era of the
boom box, and almost every kid had one
of some size. Outside of activities, music was everywhere. This was my early
introduction to Led Zeppelin, Ozzy Osbourne, and Rush among many others.
Some kid in the Marlin cabin was blasting Van Halen’s 1984 IN 1984! How cool
is that? Whereas I always imagined the
Grease soundtrack and Duran Duran on
a permanent loop in the Girl’s Camp,
we boys across the road were discussing
the finer points of Judas Priest. Camp
definitely fueled my love for music,
and I usually had to wait until summer
to receive my education on the leading
groups of the time, and classic bands
that were coming back. in style. We all
had our huge cassette tape cases and had
great fun evaluating each other’s collections.

ROB HARP
It was always busy. Of course daily
activities kept things on the move, but it
was between these times each day that
were the most active. Chow, mail call,
merit questions, campfire rehearsals,
tetherball tournaments, games after dinner ... Also, this was the perfect time to
visit other cabins. Usually someone had
an older brother or cousin that needed to
be checked on, so I spent a good deal of
time in other cabins. It’s no wonder my
parents never received a letter from me
my first year in Cabin 0.
There was too much to do!
AAAAAALLLLOOOUUUUUTTT
While spearfishing was no longer being offered as an activity at Camp as it
was in my Dad’s day, many other worthwhile activities filled our day at Camp.
Of course the obvious favorites were
Blob, Sailing, and Riflery, but there were
some real sleeper activities that I enjoyed
the most: Fun, Wildlife, and Fishing.
Fun was the most interesting in that we
never knew what we were going to do.
The most ambitious counselors would
plan water balloon fights, a trip to the
Underwater House, or schedule time
in the Rob Pool. One year, we actually
got the mythical ‘Milkshake’ in working
order. For as long as I could remember,
this strange Ferris wheel type thing was
rusting among the cacti near Candlestick
Park. Wildlife was great in that this was
an activity that TEX was most keen on
participating in and we all loved that.
The hour usually consisted of TEX holding an armadillo or possum, and providing an education on various animals at
the zoo. I seem to recall a buzzard that
liked to follow him around too.
Swim Bay - in the 80’s, the boy’s
swim bay was presided over, or at least
the clipboard was held, by DUNCAN
HAWTHORNE. He kept things fun and
cheerful even though Swim Bay in the
morning usually wasn’t a favorite of the
campers. The water early in the morning
was actually quite cold! We sharpened
our stroke techniques and did our best to
get his approval in order to move on to
the next stroke we were tasked to perfect.
Afternoon Swim Bay was dominated by
Water Polo, Frog Days, and Free Swim.
Blob - what my children today call
‘dirty blabbing,’ we simply called ‘blabbing.’ There were no alliances within the
cabin when it came to blabbing. It was
a cut-throat, dog-eat-dog war of survival with many kicks to the stomach and
viscous face rakes. Obviously your strategy depended on the level of inflation
on the blob. If it was over-filled, you
could check bounce almost every kid
into oblivion. If it was underinflated, it
was easier to stay on initially, but the
temptation was too large not to sabotage everyone else while getting off. If

you were really feeling prankish, a little
shampoo on the Blob guaranteed that no
one stayed on. This was a risky endeavor directly impacting the wealth on your
merit pin, but should you not get ratted
out for doing it, it was worth it from a
comedic standpoint.
Scuba - I somehow won the activity
award my Wrangler year, despite never
having scuba dived and obviously lacking certification. I think maybe the scales
were tipped in my favor because I could
hold my breath for over 30 seconds or
something ... or I just showed honest
enthusiasm, which was true. Anyway,
before the Water Show, I was rigged out
with the whole set-up - mask, regulator,
tank, and a big heavy weight belt. I was
told to sink to the bottom and grab the
fishing line of the kid (above ground and
breathing air in the normal fashion) who
had won the Fishing activity award. At
a particular time, I was to make it look
like he had a big one on the line. So
there I was, 10 feet under water in a sea
of green, counting off the minutes until
when I could yank on the line and then
emerge to give a wave. I guess the counselors knew I was alive all that time from
the surface bubbles, so no harm, no foul?
Water Skiing - my friends and I
LOVED to ski. We had a full hour to
go out with a favorite counselor, usually RETT CORSON, ski hard, laugh at
wipe-outs, and generally yuk it up off
camp grounds. This changed a little as
we got older, as there usually was a group
of guys that didn’t want to ski or get wet
for that matter, so we just went out in the
middle of the lake and discussed important topics of the time: Dance Night, the
girl we saw at KP, and who we would try
to chat up at the All Camp Picnic.
Pickle Ball/Tennis/Basketball/Baseball - This was greatest fun as most of
my cabin mates were actually quite
competitive; however handicaps were
always employed during these games,
particularly in pickle ball. If you got the
pickle ball paddle that had half of the
wood missing or didn’t have a handle
at all, you were spotted a few points.
Conversely at tennis, if you didn’t get to
the court early enough to claim a decent
racket, you got that weird Yonex racket.
It was shaped like a rectangle and was
missing some strings, so you were simply out of luck. Sometimes kids showed
up with their OWN rackets that had a
cover and everything. We knew those
kids meant business and they were to be
avoided at all costs on the court.
Marines - Hand’s down the most fun
for a boy at Camp! The officers went allout with their antics and gentle hazing.
Usually these guys were in the middle
of their fraternity lives and were well
practiced. MICHAEL SOPER, WILL
BLACK and JACK INGRAM were the
absolute best at this. I still smile when
I think of them giving out our Marine
names. I think mine was either “No No
No No No Nooooooo!” or “I’m a Lumberjack and I’m OK.” I can’t remember.
Marines started with the Mud, and ended
with the dreaded Block House. If your
Marine group was 100% successful in
getting everyone in the Block House,
you got to write everyone’s name on the
wall inside. I’m not sure if it’s still there
(I’m thinking not). It was unnerving to
swim 6 feet underwater into a small tunnel for 10 feet (all in the dark) to emerge
in a room with little oxygen and at the
slightest noise your eardrums would explode.
The Skillful Art of Maximizing
Your D’s
Tumping your sail boat multiple
times in 30 minutes= Good D.
Coming into the dock at ramming
speed just to see the counselor’s terrified
look= Bad D.
Pulling your friends off the Blob with

maximum violence =Good D.
Jumping on the Blob with you merit
pin = Bad D. (c’mon, it’s just common
sense)
Pantsing your unsuspecting buddy
while on the trolley= Great D.
Pretending like you are reaching for
the trolley on the platform and dramatically falling off into the water below,
thus scaring the wits out of the counselor= Bad D.
Causing a log jam on the water sock=
Good D
Going down the water sock on your
knees= Bad D.
Any D given to you by a C.I.T. =good
D. (looking at you Cinco Feuille)
Any D given to you by Ray or Robby= Terrible D and possible Early Bird
revoking.
Cabin D’s from Zorro- hilarious and
a good D.
Cabin D from Zorro with a note from
him saying that the D will repeat every
day until things are cleaned up = Bad D
and with high suspicion of the Counselor
right of the door.
Exploding a clothes pin on the rifle
range= Good D that shows great skill.
(who was aiming for the target anyway?)
Endangering Burnet County by pointing your .22 at the ‘Dynamite Shack” =
Bad D.
Launching your arrow so far over the
archery target that it takes 5 minutes to
find= Good D
Launching your arrow so far over the
archery target that it takes 5 minutes to
find and your cabin mates have to wait
until you find it = Bad D.
Tumping your canoe in water you can
stand in =Good D.
Tum ping your canoe in a depth in
which you have to tread water= Bad D.
KP Inspector-The Ultimate Power
Trip
KP wasn’t so bad ... if you could get
through morning KP, then lunch and dinner were a breeze. Your cabin ate early,
so you were allowed to pick the choicest
cuts of USDA Prime Barney fried steak,
scoop on most of the crisp and scrape
off most of the apple, and pretty much
drown your potatoes in gravy. As for the
actual KP, there were certain positions
that held more value. For example, if
you were assigned silverware or napkins,
you obviously did something earlier in
the day to irritate your counselor. On the
contrary, if you were awarded Inspector,
or even Lunch On the Girl’s Side Inspector, you were thinking you had a shot
at Campfire Lighter that night. The role
of Inspector gave one the opportunity
to cast judgement on a tray in the final
stage of completion. If even a tiny speck
of food was found after the final dip, the
Inspector would give the ‘Ye Shall Not
Pass’ declaration, and the process started

over. The nastier Inspectors would make
the camper repeat this process multiple
times (even with a shiny, clean tray)
much to their amusement. This is where
scores were settled after all. In the end
though, the tray bearer always had the
last laugh, as the classic ‘scalding hot
water drip on the Inspector’ technique
was almost always employed.
Dance Night and the Longhorn Shuffle
Get ready ladies, we bathed for the
first time in a week today! And with lake
water! Dance Night for the boys was an
exercise in bravado. Back in early 80’s
the older boys would primp and feather
their parted-down-the-middle hair, and
no doubt wear jeans with some kind
of cut-off shirt. The younger campers would dutifully don their jeans and
have their CLH shirts tucked neatly into
them. In wise preparation, a few of the
boys would have spoken to a girl their
age after chow at the zoo, so they would
have a leg-up on most of the others. They
had someone to dance with! For the rest
of us, we had to be matched up by the
counselors, or participate in the ol’ ‘Walk
Backwards Across the Court and Whomever You Bump Into Is Who You Dance
With.’ This was valuable in that most of
the boys wanted a dance partner. They
knew that Dance Night was the night
to absolutely clean up on merits. The
girls were in on it, too! Immediately after partnering up, it was essential to find
out each other’s basic details, so when
a counselor came around to pepper you
with questions, you were prepared.
Counselor: ‘Hey HARP, I see you
made a friend. What’s her name?’
Rob: ‘JENNY, and she’s a Hummer Up, and she’s from Ozona, and she
likes synchronized diving, and she loves
BARNEY’s Salisbury Steak, but hates
Sailing and isn’t looking forward to the
Mile Swim.
Counselor: ‘Okay JENNY, what’s his
name?’
Jenny: ‘He’s ROB and he’s a Navajo
and he’s from Houston, and he likes to
Blob, and Went Wabbits, and is looking
forward to visiting the merit store.’
Boom - big time haul of merits.
The sound system on the girl’s courts
wasn’t exactly state-of-the-art Bose surround sound. As I recall, it was someone’s jam box with a microphone resting
next to the speaker. Most of the time you
couldn’t recognize the song, but that was
okay; it was all about the Longhorn Shuffle, baby: Girl’s arms on boy’s shoulders,
Boy’s arms on girl’s waist, slowing taking side steps back and forth, back and
forth. Everybody could do it, and it took
all the pressure off of the kids that didn’t
know how (or didn’t want) to dance. The
pressure to bust moves on a major scale
was non-existent. Thank goodness.
See HARP, Page 22

What’s
Cookin’? . . .
FROM THE KITCHEN OF . . .
GREAT RECIPES from KIM MEYERS! KIM is our
wonderful secretary at Indian Springs and a great cook!
We thank you for sharing these yummy, yummy sounding
recipes and look forward to trying them soon, KIM!

Burrito Bowls
Tortilla chips
2-4 cups cooked grains (rice, barley, quinoa ... )
2-4 cups cooked beans
2-4 cups chopped greens of choice (spinach, lettuce)
1-2 cups chopped tomatoed
1-2 cups corn (frozen, can, grilled cobs cut)
1 avocado sliced
Thinly sliced green onion
Salsa
For each serving, break a handful of chips into individual bowls.
Spoon in desired ingredients, mix and enjoy!

HELLO JOHN RHETT WILLMON! . . Son of KYLE and
Alumni HILLIARY WILLIAMS WILLMON. RHETT was
born in San Antonio August 8, 2018! HILLARY was
many, many years a great camper, counselor at Indian Springs and now she and KYLE are Life Members
of CLASP. We look forward to seeing RHETT in just a
few years in the Rattlesnake Cabin!

Rotel Rice
Drain a can of diced Rotel into a measuring cup. Add water (or
broth) to make 2 cups. Bring to a boil and add 1 cup rice. Cover and
simmer about 15 minutes. Let stand without removing lid another
10 minutes. Add shredded pepper jack cheese and mix. Yum!

BEST pie crust
2 cups flour
3/4 cup butter, not too soft
1 tsp salt
Mix well and make a ball. Add 1-4 tbsp. of water if needed to
make the ball stick together (depending on humidity)
Roll into desired shape and size

JACK WILSON CHAUVIN is the seven month
old son of LARRY and EMILY CHAUVIN, and the
little brother to TACY JANE CHAUVIN! LARRY
has been involved with CLH for many years . .
counselor, activities director and now comes
between terms to help with counselor school
and other projects at Inks Lake. EMILY is great
help in the Merit Store on V-Day when she is not
tending to children!
This is BETTY RUTH BECK, adorable daughter of
JESSE and CASEY DOLAN BECK and granddaughter
of KEVIN and KATHERINE SHELLEY DOLAN. BETTY
was born in Fryetteville, AR on July 25, 2018! CASEY
was a camper and counselor at Inks Lake for many
years and both KEVIN and KATHERINE . . grandparents . . were many years campers and counselors at
Inks Lake! All are very active in our CLASP (Camp
Longhorn Alumni and Special Parents) organization.

No Bake Bars
This is a base that can be adjusted as desired. You can use whatever you want! I like to chop then toast the nuts in coconut oil
1 cup dry quick oats
1/4 cup almond butter
1/4 cup peanut butter (or 1/2 cup of one, I like the combo best)
1 cup chopped nuts of choice, toasted if desired (I use almonds
and cashews)
1/4 cup chia seeds
1/3 cup cacao nibs (or dark chocolate chips)
1/4 cup coconut chips
1/3 cup raw honey
1 tsp vanilla
Generously add ground cinnamon and ginger
Mix well and press hard into a pan. Keep in fridge and cut into
bars

Ginger “Softs”
2 cups flour
1/2 tsp salt
1 tsp baking soda
1 tsp ground cinnamon
1 tsp ground ginger
t tsp ground cloves
1 cup sugar
3/4 cup butter
1/4 cup molasses
1 egg
Combine flour, salt, baking soda, spices and sugar. Cut in butter.
Stir in molasses and egg. Bake at 350 degrees for about 8 minutes
until just barely done

A FUNNY POEM FROM A FRIEND . . .

A FAMILY OF CLH EXES AND UT GRADUATES . . .
STEVE SEALE . . is the 1st, 4th generation grad from UT . . EMILY
SEALE (r) is the 1st 5th generation grad from UT . . MAGGIE
SEALE (l) is another 5th generation grad from UT . . AND, ALL ARE
FROM JASPER, TX!!

Please Meet . . .

Old age is golden, or so I’ve heard it said,
But sometimes I wonder, as I crawl into bed,
With my ears in a drawer, my teeth in a cup,
My glasses on the table until I get up.
As sleep dims my vision, I say to myself:
Is there anything else I should lay on the shelf?
The reason I know my youth is all spent?
Is my get-up-and-go has got up and went!
But in spite of it all, I’m able to grin
And think of the places my getup has been!

HELLO LEO! . . This handsome young man is
the son of MARK and KARLI MANNING. LEO
GIBSON MANNING was born 8-17-18 and is
the grandson of BOBBY & NAN ROBERSTON
MANNING, great grandson of the late PAT &
TEX ROBERTSON and little brother to JAXON.
MARK & KARLI are both directors at Indian
Springs.
This is ADLEY
CATHARINE
MORGAN . .
daughter of ELLIS and Alumni
ELIZABETH
BAYER MORGAN. ADLEY was
born July 2nd
and weighed 7
lbs. and 10 ozs.
ELIZABETH, a
camper, counselor and great
CLASP Member
at Indian Springs
for many, many
years says . . she
and ELLIS “are
over the moon
for her.”

ELISE ROSS,
what a beautiful one year
old you are!
She is the
daughter of
TAYLOR and
Alumni CAMILLE PARKER ROSS,
a popular
camper and
counselor at
Inks Lake for
13 years. We
look forward to
future camper
ELISE in just a
few years.

This is proud
Aunt KATHARINE “KITTY” BAYER,
many years
a great
counselor,
camper and
now CLASP
Member at Indian Springs,
holding her
precious
niece ADLEY
CATHARINE
MORGAN,
daughter of
ELLIS and
Alumni ELIZABETH BAYER MORGAN,
born 7-2-18
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WHO’S WHO?
Here’s who was in the last issue! (1) JOHN COWDEN, (2) ASHTON CHERBONNIER, (3) WILL
ROBERTSON, (4) WAVERLY WHITE, (5) BRUCE GRANT, (6) HEATHER HANKAMER, (7)
SAM SHUFFLER, (8) ANNE ELLINGTON, (9) JACE JENKINS, (10) HOLLIS HUGHES, (11)
JAMES LILLY, (12) JULIANNE PHILPY, (13) STEWART FRANKEL, (14) CAROLINE SHANNON, (15) SPENCER STREET, (16) SHANI NORTHCUTT, (17) SCOTT SIPPEL, (18) MAISEY
EDWARDS, (19) THOMAS PRONSKE, (20) KATHY HAMPTON. A surprise if you can name a
few!!

What a wonderful letter sent from JAKE LAIBOVITZ to his MOM,
MEGAN ROTHWELL this past summer . . MEGAN passed it on
to NAN MANNING to enjoy . . with permission from JAKE!

BY ERIN SELKE MOSES
My 11 year old sent me this letter from camp. I can’t believe how well
he reflected on his summer and what an impact CLH has had on him
(again). The last paragraph in particular made me emtional. If you ever
have a bad day, please pull this letter out and read it again. Looking
forward to V-Day! Thanks for taking care of my boys and making
them better people.
Megan

A GREAT E-MAIL . . .
Subject: Flat Tire

a great time but, after all the hearty
partying, they slept all day Sunday
and didn’t make it back to Texas
There were four college seniors A&M University until early Monday
taking microbiology, and all of them morning.
had an ‘A’ average so far. These four
friends were so confident that the
Rather than taking the final then,
weekend before finals, they decid- they decided that after the final they
ed to visit some friends in Galves- would explain to their professor why
ton and have a big party. They had they missed it. They said that they
visited friends but on the way back
they had a flat tire. As a result, they
missed the final.

Camp Longhorn Deaths . . .
CLINTON
EMMY JANE
TITTLE
CLINTON
(1925-2018)
a
fourth generation Texan, born
in New York
City,
graduated from Highland Park High
School in Dallas
& UT Austin in 1947. The “dash”
between the year of her birth and
the year of her death cannot begin
to describe the full life she lived.
She married RAMSEY CLINTON in
1952 and he moved her to Burnet!
Their three children, CLAUDIA
CLINTON JONES, CLEVE CLINTON and CARCY CLINTON all led
very active lives growing up and
the children, grandchildren and
now great grandchildren have all
attended or are attending CLH!
EMMY and RAMSEY and their
family have been a very large part
of Camp Longhorn through the
years. GO BULLDOGS and HOOK
‘EM HORNS!

GILBERT
JOE
GILBERT
(1936-2018)
A
camper at CLH
in the late ‘40’s/
early 50’s and a
counselor in the
mid 50’s. He was
a 6th generation
Texan who loved
rivers, languages, books, music, dancing and cats! He left this
earth at age 82 years but his kindness, playful and fun-loving spirit
will fill the memories of many who
loved him. He is survived by his
wife of 25 years, TOBY JENKINS
GILBERT; his children, MARY GILBERT KORTH and JOE THORNE
GILBERT; his daughter by marriage, AMANDA HOWARD; sisters
MALINE McCALLA and husband
DUDLEY and LINDA PRINTICE and
husband JIMMY; grandchildren
HENRY, OLIVER and HEIDI.

Camp Longhorn - Now My Daughter‛s New Happy Place

MONTGOMERY

SHARPE

WENDY
ELIZABETH
MONTGOMERY
(1972-2018)
WENDY
was
born in Temple, TX. After
graduating from
MacArthur High
School and UT at San Antonio,
she spent her career striving to
help children be more successful.
WENDY was a wonderful educator. She was a proponent of animal adoption; her dogs brought
great joy to her life. Both WENDY
and Sister KAREN CROSBY spent
many moons at CLH but stopped
attending when WENDY was too
sick; she was diagnosed with juvenile rheumatoid arthritis when
she was 13. KAREN says that
WENDY lived everything about
camp. She loved jumping on the
blob, swimming in the lake and
being with friends.

D.A. SHARPE
(1939-2018)
D.A. was born
in
Ballinger,
TX, and after
moving several times, finally
graduated
from Woodrow
Wilson High School in Dallas.
His professional pursuits were in
the fields of technology, as well
as in administrative management
for non-profit Christian entities,
the last from which he retired
was as Executive Administrator
for the Senior Pastor at Highland Park Presbyterian Church in
Dallas. He was a fifth-generation
Texan. D.A is survived by wife,
SUZANNE BOGGESS SHARPE
and their three children: TAYLOR SHARPE; TIFFANY SHARPE
WESTMORELAND and husband,
STEVE WESTMORELAND and
TODD SHARPE and his wife CARRIE SHARPE. D. A. was at CLH in
the early 60’s.

Professor Olesnicki agreed they
could make up the final the next day.
The guys were excited and relieved.
They studied that night for the exam.
The next day the Professor placed
them in separate rooms and gave
them a test booklet. They quickly
answered the first problem worth 5
points. Cool, they thought! Each one,
in a separate room, thought this was
going to be easy, then they turned the
page.
On the second page was written,
“For 95 points: Which Tire?”

We Wish
You A
MERRY
CHRISTMAS
&
A
HAPPY
NEW YEAR!

My oldest daughter, LYLA, just
finished her first term at Indian
Springs this summer. She’s been listening to my camp stories for years!
I started at 3rd term Indian Springs
when I was 10 in 1988 - yes, that
makes me ancient in her eyes. But
picking her up from Vday brought
me back - way back- really quick.
See, there’s so much that has
changed, but also so much that hasn’t.
I was a Filly my first year and my
cabin plaque still hangs in that cabin.
That cabin with no AC, no electrical
outlets, no lights, skinny mattresses on wire bunk beds that I really
do think are the same ones from 30
years ago. But honestly, who cares! I
don’t recall one day that I missed AC
or lights, or one night that I couldn’t
sleep because I was uncomfortable. I
was in heaven, with my friends, having the time of my life - my Happy
Place!
I can still name my closest camp
friends whom I got to spend 3 blissful
weeks with each summer. I still get
lucky enough to see them now and
again. And if being a camper wasn’t
fabulous, being a counselor was even
more so! I was a counselor for more
years than I was a camper. If I could
escape for 3 weeks each summer
now, I’d still do it - for free!
The ‘summertime’ weather never bothered me much; I still live in
Houston and I love the heat. All the
activities were the best; blob, horseback riding, lazy river, is the mild
shake still around? The food is amazing; the only place where I could eat
all the chicken fried steak and mashers I wanted and still have room for
apple crisp.
All 3 of the letters I received from
LYLA this summer each said how
much she loved the food; ‘EPIC’ was
her exact description. Have you ever
tried a bacon and miracle whip sandwich for breakfast? Only at camp!!
Campfire was so special; that
sereneness you feel at the end of a
wonderful day, amongst friends and
all the stars in the world. The songs
and church mountain; the friendship
flash with Inks Lake. Even the soft
tic-tic-tic of sprinklers always makes
me think of quiet time. And then,
‘wakey wakey rise and shine, come
one down, it’s refreshment time.’
Funtastics and frog day, gum drop
and carnival.
And when I was a Wrangler and
Chief, the trips were incredible! We
woke up in the middle of Inks Lake
at our overnight when the barge tie
‘mysteriously’ came loose - I was actually the counselor on that one and I
still laugh about it. I’m sure it’s happened to many, right?!
Admittedly, I was very emotional
when my daughter’s bus drove off
in early July. The first 24 hours at
home without her were the toughest
I’ve experienced in a while. I missed
her terribly and my only saving grace
was knowing exactly what she was
going through. The 4 hour bus ride
with a bag full of candy, a few new
friends to keep her company, fried
chicken and singing. When the activity director bounds into the bus upon
arrival and gets the afternoon kicked
off with that ATTAWAY spirit. The
counselors running at you in excite-

lady and what a fantastic article! This
was her oldest daughter, LYLA’s first
summer at Indian Springs. LYLA was in
a Pony cabin and it turns out that ERIN
was campers with some of the Mom’s of
LYLA’s friends and cabinmates! It’s so
refreshing to go through with you the
many, many memories of times past,
ERIN. And, isn’t it fun to remember . .
the bacon and miracle whip sandwich
for breakfast. . and on and on! It must

be refreshing to visit with LYLA and to
know she also enjoyed many of those
tic-tic-tic sprinkler stories that you enjoyed years ago! ERIN, who grew up
in Houston, lives there now with husband BOBBY MOSES and children . .
LYLA (8) and ‘19 will be her 2nd year
at Indian Springs .. SAVANNA (5) and
SELA (18 momths) and they are future
Ponies! ERIN, a camper for 5 years and
counselor 6 years at Indian Springs is

a busy, busy Mommy these days! BOBBY
is self employed . . land scout. A campfire Lighter many times, she was Favorite
Chief in ‘94 and Favorite Counselor in
2000. ERIN spent many hours in the water as Swim Bay Director. She graduated
from Texas Tech in Lubbock! We thank
you, ERIN SELKE MOSES, for your enlightening words and we thank you, too,
for taking time from a busy, busy schedule
to jot down your thoughts!

Campfire Lighters
ERIN MOSES SELKE &
daughter, LYLA

ment when they announce your
cabin. Moving in to your space, the
Longhorn fold, pit stop, lice check,
uniforms, chow hall tour- that first
day is a whirlwind! My only worry
was that I hoped she was drinking
enough water. I knew she was in
safe hands. My little girl was now
a Longhorn girl ... and a Longhorn
girl IS really neat!
Turns out LYLA was a Pony
with some other girls whose moms
I went to camp with - only at CLH!
Only at CLH can you go 20 years
without seeing someone and it’s
like no time has passed when you
run into them at camp, or anywhere
else for that matter. I’ve seen CLH
friends all around Houston; in
restaurants, parks, stores, my kids
schools. I’ve run into CLH friends
in airports all over the country, and
even in the Bahamas- they are everywhere! And it’s the best feeling
in the world when you know your
daughter is going to make those
friendships for the rest of her life,
too.
After camp this summer we
took the family to Colorado. We
went hiking and sang camp songs
the whole way- even my husband
caught on quick and was singing
along to ‘The Princess Pat.’ I’m not
sure we really understood the words
to some of those songs when we
were younger?! Singing them again
makes me wonder. But all three of
my kids know Taps, Linger and
Pass it On because I sang them each
to sleep with those songs as babies.
They still get sleepy whenever I
start Taps. It’s a bedtime routine
that’s around to stay.
LYLA had been home from camp
for 2 days and she came to me and
told me she was bored. I couldn’t
believe she wasn’t exhausted from
her crazy 3 weeks away. But she
wanted to keep going, she wanted 10 activities a day. She wanted
a dozen friends to live with - she
even missed the shower (which she
considered an activity!). HA! Blob
and shower were her top two! She
also had her birthday at camp. I’m
a Christmas baby, so I never got to
experience a camp birthday of my
own. She made it sound like the
greatest day of her life! And now she
will probably celebrate her birthday
at camp every year. Which makes
me sad, but happy at the same time.
Where else would you rather have
your child be on their birthday, your
(and their) Happy Place!!
ERIN SELKE MOSES, what a great

CAMPFIRE LIGHTERS . . INKS LAKE MINI-CAMP ‘18
(l-r) bottom . . JEFFREY RUGGLES, JOHN VILLARREAL, CODY BROOKS JONES, SCOTT GAERTNER,
PATRICK BOWN & YEN LIU . . top KRISTI SLIVA THIBAUT, COCO ROBERTSON, ASHLEY BRYAN
RUGGLES, WENDY GAERTNER, ELIZABETH GAINER and JANICE MILES

What a good looking
thermometer, JULIA . . .

REMEMBER THE NAME,
REMEMBER THE PLACE,
REMEMBER THE DATE,
REMEMBER THE FACE?
It’s JUMPIN JOE BROWN
at his best!!
At Camp Longhorn
Summer of 1963
From Alumni
TERRY KEY

This is JULIA POUNDS showing
off her CLASP thermometer
that Mom SHANNON won at the
CLH Carnival last winter! It has
a special place in the POUNDS
newly remodeled home . . .
on wall in the screened patio.
JULIA is the daughter of Alumni
RICHARD and SHANNON
POUNDS and little Sis to
CHARLOTTE POUNDS. Summer
of ‘19 will be 3rd grade JULIA’s
2nd year at Inks Lake.
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There has always been a place, and it‛s Camp Longhorn
BY DON MAXFIELD
MAXFIELDS have been at Camp
longhorn continuously for 67 years.
I’m amazed when I think of that. As
a result, I have many, many memories of Camp, many of my own,
and many that my brother and sister
told to me as we were all campers
and counselors. These Camp Longhorn stories are continuously being
kept alive and relived by me, my
wife, ANGIE WEST MAXFIELD, a
camper and counselor of many years,
our son, ROB MAXFIELD, a CLH
camper, and many nieces, nephews,
grand nieces, grand nephews, and
most recently our grandson, ACE,
who just finished his second year at
camp.
BOB, my older brother, was
from the era of WILSON COSBY, PIERRE (PAT) DAVIS, DON
FROG JACKSON, JUMPIN’ JOE
BROWN, TOM ALLEN, GUICH
KOOCH and of course, the famous
UNCLE BEANSIE. My sister
JANIE, was_at Camp with TRIGGER MILLER, SUSIE MOODY,
MINDY MURPHY, the SKELLEYS, and so many more legends.
I am honored to include RED DOG,
WOODY THAMES, RABBIT
WHITTINGTON, JIMMY JOHNSON, JOHNNY TULL, TOMMY
TATE, “FRADY RAY,” and many
more of the infamous as my contemporaries.
Then there are stories from the
girls’ camp, which ANGIE fondly
remembers, shared with GEORGIA
PRIDDY, MISSY HAHN, KATHERING SKELLEY and HELEN
FRADY, who always knew a little
more than the girl counselors thought
they knew! Who can forget the Bluebonnet and the GA. There’s Verly
Bird, sailing to dinner on nights off,
Blackrock, finding out the truth why
JUMPIN’ JOE always wore dark
glasses, DON FROG trapped in the
underwater bus, the Gasper Goo, and
why the Rambler booth was a perilous obstacle at times.
The very first memory I have of
my time at Camp Longhorn began on
a rainy day in June 1957. I stepped
off the bus from Wichita Falls, and
was greeted by banshees screaming
my name. The loudest was my new
counselor, UNCLE BEANSIE. From
that point on I cried the whole term.
Of course, I had fun, too. BEANSIE
was the greatest and saw that I had
my share of fun, but my main memory is of crying, sometimes inconsolably. Apparently, I was so unhappy,
that I continued to show up at Camp
Longhorn for the next 13 years as
a camper and then as a counselor.
To me that is the magic of Camp
Longhorn. Slowly and carefully this
“magic” continues to build the character and better the lives of campers
and counselors each summer.
Camp Longhorn is all about fun
and character building. Both go
hand-in-hand day in and day out as
long as you are there. And it carries
through your entire life.
While at Camp, I learned to play
baseball pretty well, loved football,
learned to play tennis, basketball,
judo, riflery, trampoline and some
silly game called SALO (I’ve always
wondered if that game ever caught

up, and away!
I believe that all of us who were
exposed to Camp Longhorn are better people than we would have been
had we not all have been blessed
with this magnificent experience.
TEX emphasized to the counselors
the importance of the individual
camper, and that every camper could
see success. Well, they took a sniveling kid and gave him the tools needed to succeed and achieve in life.
To be sure, I would have grown up
anyway, but I would still be missing
what I got out of camp. And I believe
that I am not the only one of thousands of campers and counselors
who feel this way.
DON MAXFIELD
“ .. .it seems to be calling back to
on.) Of course I learned to sail, ski, me, it’s the life for you , and it’s the
swim like a fish, saddle and bridle a
horse, how to ride a horse and how to
fall off a horse. The amazing thing is
that I learned these things in the first
four years I was at camp and continued to improve every year.
BY CHRIS &.KAREY NALLE
When I became a counselor, I beODDO
came BILL JOHNSON’s guinea pig.
I was a student at the University of
Six summers ago, we were excitTexas, as were so many of the other ed to take our son to visit summer
counselors. Occasionally, we would camps so he could decide which
go out to camp in the spring just to camp to attend. KAREY was a Camp
visit. That’s when BJ would strike. Longhorn alumna and was excited to
On one such occasion, we were down share the Longhorn experience with
by the canoe bay, and there was this HARRISON. That said, we wanted
gigantic rubber thing on the ground. him to choose a place he wanted to
Of course, I made the mistake of ask- be.
ing BILL what it was. He showed us.
We headed to Burnet for a tour
He filled this thing with compressed and interview. HARRISON realair, and then we struggled to get it the ly enjoyed his chat with PATRICK
water. We discussed how in the world and we had fun walking around the
this ”thing” could be utilized for fun. camp and taking it all in. Inks lake
I think WOODY said that maybe we meant that sailing, fishing and water
could jump on it. So we swam out skiing would be obvious favorites.
and tried to climb on - nope. Then The blob looked super exciting. He
BILL told us to climb up the canoe liked learning about all the amazbay ladder and see if we could jump ing meals in the Chow Hall and the
on it. We did and the world famous other cool activities like rifflery and
Blob was born.
archery too. It was a wonderful afAnother pre-camp experiment in- ternoon. What kid would not love all
volved what looked like a parachute. that Camp Longhorn has to offer?
My old brain doesn’t recall who was He thought it was going to be perfect
with me that day, but he’ll remember. and made his choice that day.
In fact it might have been RABBIT.
Driving off, HARRISON was
BILL said it was a parasail, and that plugged into some computer device
he had parasailed on the beach in and we talked about everyone we
Mexico. Camp Longhorn and camp- know who has some ties to Camp
er fun was always cycling in BILL’s Longhorn. We started listing out
brain, so he bought one. Next thing I colleagues in Austin law firms, old
knew, ZARK and TART, were in the friends from college, and parents of
Higgins ski boat, with a long rope at- our children’s friends. It was unbetached to the parasail, and harnessed lievable how many people we know
me in the contraption.
are Longhorn alumni. Two people in
Did I mention we were not on particular stood out to us as special
a beach? My only path was over examples of how Camp Longhorn
the canoe bay between the Tarpon shapes children into amazing people.
and Dolphin cabins, not much of a
CHRIS’ mentor was PAT
wide path. BILL said, “Hold back LOCHRIDGE. Most people know
and let the boat pull you.” I did. As that PAT was somewhat of a legI got to the water’s edge, I was still end at Longhorn, having wrestled
on ground heading toward the canoe Ali-gator one summer in addition to
bay ladder. TARTcut the rope just in his many other crazy antics during
time. So BJ moved the ladder, and his lifetime of loving Longhorn! PAT
we tried again.
spoke of his time at camp often and
This time, as I got up, the para- he always exhibited those traits that
chute turned sideways and drug me Longhorn campers hold dear. He was
over the rocks by the Tarpon walk- respectful of everyone, kind, and a
way. TART saved me again by cut- real team player. As a mentor, PAT
ting the rope. ZARK came back, and inspired confidence in his junior law
said he thought he knew what he partners and gave them the responsimight have done wrong, (very com- bility they needed to grow. PAT went
forting) and that he thinks he could from a notorious Longhorn camper
correct it. So we tried a third time. to a special Longhorn adult and kept
Awesome, awesome experience! Af- that “Camp Longhorn spirit” in evter the launch point was moved to a erything he did. He was overjoyed
wider location, we were literally up, that HARRISON was considering

life for me ...”
No truer words were spoken.
DONNIE MAXFIELD, . this writing
is GREAT! Just love it and know another
7,000+/- will enjoy it, too! Love the way
you use so many wonderful names, some
fun, fun humor and also something about
your family. 67 years is a lot of years to
continuously have someone at CLH from
your family! There are so many memories in your writing . The story about
YOU, BILL, TART and ZARK and the
parasail is hilarious and so true of those
unforgettable years of times past. Some
of the stories about these legends are
priceless and we thank you for energizing our thoughts with some great tales!
DONNIE, who grew up in Wichita Falls,
lives there now with Alumni ANGIE
WEST MAXFIELD. Of their three chil-

dren, ROB, ADRIENNE & JACK, ROB
was the only one that came to camp for
one year. Grandson, ACE DEWBERRY
(10), attended C3 in 2018 and will be at
Inks Lake for 3 weeks in 2019. DONNIE,
who attended Inks Lake as a camper for
7 years and counselor 6 years is a retired
prosecutor and Inks Lake wife ANGIE is
a retired school teacher! As a camper,
DONNIE was a Campfire Lighter many
times, won the Kangaroo Award and was
voted King. He was a Staff Counselor
with many responsibilities through his
6 counselor years. DONNIE graduated
from UT Austin and South Texas College
of Law in Houston. We thank you over
and over again, DONNIE, for the great
memories of times past and look forward
to seeing you next V-Day or maybe even
at the Wichita Falls CLH Carnival with
ACE!

It‛s a small, small world at CLH
RISON was a campfire lighter this
past summer and that he is making
the most out of his time at Longhorn
each summer. Having BROOKE in
our lives is a remarkable example to
HARRISON that life-long friendships shape who you turn out to be
and make your life so full. While
HARRISON may not fully grasp
right now all that camp is teaching
him (he’s just enjoying the camp
action), we hope that one day he’ll
see the dozens and dozens of special
CHRIS, HARRISON & KAREY
Camp Longhorn alumni all around
ODDO
him and know there is really no othLonghorn and he told CHRIS that er place he would want his children
HARRISON definitely had to go to to be.
Longhorn.
KAREY’s friendship with a soCHRIS & KAREY NALLE ODDO,
rority sister in Nashville started when what a great article! Excellent job of comshe was 18 years old. BROOKE bining the thoughts of two people into a
BENSON BELL from San Antonio wonderful story about important people
and KAREY became instant friends in their lives and their son’s life, and all
after learning they both were Long- but CHRIS are Camp Longhorn Alumni.
horn girls. BROOKE is now HAR- We will just say CHRIS, who is surroundRISON’s godmother and KAREY ed by CLH, is an honorary Alumni and
is godmother to BROOKE’s son, CLASP Member! We are so happy son
ANDY CONNOLLY. (Both boys HARRISON’s summer “home away from
are current Longhorn campers- as home” is so rewarding for the three of
well as the son of another sorority them. KAREY, a camper at Inks Lake for
7 years and CHRIS, with the help of all
sister, AMY DAVOL SHEFFIED, time CLH Great, PAT LOCHRIDGE, and
who currently lives in Connecticut along with son HARRISON, chose CLH
and flies her son to Burnet each sum- as HARRISON”S forever summer home!
mer!) KAREY has always admired Both KAREY and CHRIS are attorneys
BROOKE in the same way CHRIS in Austin. Besides son HARRISON there
respected PAT. BROOKE consis- is a daughter, KATIE (11). KAREY gradtently sees the best in others. She is uated from Vanderbilt (BA), and Baylor
wicked smart, super fun, and an in- (JD) and CHRIS graduated from Texas
tensely loyal friend. BROOKE lights A&M (BS) and University of Tulsa (JD).
up any room she is in and everyone We thank you’all over and over again for
just wants to be around her. She epit- taking the time from two busy schedules
omizes what you think of when you to jot down your thoughts and memories.
think of a Longhorn girl- “she’s got We love your article, CHRIS & KAREY
NALLE ODDO!
that pep and go.”
As we talked on the short drive
from Burnet back to Austin, we just
realized that most of the people we
Lil’ Moron Answers
have the highest respect for are Camp
Longhorn people. These are the folks
1) He lost control of his
we all should want our children to
pupils
emulate. We never took HARRISON
to see another camp that summer. It
2) Ketchup
was obvious that he loved it, but we
too were certain this should be his
3) I really have lots of
summer home away from home.
problems
With PAT’s recent passing, we
recognize how grateful we are that
4) The aftermath
HARRISON is getting to experience
the camp opportunities that PAT
said were so important to him. PAT
would have loved knowing HAR-

Many enthusiastic Camp Longhorn friends at TOBY & LAURA LEIGH ATKINS wedding!
Left to right: Brett Magill, Claire Atkins, Preston Foster, Charisse Sayers, Sara Bailey, Brett Baucum, Toby Atkins, Bride Laura Leigh
Atkins, Edward Shipper, Harlan Goode, Daniel Arbide, Hunter Atkins, Clay Barnett, Logan Brown, David Cardwell, Tim Rees, Bert Magill,
Morgan Moody, Mallory Fernandez, Kevin Miers, Kelley Clark

TOBY & LAURA LEIGH ATKINS
April 14, 2018
Fort Worth, TX

Wedding
Bells Are
Ringing . .

MATT & EMILY HERT HANSON
August 18, 2018
Comfort, Texas
WILL & COCO ROBERTSON
May 5, 2018
Monroe, Louisiana

ADAM & MARY ELIZABETH GRAY STRUM
October 27, 2018
Hot Springs, AR
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Our Dues Paying CLASP Members . .We THANK YOU So Very Much!!
HERE ARE OUR HEROES . . .
Our 2018 dues paying CLASP (Camp
Longhorn Alumni and Special Parents)
members . . too late to make the last
LUMNews! Also included are our wonderful Lifetime Members and they will
be included in all “dues paying lists” in
all future newspapers! YOU’ALL ARE
OUR HEROES AND WE THANK YOU
AGAIN!
WILL & MIKELL MILES ABNEY
MICHAEL & ALISA ABSMEIER
KURT & VERONICA ADAMS
SCOTT ADAMS
WILSON ADAMS & ALISHA MEHTA
VON ADAY
DAVID & SHARON VOLTZ ADELMAN
CULLEN & LEXIE ELDER ADERHOLD
JACK & DIANNE ADLETA
AMY AFTERGUT
TROY AIKMAN
JEHAN & LINDSAY SELKE AKHTAR
RYAN ALBERT
WILSON ALBRIGHT
MARC & AMBER ALCEDO
JONATHAN & LISA ALDEN
STEVEN & CAROLINE MCGAUGHY
ALEXANDER
JEFF & KELLY ALFORD
BRYCE & CASSANDRA ALLEN
DARYL & ELIZABETH ALLEN
KENDALL & KRISTIE ALLEN
ADAM & LAUREN CARRIGAN ALLEN
BRIAN ALLISON
BRYAN & JILL STEPHENSON ALLISON
RACHEL KING ALLRED
LISA ALMGREN
DWIGHT & MELISSA ALWORTH
GARETTE AMIS & AVERY MCDANIEL
BRIAN & AMY AMSDEN
PAUL AMUNDSEN
MITZI ANDERSON
DAVID & ELIZABETH ANDERSON
RYAN & KELLY MAJORS ANDERSON
JERRY & AUDREY ANDREWS
HOPE ANTHONY
JOHN ANTHONY
ERIC APPELT
CODY & BROOKE ARMBRISTER
TRACY ARMSTRONG
THAD ARMSTRONG
CLARK & GENEVIEVE KIMMEL ARNOLD
MARK & MARJORIE ARONOWITZ
WINN & SARA ATKINS
GREG & KATIE AVE
DAVID & ALLISON ARMSTRONG AYERS
BERKLEE BEAKLEY BAAY
BRIAN & CATHERINE HUTSON BACHARACH
LIZZIE WAGNER BAILEY
MEGAN BAILEY
DARRELL & JENNY ROGERS BAIRD
DOUGLAS BAKER
JOHN BAKER
TOM & FELICIA GARCIA BALDWIN
DAVID & ELLIE BALE
TOMAS BALL
JOHN (JACK) BALLANTYNE
KATHERINE MCCORD BALLARD
THOMAS “MATT” BANDY
SHANNON & DIANNE BANGLE
TONY BARNARD
KELLY & CAMILLE CAIN BARNES
MARK BARNETT
GARY & ELIZABETH BARRETT
AMANDA BARRINGER
CAITLIN BARRINGER
CELESTE CASON BARRINGER
DAVID & KATIE BARTLEY
TARA BARTON
MICHELLE WHEELIS BASDEN
CHRIS & CAMILLA BASSE
E. A. BASSE III
PAUL & STEPHANIE BASSMAN
EMMY BATEMAN
TRIP & MELANIE WILSON BATES
BRETT & TAYLOR BAUCUM
GENTRY & KATHRYN BEACH
KRISTEN COX BECKMAN
MEDORA DOHERTY BEECHERL
JP & MAGGIE HADDAD BEITLER
JOSH BELL
BRIAN & KARA BELL
CHRIS & CHRISTINA BELL
JOHN & NIKKI BELL
KEVIN & KELLY SPICER BENNETT
CAROLINE BENNITT & JOSH LONG
STACY BENTON
BEN & SARAH BAILEY BENZAQUEN
JOHN & KRISTEN SULLIVAN BERGER
ADITYA & LIBBY MORGAN BERI
SARAH LEHMANN BERRY
MATT & TRACIE BETTIN
BRANDON & ALLISON TISDALE
BEVERSDORF
JAMES & ELIZABETH BIELAMOWICZ
JOHN & MOLLY HAMMON BIELAMOWICZ
GEORGE & LINDSAY ALLEN BILLINGSLEY
CATHERINE OLSON BISHOP
RICHARD & GRETCHEN BJERKE
JOHN & LOU BLACK
KELLY FURR BLACK
WILL & ADRIA BLACK

DAVID & ELIZABETH HENNESSEY
BLACKBIRD
DAN & SALLY NORWOOD BLECHER
MIKE & SHANNON BLOESCH
JIMMY & ERIKA TEIXEIRA BOLLER
DONALD & AIMEE BOLTON
DAVID & MISSY. HAHN BOONE
KATE KENNEDY BORDERS
CASEY & TEBBIE BORGERS
LOUIS-PHILIPPE & MADELYN MAURITZ
BOSSE’
VIRGINIA BOSWELL
DEE BOWEN
MEGHAN ROBERTSON BOWEN
NANCY BOWERMASTER
IRA & LACI BOWMAN
ANDREW & KIMBERLY BOYD
AMY PETERSON BRACKIN
WILLIAM BRACKMEYER
MELISSA TYROCH BRAGG
JENNY BRANSON
K.C. BRASHEAR
SHARON KENNEDY BRAY
LAUREN THOMAS BREDTHAUER
JOEY & CONNELLY WILLIAMS BREELAND
SBANNON BREITENSTEIN
DAWSON & BROOKE BREMER
BRIAN BRENDEL
MICHAEL BRENNAN
CAROL BRINGHURST
KRISTIN BUCK BROCKETT£
CHRISTIAN & JENNIFER BROOKS
ADAM & AMY BROWN
ANDREW & JENNIFER BROWN
BARRY & JENNIFER BROWN
CLAY & HEATHER BROWN
JIM & LAURA GOSE BROWN
TURNER & ANNE BROWN
BART & JENI BROZ
JOHN & BET BORCHERS BRUNS
MARK & ANNE BUCHANAN
JOE & LIZZIE WEEKS BUMPAS
JOHN & SHELLY BUNDY
LAUREN TAYLOR BURCH
CHARLES & COURTNEY BURGER
GARY & COURTNEY BURK
JIM BURKE
JOHN & STACY GEORGE BURNS
HOLDEN & SHANA BURROW
DENNIS & CHERYL BUTLER
JOANNA HUNDLEY BUTLER
ERIN HEDERHORST BYERS
JONATHAN & MELISSA BYERS
WILL & LAUREN AVERETT BYERS
KELLI STILLEY-DAVEY CALDERWOOD
JOHN & JANIS REEDER CALK
KYLIE GEORGE CALVERT
BRANDON & ALY CALVO
RON-ALYSE RAMSEY CAMMERER
DANIEL & ELLEN BROWN CAMPBELL
ROBYN LEE CANTERBURY
KEVIN & CAROL CAPITANI
HEATHER SWEENEY CARAYANIS & DAVE
EDWARDS
BRANDY CARLL
CATHERINE ARNOLD CAROTHERS
HALEY CARPENTER
LYLES CARTER
SCOTT & JANUARY CARTER
JOSH & KATHRYN PETERSON CARTWRIGHT
JOY BUTLER CASHION
PABLO & BONNIE SCHATZ CASSEB
BARRON & MICHELE SACCO CASTEEL
ANDREA HOLT CATANIA
ROBERT & ASHLEY AVREA CATHEY
BLAKE CECIL
BOB & SANDRA CECIL
MICHAEL & ALLISON CENTER
RUSSELL CERDA
MARGARET CERVIN
TREY CHAMBERS
BETH FEINBERG CHARLEY
COBY & JULIE CHASE
RICK CHEATHAM
LEE & DIANA CHENOWETH
LESLEY COTTEN CHILDRESS
STEVE CHISCANO
COURTNEY RUMAN CHISHOLM
KELLEY CHISHOLM
EVANS PIPKIN CHRIST
BUD & KATHY CHRISTY
KENT CHURCHILL
ANDREW & KELLY CLARK
JULIE CLARK
JINNY CLARK
DANNY & ELIZABETH CLARKE
CATHERINE RANCK CLAY
REBECCA CLAYTON
FLO CLEMONS
ELIZABETH LANDGRAF CLIBURN
EMILY CLIFTON
CHARLOTTE CLINTON
KATHRYN WOOD COCHRAN
TODD & MARTHA COERVER
MICHAEL & KATALINA COHEN
CAROLINE COLBERT
ANN PATTERSON COLEMAN
JESSICA MILLER COLLIN
DAN & MELODY COLLINS
ILYAS & ELIZABETH ABRAHAM
COLOMBOWALA
WILKIE & CAMERON COOK COLYER
GREGORY & LORIN COMBS
CECILY TIDWELL COMPTON

BRENT & HAYLEY CONGER
DAYTON & JULIE HARP CONKLIN
HILLARY CONREY
JASON & HEATHER HANKAMER CONSOLI
CHARLES & MERIDITH CONSTANT
RICHARD & KAREN CONTICELLO
MICHAEL CONWAY
CHRIS & SUSAN MACK COOPER
CLAY COOPER
DAMIE COOPER
NINO & SHANNON SCHILDKNECHT
CORBETT
BRIAN & BRETTE CORDER
MARY HELEN MCELRATH CORNELIUS
JAY & SUSANA CORTEZ
CHRIS & WHITNEY COTTEN
CHAD & EMILY MITCHELL COVEY
CHRIS COZBY
DREW & BETH BRIDGES COZBY
WILSON & DARLENE COZBY
ERICA CHANIN COZEWITH
MICHAEL & ANGELA CRAIG
VALERIE CRAMER
JONATHAN & KELCY PULS CRANFORD
HUNTER CRAWFORD
JASON & PAM CREEL
RYAN & MELANIE CRISWELL
ERIN MCBRIDE CROCKER
BRIAN & MAGGIE CROMEENS
CLARK CROSNOE
ROB CROSNOE
FLORA ROBINSON CROSSWELL
JENNIFER GERMANY CROSWELL
CHRISTOPHER & BRITTANY HARROD CROW
JIM CROWE & POLINA KYRIAKIDES
WALKER & JENNIFER CROWSON
SAM & ASHLEY LAHOURCADE CRUSE
MIKE & ANNE PEEL CUCCIA
JAMES & LAURA CUNDIFF
BO & SARAH STREET CURD
MANCE & AMANDA CUTBIRTH
ADRIENNE CUTTER
RAYMOND DAMICONE
WILTON DANIEL
LAURIE DARLAK
WAYNE DARNER
LUDOVIC & ANGIE COOPER DARRICAU
DA VlD & MARCY MCKNIGHT DARSEY
DONNA DAVIS DAVIS
DONALD B. & TOMMYE LOU DAVIS
CHERYL BABIN DAVIS
MEREDITH DAVIS
DENVER DAVISON
HARRY & TIFFANY DAVROS
JARED & LYNSEY DAY
ELAINE DAY
SHANNON DE LEON
DON & CAROL DEAN
KENNETH & JENNIFER DEBOW
CAROLINE BAIRD DECHERD
JOSHUA & ALLISON MARTIN DECKER
MATTHEW & MEGAN WALL DEEN
TOM & STEPHANIE HAZELWOOD DEES
ANN-MARIE DEETS
JASON & NICOLE DELlMITROS
MATT & DANA DELORENZO
MARCIE DEMOSS
LANCE & ROBIN DEUTSCH
RUSSELL DEUTSCH
BRAD DEVAULT
JAY & CARALINE JOHNSON DEWALD
EDWARD DEWEES
PETER & CAROLINE DEWITT
QUINTON & BECCA UNDERWOOD
DICKERSON
MATTHEW & JENNIFER WALLIS DICKSON
KYLE & SUSAN DICKSON
JEFF & MAGGIE DIETERT
BILL & ELIZABETH BUCHANAN DIETZ
KAREN WORTHEN DIXON
RUSSELL & TINA DOBIE
BRADLEY & MISTY DOLLAR
BAKER DONNELLY
JOHN & KATE IRONS DORFF
CAROLYN WOLFF DORROS
LAINE DOUCET
ASHLEY DOUGHERTY
DAIN & SHANNON DRAKE
JOCELYN DRAPER
JON DRISCOLL
TRACY PROLER DRURY
MATT & KATE DRURY
CLARE OLIVER DUFFIN
MATTIE DUKES
JARED & DANIELLE DUNAHOE
JUSTIN DUNLAP
JULIE DUNN
ALEXANDER & ELIZABETH WILLIAMS
DWYER
TEDDY & LAURIE NIX DYKOSKI
COREY & ANN CATHERINE CAMPBELL
EASTERLING
RUSTY & CARLY EVANS EDGAR
CORI EDWARDS & KELLY HAMER
JEFFREY EDWARDS
JOHN & SARAH HARDY EGERMAN
CINDY LILLARD EICHLER
TODD & SABRINA ELIAS
MICHAEL & STACY ELLINGTON
FLORY ELLIS
TREY & L YNNETTE EMBREY
SCOTT & ERICA ERICKSON
TODD & AMY ERSKINE
ANTHONY & CLAIRE ESCAMILLA

DOMINICK & LAURIE TODD ESPOSITO
MARK & CAROLINE LEMON ESTES
COOPER ETHERIDGE
NANCY DENMAN ETHERIDGE
GENNA WISE EVANS
GREG & STEPHANIE FRIEDMAN EVANS
JASON & JULIANNE EVANS
JIMMY & JENNI EVANS
FRANK & MARY- PATT MOFFITT EVEREST
MATTHEW & MOLLIE REARDON EWING
CHRISTINA RlNKEN-FABIANICH
ANDREA WEINERT FALKIN
TYLER & MEGAN MCCREARY FARRIS
CRAIG & KIRSTIN FEAZEL
CHRIS & MICHELLE FELCH
KRISTIE FELTON
CLIFTON & MELISSA FENDLEY
PETER & LAURA MARTIN FENELON
MOLLY RENTZ FERGUSON
ROM & MEG FERRERO
JULIAN FERTITTA, III
BYRON & BETTY (BOO) FLOURNOY FIELDS
JONATHAN FILGO
MELISSA FINCH
JENNIFER FINCH & HANK FUSELIER
JO ANNA FINKELSTEIN
JEFF & HEATHER FISH
CLAY & CARRIE HARP FISHER
DECLAN FITZSIMONS
CHRIS & CHRISTINE WARD FLANAGAN
CLARE & JOSIE MEADOR FLESHER
TJ & NICOLE FLOWERS
MICHAEL FLOYD
BESS JONES FONTES & MICHAEL
GROBMYER
BENJAMIN FOO
STUART & MADISON FORD
ELLEN HENDRIX FORD
HUGH & STEPHANIE FORQUE
MICHAEL & LINDSEY STEWART FORREST
CHAD & SUZIE KERR FORSBERG
QUINT & MINDY KINSLER FOSTER
STACEY FOSTER
STEPHANIE FOSTER & RICHARD GILBERT
JUSTEN & KIMBERLY FOWLKES
CARTER FRANCE
HANNAH FRANCIS
BRIAN & KRISTIN STEWART FRANK
DUNCAN & ELLEN FRASER
TIM & HEIDI FREDERICK
ANGIE FREDERICKSON
MARTHA FRY
CHRISTAN RICHARDSON FUQUA
BOB GABRIEL
ERIC & DEBBI GADIN
SCOTT & WENDY GAERTNER
CHRISTOPHER & KERRY GAIN
WILL & ELIZABETH GAINER
TRAVIS & HADLEY HAMMONS GALT
CHRIS GAMEL
BRYAN & KAREN GANTT
JAY & AMY GANTT
MELANIE GANTT & JULIAN RIVERA
ALAN & MEREDITH HULSEY GARCIA
AMANDA HEALY GARCIA
SALLY CARAWAY GARDNER
MICHAEL & HOLLY GARDNER
BOBBY GARDNER
RUTHIE NETTLE GARRETT
JIM & SHANNON GATLIN
KELLEY KIEL GEISS
PAUL & WENDY GENENDER
JOHN & LAURA GENUNG
GREG & COURTNEY BANKLER
GERSTENHABER
BENJAMIN & MICHELLE GIARDINA
CARL GIESLER
VICTOR & CRISTINA GIL
MERIDETH WASHAM GILBERT
POWELL & SARAH GILLIAM
RYAN & DONNA GILLIAM .
PHARIS & JENNIFER GODFREY
ATWELL & LESA GOINS
TRAVIS & CHEYNE DOBBS GOLDAMMER
JAMES & SUSAN GONZALES
JASON & MICHELLE SULLIVAN GOOCH
REBECCA WHITE GOODMAN
KATIE BRACKIN GOODSELL
JIM & CARRIE GOOLSBY
KEVIN & AMY GORDON
RICHARD & JANICE GORMAN
JIM & CHRISSY GOSSETT
STEPHEN & CATHERINE GOSSETT
JASON & LESLIE LEAVELL GOTH
JOE GOULD
TYLER & JESSICA GOULET
PEGGY GRAHAM & BILL HOERMANN
STEPHEN GRANT
CAMERON & AMANDA GRAY
GARY & DONNA ROGERS GRAY
KRISTIN GRAY
JEFF & MEME HOLLAND GREATHOUSE
CHARLES & SARAH GREEN
THOMAS & CARRIE KOPPLOW GREEN
HANNAH GREENBERG
MATT & ELIZABETH GREENFIELD
PETE & ROBIN GREENHAW
BILL & ANN MURCHISON GREENHILL
CHAD & KARl CLARK GREENWAY
THOMAS GREGORSKI & PATRICIA LEWIS
ERICH & SHANNON GRETHEL
JOHN & CAROLYN GRIGGS
STEPHEN GRINNAN
SHAWN & KATE GROSS

SCOTT GROSSMAN
MARY MARGARET ADAMS GROVES
TODD & SHELLY GROVES
SALLIE GUERINO
MONTY GUIDRY
BRENT & SHANNON GULBAS
GREGORY & LEEANN GULLETT
ASHLEY DRAEHN GUMBERT
BART & STACY WINETROUB GUNKEL
JAMES & LAURA GUNN
JAY & KIM GURRY
DANNY & STEPHANIE GURWITZ
AMY GUSEMAN & GREG WILKINS
ALBERT GUTIERREZ
RUDY & COLLEEN HADDAD
JEREMY & JULIE BLACK HAGEN
MARCY DAVENPORT HAGGAR
HOLDEN & HAYLEY HAGGERTON
ELIZABETH SNYDER HALE
KRISTI HOLLOWAY HALL
PHILLIP & LACY SMITH HALL
PARKER & KELLY HALLMARK
WHILDEN & SHELBY HALVERSON
JOSH & DIANE HAM
MATT & PAIGE HAMMIT
EMILY ALVARADO HAMMOND
LAUREN HAMMONDS
SHEA HAMRICK
RICCI NELSON & FAISAL HANAFI
JIM & GINI HAND
ROBERT & MARY ELIZABETH HAND
CHRIS & CATHERINE BATTLE HANSLIK
BUBBA & JENNIFER HARKINS
GEORGIA ALEXANDER HARMON
JESSICA HARRIS
MARK & KAY CHRISTY HARRIS
TOM & NANCY BROWN HARRISON
MARGO THORNTON HARROD
LAURA COX HARVEY
EDEE PENNAL HARVEY & JIM ELSKES
JASON & SHANNON ELLIOTT HARVEY
BILLY & CARLA HATLER
WILL & SUSAN SEBESTA HAUSSER
MERIDITH PATTERSON HAYES
ROBERT & BRENNA HEAD
BRIDGET HEARN
CHRIS & EMILY HEBERT
KRISTIN HECKER
WILL & CASEY WILLIAMS HEDGES
SAM & EMILY BURDICK HEIDE
KEVIN & JAIME HEIDEINREICH TOUSSAINT
ALISON HEINEMAN
ERICH & SANDRA HEINOLD
JULIA GARRETT HEINRICHS
KRISTOPHER & ALISON HEINZMAN
JUSTIN & TRACY STIDHAM HELMS
BOBBY & LESLEY HEMPFLING
TY HEMPHILL
BRANDON & FLO SEAL HENDERSON
SUSIE STEVENS HENDERSON
CLINT & TRISH HENNESSEY
PETER HENNESSEY IV
NATALIE DE LA GIRAUDIERE & PETER
HENRIKSON
ANN MONTGOMERY HENSON
TIFFANY HERLETH
CHARLIE & LIZZIE CLARKE HERMES
LYNSEY FARRELL HERNANDEZ
EDWARD & KAY BEECHERL HERRING
SAVANNAH HERRINGTON & CODY HOPKINS
BLAINEY MAGUIRE HESS
HAROLD HIGH
DAVID & CAREY WATSON HILDEBRAND
NEIMAN TALBOT HILL
MARTHA THEDFORD HILL
SEAN & RAE ANN HILL
HANK & KARA HILLIARD
KEN & KATHY STOWE HINES
AMY THORNTON HINSON
JIMMY & WHITNEY WOOTEN HINTON
DIANNA PERKINS HOCHKOEPPLER
JACQUES & CARRIE HODGES
JASON & TARA HOELSCHER
JACK & DIANA HOLFORD
CHRIS & JENNIFER SNIDER HOLLAND
TOM HOLLEMAN & KELLI WALSH
SIMS HOLLIDAY
KATY HOPKINS HOLMES
JULIE BOSWELL HOLMQUEST
STEPHEN & LAURA BLACK HOLT
DARYL HOOVER
RICK & KELLY HOPKINS
KEN & BEVIN HORNE
KEN & KIMBERLY HORNER
BROOKE HOLLIS HORTENSTINE
GRANT & MADELINE HORTENSTINE
SCOTT & DEBBIE HORTON
ALLEN & JILL HOSSLEY
DAVID & REBECCA HOUSTON
SARAH DALTON HOVINGA
LAURA HOWARD
STEPHEN & JAMIE WALTON HOWARD
ANNE HIGGINBOTHAM HOWARD
SANDY HOWARD
MATT HOWELL
MATT & TAMMA HOWELL
KATE STROUBE HROBSKY
SCOTT HUDSON
BURDETTE & MONICA DEANDA HUFFMAN
CINDY NASH HUGHES
DARENDA HUGULEY

See DUES, Page 27

ATTAWAYTOGO . . .

Ashley Balch MacKenna

Congratulations and a huge “Attawaytogo” to Ashley Balch MacKenna, CLASP honoree for the Fall of
2018!
Wow, where do we start? Ashley,
from day one brought that smile, personality, CLH spirit, fun, and love as
a camper in 1981 at Indian Springs,
3rd term. There were many great
families from Tulsa that she traveled
to camp with every year.
As a counselor, Ashley wore every hat you can imagine! Head counselor, division head, director, marina
general. In 1990 she was voted favorite counselor.
Ashley was awarded a music
scholarship to the University of Kansas where was also a Chi Omega.
That beautiful voice, which we always had to beg to hear, took her on
to work at the Theater Tulsa and also
Southern Methodist University.
Even during this time Ashley never let her ties with CLH go. Always
helping whenever and wherever she
could. Eventually she moved her
family to camp and became a fulltime employee and then Director of

the girl’s camp. Her camp career
spanned 33 years. Such a great example to all! Her leadership, toughness, compassion, positive attitude,
love and friendship affected every
camper and counselor.
Ashley also represented CLH
in a great way as an officer and the
President of the Camping Association for Mutual Progress for five
years.
In 2015 Ashley’s father became
ill and she moved her family home
to Tulsa. She was very close to
her father and devastated when he
passed away.
With camping still in her heart,
she was offered a managing director
position at Camp Aranzazu in Rockport, Texas. This amazing camp offers camping to kiddos with special
needs and is extremely successful
and even more so with Ashley at the
helm.
Ashley has three awesome almost grown up children, Elizabeth,
a freshman at Texas Tech; Mack,
a junior at Rockport High School

and Mary Kate, a sophomore also at
Rockport High.
All three started camp as Ponies
and a Rattlesnake. Elizabeth and
Mack are counselors and Mary Kate
will be a Chief.
Congratulations, Ashley from
ALL of us at camp. We are so very
proud and happy for you!
Can’t wait to celebrate with a tree
ceremony this summer!

2014 . . ASHLEY with children . . ELIZABETH (Lizzo), MARY KATE & MACK

ASHLEY BALCH - 1990
Favorite Counselor

ATTAWAYTOGO AWARDS IN PAST YEARS . . .
Twice each year we honor in our
LUMNews a person(s) for his/her
many contributions and wonderful
accomplishments through the years.
This person(s) has been a camper
and or a counselor or has a close personal relationship with Longhorn. In
our “eyes” this person is “top notch!”
Along with a special plaque on a special tree at Camp they also receive a
clock for their desk and an authentic
piece of the “blob” to remind them of
Camp Longhorn.
Many of our ATTAWAYTOGO
recipients .. PETER GARDERE,
EMORY BELLARD, BILL and
M.F. JOHNSON, RALPH “RED
DOG” JONES, KATHY McGONAGIL MORRIS, KAY BAILEY
HUTCHISON, KELLY HALE,
WALLY PRYOR, GARDNER “G.
P . “ PARKER, JIMMY REEDER, PHILIP & CLAUDIA CLINTON JONES, MARK ROSE, RICH
HULL, AMY SCOTT FORTENBERRY, JUDGE JOE GREENHILL,
FRANK & MARY PATT MOFFITT EVEREST, WILSON COZBY, KEVIN DUVALL, CHUCK
FRASER, JACK JACKSON, BOO
HAUSSER, GREG GLAUSER,
JEFF & MISSY McCRARY GRAY,
SANDY (SHARION) INNIS BOSTIC, BEN & CHRYL RAY SEL-

MAN, LORIE RUPE LORD,
JACK INGRAM, CLEM LOVE,
MALCOLM WADDELL, SARAH STREET ZIMMER, TRIGGER MILLER BUTLER, DON &
SUSAN WILHELMI, CHRISTOPHER CROW, AMY MORGAN
MILLS, CAROLYN BRITTON
ALLEN, PAUL LEE, RAUL &
ANTONIA VALLES, JENNIFER
RYAN BALL, PAM FRADY ALDEN, PRESTON BROWN, JOHN
MILLER, ROSA ONTIVEROS
SOLORZANO, APRIL RUSSELL
KUBIK, SCOTT & GINNY ELLIOTT WENGER, DON FROG
& MO THOMPSON JACKSON,
JULIE HARRIS KOCUREK, SAMANTHA HOLMAN and KATHRYN LIND ANDREWS, DOUG
WASSON and RAY and HELEN
FRADY.
We hope to see in the summers
to come GEORGE W.BUSH along

with our new recipients of this special award as they come to claim
their special “trees!”

HELEN

with all of the wonderful people and
minds that love Camp Longhorn,
we know we can, in the future, have
many more years of fun, fun, fun at
Inks Lake, Indian Springs and C3
mini-camps!
Our 12 great Campfire Lighters at the 2018 mini-camp at Inks
were .. PATRICK BOWEN, SCOTT
GAERTNER, WENDY GAERTNER, ELIZABETH GAINER,
CODY BROOKS JONES, YEN
LIU, JANICE MILES, COCO
ROBERTSON, ASHLEY BRYAN
RUGGLES, JEFFREY RUGGLES,
KRISTI SLIVA THIBAUT and
JOHN VILLARREAL.

1) Did you hear about the cross
eyed teacher?
2) What did the fast tomato say to
the slow tomato?

4) What do you call the feeling you
get when you finish your arithmetic
homework?
Answers Elsewhere

ASHLEY BALCH
Camper 1983 - Mustang Cabin

Continued from front

lIL’ MORON . . .

3) What did one arithmetic book
say to the other?

ASHLEY BALCH MACKENNA
Director 2014

GUESS WHO CAME FOR A VISIT! . . .
This is YEN LIU’s family! He was our famous photographer for years at
Indian Springs. We were lucky enough to have Campfire Lighter YEN as
a “camper” at this year’s mini-camp and this fall he stopped by with . . (l-r)
daughter AMBERLY (Sept. 2012), niece ANITA (Mar. 2015) and daughter
AMELIA (Mar. 2015) They loved looking around Inks Lake and we thank
them sooo much for coming by just to say “hi”!

The lucky camper to win the trip
back for two to another mini-camp
was LOGAN RUBALCAVA, many
years an Inks Lake camper and counselor from Midland. The Merit Store
donated some wonderful prizes for
the raffle and BARNEY and his fantastic staff did a super job of keeping
us happy with many of camp’s favorite foods.
Three special longtime campers,
counselors and CLASP Members
put on a wonderful campfire .. PETE
GREENHAW, RICHARD POUNDS
and JOHN WHITE. It was an original, well thought out and planned
campfire and we all enjoyed it. It’s
always great to know PAUL LEE
is coming to mini-camp and we can
enjoy his fun and funny original.
songs. BILL ROB showed some
TEX video’s which included “DR.
SCHWARTZ!” JOHN, PETE and
RICHARD ended the campfire with
a tribute to our friend, RAY FRADY
who passed away in February ‘18.
Another inspirational Church
Mountain was led by GARDNER
(G.P.) PARKER. Our song leaders
were AMANDA BARRIANGER,
CAITLIN BARRINGER, LIZZIE WEEKS BUMPAS, MOLLY
QUIRK and JOCELYN DRAPER
and accompanied by PUL LEE.
We thank BESS JONES FONTES,
BLAKE SAYERS, MICHAEL SOPER and MALCOLM WADDELL for
sharing their thoughts with us. We all
enjoyed the beautiful scenery from
The Mountain before saying SOLONG-HORN ...
If you are not already a member
of CLASP and would like to join or
you are a member and would like to

pay your dues, our Camp Carnivals
in Dec., Jan. and Feb., on-line on the
CLH website or sign-up sheet in this
newspaper are all easy ways to pay
your dues! Again, it’s a bargain .. $20
Married Couples and $15 Singles.
CLASP (Camp Longhorn Alumni
and Special Parents) is made up of
former campers and counselors who
are at least 23 years old and also any
parent(s) who have or have had children at camp for at least 2 years and
signed for a 3rd year! OUR CLASP
“YEAR” IS FROM SEPTEMBER
TO SEPTEMBER!
SEE YOU SOON AT A CLH
CARNIVAL! ATTAWAYTOGO!

We wish you a
Merry Christmas
We wish you a
Merry Christmas
We wish you a
Merry Christmas
And a
Happy New Year!
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TWO ATTAWAYTOGO TREE CEREMONIES . . One at Inks

SPECIAL FRIENDS . . (l-r) CAROL & BILL ROBERTSON, HELEN FRADY,
ROBBY ROBERTSON, ANGELA MOORE and MELONY CONSTANZO.

RAY and HELEN FRADY were
honored at a special ATTAWAYTOGO “tree ceremony” at Inks Lake.
This very special award was presented during CLASP mini-camp.
Ray passed away peacefully in February and hundreds were on hand
for RAY’s celebration-of-life service shortly after his death, which
was full of tributes to the man who
helped shape and impact the lives of
so many through his years of coaching and as a counselor and director
at Camp Longhorn. With HELEN by
his side for 62 years, and HELEN’s
60-plus years at Camp Longhorn,
they have inspired generations of
Longhorn campers, counselors, staff
and parents with their ATTAWAYTOGO spirit and love.
Despite leaving coaching in 1978,
RAY never stopped teaching, and
the values he instilled in others as
Boys Camp Director carry on today.
He greeted others with a firm handshake and a gentle smile and taught
those he knew - by way of example,
to “treat others the way you want
to be treated.” RAY and HELEN’s
home was always open to off-duty
counselors for homemade ice cream,
banana cream pies, a game of 42 or

even emergency laundry
when
needed.
HELEN
continues to
bless us all
with her hard
work
and
dedication
as director
and
heart
and soul of
CLASP since
its beginning. A special salute from former CLH Marines for HELEN . . NoShe keeps up ticed in the picture are JONATHAN ALDEN (left arm only!),
with thou- RICHARD POUNDS, PETE GREENHAW, MICHAEL SOPsands
of ER, THOMAS McKELLAR, DUDLEY McCALLA . . in the
alumni and back MICHAEL CONWAY
special parents, organizes mini-camps, and grandchildren JONATHAN, NICK
greets alumni and special parents and LINDSAY accepted the “FORwith her warm and welcoming Camp EVER TREE” with much love from
Longhorn spirit.
special friends that have been such
HELEN, daughter PAM and an inspiration in their lives.

H E L E N
F R A D Y
admiring
her plaque
on left and
husband
R A Y ’ s
plaque on
right.

Unveiling of the plaques which were covered with the original “blob” material
are grandchild JONATHAN ALDEN and his wife LISA with ROBBY ROB and
HELEN, among others, enjoying the “tree ceremony.”

and One at
Springs . .
DOUG WASSON was honored
at Indian Springs for his many, many
years of loyalty, dedication and fun.
He has a heart of gold and has been
an inspiration to everyone at camp.
He started his camping experience in 1989 at Inks Lake and transferred to Indian Springs in 1991. His
honors and achievements through
the years have been MANY!

(l-r) DOUG WASSON, NAN ROBERTSON MANNING, MARTHA FEILD,
ROSA ONTIVEROS, SALLY ROBERTSON LUCKSINGER, SUSAN WILHELMI, KERI MANNING WEAVER & ELIZABETH NORRIS BEACOM.

A Campfire Lighter many times,
a top five-miler, Wrangler Favorite .
. . and as a counselor he was a favorite in ‘94, Swim Bay Director in ‘97
and ‘98 and was chosen to go on the
first ever Ranger trip in 1997.
He is a graduate of Pepperdine
University in California and has
continued coming back most summers for at least one term and almost
always as a counselor in the Rattlesnake cabin!
At age 38 he “retired” as a counselor but continues to help between
terms as Airport Bus Counselor and

around the tree . . back SALLY ROBERTSON LUCKSINGER, left, ROSA
ONTIVEROS, back of head, SUSAN WILHELMI, right, MARTHA FEILD . .
unveiling DOUG’s plaque on a special tree at Springs

Assistant Director on Visitor Day
weekends. Doug works as a large
loss claim adjuster at Farmers Insurance and resides in Austin.

We wish you a
Merry Christmas

ATTAWAYTOGO DOUG!
WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU!

We wish you a
Merry Christmas

SALLY
ROB
LUCKSINGER
and granddaughter
ISABELLE
LUCKSINGER
presented DOUG
with his special
clock.
DOUG WASSON . . showing off his
DOUG WASSON accepting his “for- clock given to him at his “tree” ceremony. That’s his plaque on his “forever tree”!
ever” tree!

We wish you a
Merry Christmas
And a
Happy New Year!

MORE CLASP DUES
CHRISTOPHER & KAREN HULL
BUTCH & LEANNE HULSE
GRANGER & TARA HUNTRESS
J.P. & LILLIE HUTCHESON
MARK & SHANNON HUTCHESON
BRENT & JENNIFER HYMAN
ROBERT & KENDALL STIXROOD IBSEN
CHAD & LAURA IHRIG
MIKE & LAURA BATEMAN INDERGARD
ASHLEY DEVAULT IRWIN
ANDREW & CHRISTY IVERSEN
KELLY CAULEY JACKSON
CHRISTOPHER & MELINDA NELSON
JACKSON
DAVID JACKSON
DON FROG & MO THOMPSON JACKSON
JOHN & ELISSA JACKSON
CHIP & CHRISTINE JAMES
WHITNEY MILLER JANKE
JASON & CHRISTINE MOORE JARRETT
STEFFANY JAY
BRANDY JEFFRIES
JACE & AMY JENKINS
JEFFREY & REMI JENKINS
KATE WITTENBRAKER JENKS
LEIGH DRAKE JETER
BLAKE & KATHY KIEL JOHNSON
MAX & CORI JOHNSON
HARRY & LUNDY JOHNSON
HUNTER & DIANA JOHNSON
MATTHEW & SARA GULBAS JOHNSON
JANA JOHNSON
MICHAEL & CANDACE JOHNSON
RAY & CAROLINE MCCALL JOINER
ADAM & ERIN JONES
CASEY JONES
CHLOE LANDRUM JONES
CODY BROOKS JONES & ASHLEY PUTNEY
CRAIG & CISSY HEWETT JONES
MAC & MERIDETH JONES
MASON & STACY JONES
PAT JONES
JEREMY & RACHEL MEHALLI JONES
STEW ART & KATHERINE JONES
TAYLOR JONES
TIM & ANNA JONES
ZACH & ALLISON HARPER JORDAN
KATIE WALLACE JOYNER
LUCAS & SHELLEY DEVINNY JOYNT
SAM & SHELLEY WATSON JULIAO
LARRY & ROBIN KAPAVIK
ALLAN &JACKIE KATZ
DAVID & NATALIE BLUE KAYDA
LEE & TAMI TOWNSEND KEELING
DREW & KIM JACOBY KEHOE
MICHAEL & JACKIE KELLEY
BRYAN & KRISTIN URBAN KEMMETT
NATALIE KENDRICK
MATT & CATHERINE BLUM KENJURA
REBECCA BRUTSCHER KENT
MATTHEW & AMBRA KENT
ROBERT KIMMEL
RUSSELL & REBECCA KING
JIM & LEZLIE KIRKPATRICK
KAREN KISH
CHRIS & KIM KLEBERG
CORDELL KLEIN
LORENA KNOSEL
CHRISTOPHER & CARRIE KOCHAN
HEATHER BYRNE KOOPMAN
JAMES & JANEY HOLMES KORTH
RAMSEY KOTHMANN
REBECCA KRAUSS
JOHN & CARRIE KROLL
JENNIFER HILE KUCZAJ
STEPHANIE PRATT KUHLES
JEFF & AMY ELDER KYRISH
BOONE LACKEY
STERLING & STEPHANIE LAGUARTA
MARK & TONI LAHAYE
ED & JENNIFER LAMPRECHT
HOLLIE JANKE LANDRITH
HOUSTON & PAIGE LANE
PATRICK LANE
MICHAEL & TERRY LYNN HUNT LANE
BILL & COLLEEN LANG
TREY & WENDY LARY
CAMM & LOUISE LARY
JV & SARAH LATTIMORE
JOE & RAMSEY LAWLESS
STEVEN & LAURA LE
AMY ANDERSON LECRONE
JARED & COURTNEY LEDET
AARON & STEPHANIE LEDYARD
BRYAN & DIANE LEE
GENTRY & AMY HUGHES LEE
JONATHAN LEE
PAUL LEE
RICHARD & TRACI LEE
ROBERT & JENNIFER CANTWELL LEEDY
STEPHANY LEGRAND
JOHN & NATALIE METZGER LESIKAR
DARCIE DOBBS LESTER
JORDAN & HELEN LEVIN
ERIC & MELISSA LEVINE
LISE LIDDELL
MARK & CARRIE LINDSEY
R.J. & HEATHER LINGLE
ERIC & MARIA LINK
KELLY BOWMAN LIPSCOMB
JORDAN ADAMS LISTON
YEN LIU
BLAKE & CHESLEIGH LLOYD
BRUCE & KAREN LOBDELL
KARL & SUSIE GIFFORD LOCKER

Continued from Page 26
SUSAN LOFQUIST
BEN & STEPHANIE LOGAN
VIRGINIA LOGAN
BRYAN LOMENICK
BRYAN & BLAIR RICHARDSON LOOCKE
BENTON & ASHLEE LOVE
MALIA DAVISON LOVE
ROSS “PISTOL” & CHRISTIAN MAJORS LOVE
JUSTIN LOWENFIELD
ANDREA LOWERY
BILL LOWRY
PHILIP LUCAS
RICHARD LUCAS
MICHAEL LUCKSINGER
KATE SEINSHEIMER LYKES
BRIAN & BRYAN LYNCH
ALLEN & CAROL LYONS
DAVID & MARGO MABERRY
MATT & KANDY MABERRY
MARK & KELLI MACATEE
WENDY MACKEY
EDWARD & ADRIANA MADDOX
MICHELLE HARVEY-MAHLO
WILL & LINDSEY CAVEN MAJORS
PHILLIP & ARWEN MALLET
KEITH & KARl MALLOY
BRUCE & JILL MANESS
WALKER MANGIN
JOHN MANNING
NICOLE MANNING
TOD & HEATHER MARBURGER
MADISON & ELIZABETH GREEHEY
MARCEAU
MARK & MELISSA BROWN MARGOLIN
CATHERINE HENNESSY MARKERT
DOUG & CATHERINE MOATES MARKLE
COLETTE TOUCHSTONE MARSHALL
BETSY MARSHALL
ROBERT & CHRISTINA MARSHALL
BRANT & NATALIE MARTIN
KATE MCGUIRE MARTIN
MART & COREY MARTINDALE
STEVEN & WENDY MARTINEZ
TODD & MEREDITH MASEL
LIZZIE WARE MASON
SAM & HADEEL MASSAED
RACHEL MEYER MAST
GEORGE & CATHERINE COLLINS
MASTERSON
ELLEN MATSON
MATT & CATHERINE ADAMS MATTHEWS
JOEY & KATIE ELEAZER MATTINGLY
KATHRYN MATTISON
KENNETH MAVERICK
DON & ANGIE WEST MAXFIELD
HENRY & JENNIFER MAY
LISA MCADAMS
CATHERINE BELL MCBRIDE
CELESTE WEARY McCARRON
ANDREA MCCAULEY
SIMON & JUDY DITTO MCCLOUD
JAMES & MARY ELIZABETH FEUILLE
McCOMAS
BRECK & KATHERINE MCDANIEL
MICHAEL & NATLIE McDONALD
ROBERT & BIBI MCDONALD
NEIL & KENDA MCDONNELL
JEFFREY & CARRIE GRAHAM MCDOWELL
JOHN & AMANDA McGEE
FRANK & LIZ ANN MCGEHEE
MIKE & DONNA MCGINNIS
SUZANNE MCGOWN
STEVE & NANCY MCGRADE
CHRIS & ELLEN BROWN MCKEOWN
ALAN & MELANIE McKNIGHT
MIKE & LORI McLAUGHLIN
ROBERT & LAURA MCMAHAN
SUE CRAFT MCMAHAN
STEPHANIE CREWS MCNELIS
RUSSELL McNUTT
BRAD & ANNA MCPHAIL
RYAN MUSTIAN MCQUEENEY
HUNTER MCWILLIAMS
E. LEE JAHNCKE MEAD
CAROLINE SIDEMAN MEADOR
LUIS & JAIME MEDINA
LORIE MEDLENKA
CHRISTOPHER & WENDY MEHLING
JILL HOLUP & TOD MEINKE
NEAL & AMBER AUTREY MEINZER
JASON & DAWN MELEAR
JD & KATE MELER
SHANE & LAURA RUCKER METCALF
JENNIFER METZ
ANNA MEYERSON
BRAD & DEBBIE MILES
JANICE MILES
CAMERON & MARJOLAINE MILLER
JACKIE MILLER
MARY CATHERINE MILLER .
MICHAEL & LINDSEY MILLER
RYAN & KINDRA HYER MILLER
SCOTT & ANDREA MILLER
SHIRLEY MILLER
BRANDON & DANIELLE MITCHELL
LEE MITCHELL & AUDREY DROUGHT
SCOTT & MARGARET MITCHELL
AMANDA NESSER MOELLER
JERRY MOHN
MARK & KATHERINE MONROE
MINDY MONTFORD
DAN MONTGOMERY
WILLIAM MONTGOMERY
SUSIE MOODY
WALKER MOODY

ANDREW & JENNY MOORE
BART & JULIE MOORE
BRANDON & MICHELLE MOORE
DAN MOORE
EMILY MOORE
MICHAEL & ELEANOR MOORE
RICHARD & STEPHANIE MOORE
KAREN MOORE
TRACE & JESSICA MORRILL
BRANDON & SHAINE MORRIS
HILL & LEE MORRISON
EVAN MORRISON
AMY-BETH MORRISON
BILL MORRISS
RYAN & REBECCA MORSE
CHRISTINA MORSE
JOHN & SHANNON HARKINS MORTON
AARON & LAUREN MOSES
BOBBY & ERIN SELKE MOSES
ANNA HEAD MOSS
RYAN & SYDNI MOSSMAN
WILL & CARRIE MURCHISON
MATTHEW & SUSANNA HANCOCK MURRAY
MARY CAROLINE MURTAUGH
SHELBY MYATT
B.J. & DARCY DOLD MYERS
BLAKE & CHRISTEN BRINGHURST MYERS
THERESA MYERS
ROBERT & ANGEL MYERS
LAURA NAPIER
ZAC & BRITTANY NEELY
BRANDON & LINDSAY FREDRICKSON NEFF
MEREDITH MILES NEILL
JOEL & BEGGS BEVAN NELAND
BRANDON & DEENA NELMS
ANDREW & ANGIE NELSON
BRIAN & TRICIA NELSON
JOHN & KATY KRIPS NELSON
MILAM & TORY NEWBY
LESLIE NEWCOMER
DAVID & SHAYNE NEWELL
HAILEY IRONS NEWLIN
TATE & LIBBY KINGMAN NICHOLS
KENT & STEFANIE SHANNON NIELSON
ERIK & CAROLINA NISIMBLAT
GIANCARLO & JENNIFER NISIMBLAT
CAMILLE COX NIX
LEE & KRISTEN CLARK NIX
TIM & GEMMA NOLAN
ROBBY & FARR NOLEN
KEATS & MALAISE MURPHY NORFLEET
MICHELLE ALLEN NORMAN
MONIQUE NORMAN
BOBBY & JJ GOLDTHWAITE NORRIS
PAUL & CECILIA NORWOOD
MITCH & KRISTIN MCNEAL NYVEEN
COURTNEY O’DANIEL
SHAWN & LYRIA O’BRIEN
KIRK & KASEY ODEN
BENJAMIN & JENNIFER BERG OGILVIE
MIKE & KRISTI OLDHAM
STEVE & KITTY OLDHAM
CRAIG OLIVER
ROSS OLIVER
ERIC & ALLISON HAZLEWOOD OLSON
EDWARD & KRISTA O’MALLEY
KERRY POTTS O’MALLEY
MEGAN O’MALLEY
KRISTEN WAGNER O’PRY
CHRIS &SUNNY COODY ORR
KERI ORRELL
TRAVIS & LACIE PRYOR ORSAK
DAVID & TENNIE CLINE OTT
TRAVIS OVERALL
SHANI NORTHCUTT PADGETT
MARK PADON
DAVID & SHEILA PAGE
JAMES PAGE & ALY SMITH
LEESY PALMER
HEATHER PARKHURST
CATHERINE PARKS
SCOTT PARKS
KIP & KATHY PARSONS
MANISH & INA PATEL
AMY PATTERSON
TOM & KATHY PATTILLO
DAVID & AMANDA PATTY
RYAN & WHITNEY WILT PAULOWSKY
MARY PAWELEK
MIKE & AIMEE PEAY
CROSBY & HILLARY MCDONALD PECK
JOHN & ELIZABETH PENCE
JOHN & SANDY PERKINS
SARAH PERRY
JENNIFER ZACEK PESEK
EMILY PETER
SALLY GRAHAM PETERSON
STEPHEN & ANDRESS BECK PETTIBONE
SHARON PFAFF
BRIAN & ALLISON WILLIAMS PIATAK
MICHAEL & GEORGIA ELLIS PIAZZA
KIM PICKARTS
BRYAN & JENNIFER BOSWELL PICKENS
LAUREN RIESTER PINCHBECK
JORDAN & AMY PINCU
JANE QUENTAN PIPER
SAM PITTS
LEWIS & SUZY POLLOK
RICHARD & SHANNON POUNDS
JOHN & WENDY PRESSON
COREY & AMY PRESTIDGE
SISSY PRESTON
ANDREW & JULIE PRICE
CHAD & JENNIFER PRICE
DERRICK & LAUREN STRICKLAND PRICE

MICHAEL PRINCE
THOMAS & CECE PRUDHOMME
JEREMY & RENEE PRUNS
MARY CLARE PUGH
JESSICA BATEMAN PULLIAM
KELLY PULS
BUCK PURSELLEY
ASHLEY COTTEN PUTMAN
ROBYN WRIGHT QUINLIN
SUZANNE MAUZE QUINN
MOLLY QUIRK
STEPHANIE SIMMONS RAINOSEK
TODD & JENNIFER RAMBERG
MELISSA CLANN RAMIREZ
CLINT & JESSICA CONNELLY RANCHER
DAVID & LEIGH ANN PYEATT RANSLEM
SARAH SPEEG RASCO
SHANNON RATCLIFF
BLAKE & JAMIE RATLIFF
MATT & EVIE RAWLINSON
JOHN & LANE SCHWEITZER RAY
JOHN REARDON
ALEX REEB
KELLY FORD REESE
BETH DELANEY REID
AUSTIN REILLY
JOHN REILLY
PHILIP & DONNA REILLY
REBECCA REILLY
TODD & BRANDY REIMERS
STUART & TRICIA RENCH
CHRISTI HARRISON REYNOLDS
DAN & JULIE GIDDENS RHODES
RACHEL JACKSON RIBBECK
TUCKER RICE
ALAN & SARAH SCHMA RICH
BEN & LEIGH CHAMBERS RICHARDS
MARK & INGRID RICHARDS
KELLY PERKINS RIGAS
JACK RIGGS
JENNIFER MARTIN RILEY
MONA RIO
CHRISTOPHER RIPLEY
ERIC & CALLIE SHARKEY RITTER
CHIP & REAGAN LUCAS RIVES
SHAWN & PHEBE ELLIS ROACH
BILLY & KAREN ROBBINS
ANDREW & HEATHER HAWN ROBERTS
JIM ROBERTSON & LAUREN ROSS
ROBBY & DEIDRA ROBERTSON
AMBER HIGHTOWER ROBERTSON
WILL & COCO ROBERTSON
ALEC & KENDALL ARMSTRONG ROBINSON
GEORGE & CEECY ROBINSON
TRACEY ROGAN
PHAEDRA ROGERS
FRANCES EVANS ROGERS
ROBERT & ELIZABETH ROGERS
MATT ROLAND
CHRIS & CESELEY ROLLINS
JOE ROLLINS
RICHARD RORSCHACH
LUlS & MEGAN FOSTER ROSAS
COLLIN & LEXIE ROSE
LINCOLN ROSE
JENNY KOSTOHRYZ ROSELL
TAYLOR & CAMILLE PARKER ROSS
WALKER & JENNIFER ROYALL
LOGAN & ANNIE MCLAUGHLIN RUBALCAVA
TYLER & AMY BOYD RUDD
TRISH RUDDER
JEFFREY & ASHLEY BRYAN RUGGLES
DUANE & KELLEY RUSTEN
ALEX RYERSON
ROB & ADRIAN KLEBERG SABOM
MICHAEL & LEAH SALEM
ROBERT & LEILA SALMONS
STUART & KELLY SAMPLEY
BILL & KIM SANCHEZ
MARY ELIZABETH WISE SAND
SCOTT SANDERS
KRISTIN SARGENT
JAY & KATIE SARTAIN
BLAKE SAYERS
JAMES SAYERS
AARON & REAGAN BOICE SCHAEFER
MADDIE SCHAFFER
MATT & JEAN SCHENDLE
MICHAEL & TRISHA SCHILDKNECHT
SCOTT & MELANIE SCHOENVOGEL
PAM SCHROEDER
KYLE & KIM SCHUENEMANN
WILL SCHUHMACHER
ERIC & MEREDITH SCHULTENOVER
LACY HAWN SCHULTZ
DANIEL & ROBYN WORNALL SCHWARZ
CHUCK & CHRIS SCOTT
CLINT & BECKY SCOTT
FIELD & LYLE FOSTER SCOVELL
ELIZABETH SCRIVNER
STEVE & MARTY SEALE
PAULA SEAPAN
G. KELLY & LISA SECHLER
JEFF & MELISSA SEELY
MATT & HEIDI SEINSHEIMER
MIKE & KATHRYN SELBY
LANE & KELLI SELIGER
MARlSA GIBSON SELKIRK
TAYLOR & JENNIFER SELL
DAVID & SUSAN SELLERS
TOM & ARAMINTA SELLERS
BEN & CHRYL RAY SELMAN
FORREST TYSON & AMANDA SELMAN
ANDREW & SARAH TISDALE SEMER
KATIE REESE SEMPLE

KOUSHIK & JENNIFER THOMSON SEN
PHILLIP SENTENEY & LUCY GUSTAVUS
EMILY PLANT SEWELL
AASHISH SHAH & ROSEANN ROGERS
JAMES & HEATHER SHARP
MIKE & NANCY JAMES SHAW
MARK & KERRIE KAUSS SHEEDY
JEFF & MICHOU TRAN SHELL
LUCAS & COURTNEY HOLLAND SHELTON
BOB & ANNE SHEPARD
JENNIFER SHEPHERD
KEVIN & TRACY SHERIDAN
WHITNEY & NICOLE MCINTYRE SHINE
NICOLE TSOURMAS SHOBERG
ANN WOOD SHOOK
LUCY ANDERSON SHORE
LACHELLE SHORT
EDWARD & MARTHA SHRADER
MATTHEW & MARY CAROLINE CRUSE
SHREVES
PAUL & STEPHANIE JONES SHROPSHIRE
KELLEY SHUFORD
AUSTIN MCNEEL SIEGEL
POLLY SIMPKINS
BO & ASHLEY HOLMAN SIMPSON
TODD & KRISTA SINEX
BRIAN & SAVANNAH WARE SINGLETON
JAMES & MEGAN SINK
SCOTT SIPPEL
STUART & JENNIFER SLIVA
DAN & CYNTHIA SMITH
LIL SMITH
KENT & STEPHANIE MAYHALL SMITH
MARK & DENISE SMITH
PRESTON & BETTY BROWNING SMITH
BEA WALTERS SMITH
KEELY SMITH
SHELDON & LAURA SMITH
STEVE & BLANCHE SMITH
ZACHARY & LAUREN SMITH
NED & RENEE SNYDER
MARCUS SOPER
MARK & MARSHA SOPER
MARSHALL SOPER
MICHAEL & ANDREA SOPER
AMY SPEARS
TYLER & MEREDITH KLIEWER SPEARS
MARK & LISA SPEDALE
JOHN & SARA SOUERBRY SPEER
DREW & ELIZABETH THAYER SPEICHER
MEREDITH ALLDAY SPENCE
LISA SPIELHAGEN
LISA SPRAGGINS
DAVID & ELAINE SRNKA
JASON & CELINA QUIROS STABELL
TRENT & PAIGE STAGGS
BILL & ANA STAPLETON
SAM & DEANNA STARLING
CHRISTIAN STEPHANOW
NICHOLAS STEPHENS
DAVID & LINDSAY STEPHENSON
MINDY STEPHENSON
SHANE & ANNA STIDHAM
LESTER STILES
JAMES & MEGAN STOFFER
LOGAN & ASHLEY BROWN STOKES
CLAIR STOREY
SCOTT & COURTNEY NENTWICH STORMENT
COLE & ASHLEY BAXTER STOUT
MARK & ANDREA MOORE STOVER
KATHERINE WILLIAMSON STRANGE
ELIZABETH SMITH STRATEMANN
KAI & SHELBY STRATMANN
ROBERT & DARLENE STREPHANS
MATT & CHRISTI STROCK
CHUCK & JENNIFER STROUD
JARED STUART
CATHERINE DAVIS SULLIVAN
TODD SULLIVAN
WILLIAM SULLIVAN
COURTNEY MARINIS SWANSON
ERIC & KARA SWANSON
TRICIA SULLIVAN SWEN
ALLISON BALL SWOPE
DIRK & MARY ELIZABETH DANIEL
SYLVESTER
SONJA TALBOT
ERIC & ELIZABETH DUNN TALLEY
MIKE & MELISSA TAPP
COURTNEY TARDY
STEPHEN & MARISSA TARLETON
BRAD & APRIL ELLISON TATE
RONNIE & EVA TAVAREZ
LOGAN TAYLOR
GRANT & HALEY TEEGARDEN
FABIAN & MICHELLE TEIXEIRA
MIKE TELLE
MASON TENERY
VAN & MARGARET ANN BROWN TETTLETON
SCOTT & TASHI THEISMAN
TYLER THIRY
KIRSTAN SCOTT THOMAS
RYAN & LINDSAY THOMAS
JAMES & CAMI THOMPSON
MARK THOMPSON
THOMAS & TIIA THOMPSON
SETH & JO TIBBETTS
CHRISTOPHER & RACHAEL TICE
BARTH & MARIE TIMMERMANN
LOU ANN TIMMRECK
SCOTT TINDALL
QUATRO TIPS

See MORE DUES, Pge 28
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CARNIVALS ARE FOR ALUMNI, TOO!

DANA TODD
MARYLYN TOLEDO
LEIGH TOMASKI
BILL & JENNIFER TRACEWELL
JASON & KATHERINE HEYNE TRAMONTE
LENA SULLIVAN TREANOR
TARA TRELEAVEN
ROXI JOHNSON TSAKAS
BRIAN & MELINDA GEORGE TUCKER
LINDSAY SHEFFIELD TURNER
NICKOLAS & ASHLEY RUSSELL
UNDERWOOD
LISA CHAPMAN URIBE .
BEN VAELLO
KATHERINE OSBORNE VALDEZ
AMANDA WATSON VALENTINO
DYLAN VAN DAM
SCOTT & LAURA MCANDREW VAN SLYKE
DEAN & SHANEL VANDERGRIFF
LOUISA HOUSTON VANN
TRAVIS & NIKKI STOLL VARGO
TRACEY VELEZ
CHRISTINA WEAVER VEST
JOHN VILLARREAL
XAVIER & TIFFANY VILLARREAL
MATTHEW & TISH MAULDIN VISINSKY
DONALD VOLTZ
TOM & DEBORAH WACHSMUTH
MALCOLM & SUZANNE BRUCE WADDELL
CHRIS & KRISTA WAGNER
KELLY WAGNON
STEPHEN & ANNE WAKEFIELD
BLAIR WALKER & JOACHIM “MARC”
SCHMID
BLAIR MCDANIEL WALKER
ELIZABETH WALKER
HODGE & RACHEL WALKER
MADELEINE WALKER
SAM & LINDSAY GREEN WALLACE
JAMES & JENNIFER WALLIS
HOLLAND WALSH
JENNY W ALZEL
ERICA WARD
HOLLY REESE WARD
WESLEY WARE
STIRLING & ANNE WARREN
DOUG WASSON
TASS & LAURA WATERSTON
PATRICK & MISTY WATKINS
KIM WEATHERFORD
KAYCEE WEAVER
CRAYTON & NIKKI NELSON WEBB
KRISTIN ALLEN WEBB
SOMER WEBB
WAYNE & ELIZABETH WEBB
DOUG & ANGIE ROWLAND WEBSTER
SARAH WEINBERG
DANA & MENDI WEINSTEIN
BETSY WELP
SCOTT & GINNY ELLIOTT WENGER
LES & SHANNON FESTE WERME
DAVID & NANETTE ROUNTREE WHEELIS
JOHN & KELLY WHELAN
MATT & LAUREN WHELAN
ROBERT & CAROL WHILDEN
BEN & AMANDA WHITE

WE ARE ALWAYS LOOKING . . . for ALUMNI names and addresses (that we do not already have. We now have
over 7,5 00 Alumni and Special Parents in our computer and know there are 25,000 more to contact! If you know
of any former campers and/or counselors that are not receiving our mailings, please let us know on the following
“fill in the blank!” (If married, please include maiden name) A reward for the capture of new names and addresses! THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU for your help . . .
Full name

Send Reward To:

Address

City/State/Zip

JOHN WHITE
STEWART & KATHERINE WHITE
ROY WHITEHEAD
CHRISTOPHER & LESLEY WHITLEY
JEFF & BROOKE BAILEY WHITLEY
ALEXIS WIESENTHAL
ALISON WIESENTHAL
DAVID & CARLA SWINDLE WIGGS
JACQUELYN WILCOX
JEREMY & BETH MCBRIDE WILHELMI
GREG & MONICA WILKINS
TRENT & SARAH REILLY WILKINS
JENNIFER SABO WILLCOTT
AMY WILLERSON
ANDREW & JILL WILLIAMSON
BARRETT WILLINGHAM
KYLE & HILLARY WILLIAMS WILLMON
MICHAEL & DARLA WILLOUGHBY
BRIAN & ANN WILSON
CARTER & ALISE WILSON
LINDSEY WILSON
CHRIS & LYNNSEY SMIT WIMMER
ODELL & CHRISTIAN WINN
JACK WISE
NATHALIE WOLK
BOBBY & SHANNON STROTHER WOMBLE
JEFF & KAYLA WOOD
DOUG & STACIE WOODCOCK
DEDE STEVENS WOODMAN
BRETT & KATIE WAGNER WOODROOF
DENNIS & LISA WAGNER WOODS
TOM & KELLI MARTIN WOODSIDE
MICHAEL & SHERRI WOYTEK
DAVID & JANET GAGE WRATHER
MELISSA WRAY & RICK BOSTWICK
LOIS HAMILTON WRIGHT
CAROLYN WRIGHT
CHRIS WRIGHT
PHILIP WRIGHT & HELEN HENRY
RANDY & STEPHANIE WRIGHT
TRIGG DAVISON YERBY
STEPHEN & LISA MOORE YOCH
ROBERT & ANGELA YONKE
JEFF & ANDI YORIO
CHRIS YORK
CARSON & LEXI YOST
CHARLES YOUNG
COURTNEY WEAVER YOUNG
HOMER JON & ELEANOR YOUNG
MICHAEL & SALLI MARTINE YOUTT
JOHN & JUDY YUILL
ASHLEY BLYTHE ZACHRY
JEFF & BROOKE BURNEY ZARR
COURTNEY YOUNG ZENNER
CAROL ZIEBERT
ADAM ZIMMERMAN
AMY SCHAAF ZINN

THERE IS MUCH TO BE
EXCITED ABOUT . . .
ALLEN CORRALEJO, a minicamp photographer, was presented his 9th year ring by Annual Editor, ANGELA MOORE.
He has spent 9 years as a photographer at Camp Longhorn
Inks Lake, many while he was in
school and still comes back for
that 24 hours of fun in the sun
to take some special pictures. A
graduate of UT Austin, he works
exclusively with Casey Dunn
Photography in Austin. His firm
of photographers and graphic designers have their work
featured in publications AUSTIN MONTHLY and COOKING
LIGHT, and others.

ALLEN CORRALEJO

1000 Indian Springs Road
Burnet, Texas 78611
512/756-4650

#1 Longhorn Road
Burnet, Texas 78611
512/793-2811
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CLASP ON TO THE MEMORIES

CLASP MEMBERSHIP
FORM ENCLOSED

The Camp Longhorn excitement ready for a new year
Dear Friends,
What a great summer! What a
rather warm summer! We asked for
rain .. and sometimes many days in
a row .. and now WOW, the rain has
appeared! What wonderful rain .. just
a little too much and we are scheduled for more rain starting this afternoon!
The grass and plants ARE WONDERFUL GREEN! The temperature
is perfect with a little “cool” setting
in! The camp annuals are scheduled
to arrive any day now for delivery.
San Antonio and South Texas, here
we come! The rest of the annuals will
be mailed from the company.
What an exciting time of the year.
It’s busy time around here and all of
this tells us fall is in the air! It’s time
to look back over the past months and
think of all the special times we have
had. It’s also time to look forward to
the busy days, weeks and months until June 2nd .. the beginning of camp,
2019!
We have had our first successful
2018/2019 Camp Carnival in San
Francisco this past weekend .. Washington, DC Carnival is in a week or
so followed by Burnet and that means
the carnival season has officially
started!! Our Alumni and Special
Parents are great help at these gatherings along with lots of laughter and
much fun.
If you can help at a Camp Longhorn Carnival please e-mail HELEN
at helen@camplonghorn.com or call
her (512-793-2811) and she will sign
you up! And, to all of you who help
year after year, WE THANK YOU
SO VERY MUCH!
What a busy year this has been!
We have, I think, just gone over the
8,000 (Camp Longhorn Alumni and
Special Parents) member mark and
keep looking for those thousands we
have yet to reach. This loosely knit
organization is enjoyed by many ..
It’s your e-mails, telephone calls, pictures and letters that make it so much
fun.
Dues paying CLASP members
enjoy their V-Day special parking
places! There are several ways to pay
CLASP dues! Can go on line, use the
form in this newspaper or sign up at
a Camp Carnival! It’s easy and to
those that worry about their “pass,”
all will be sent to up-to-date dues
paying members around the first of
May! There is lots of time between
now and when camp starts so please
don’t wait until the last minute to pay

your dues ... For those that mostly
wait until the last minute anyway,
sign up on line and show your phone
as you enter the camps that you have
paid your dues! It’s still a bargain
.. $15.00 SINGLE and $20.00 for
MARRIED COUPLES. We also
have a very popular LIFETIME
MEMBERSHIP .. $200.00 and add
a spouse, $250.00.
Our up-to-date dues paying members will come from the airstrips and
into camp first! If grandparents are
involved, they will need a “pass”
also, or park in another area! If it’s
a must that the cars stay together ..
one with a “tag” and the other without, then the 2 cars will go to the area
that “passes” are not required! All of
this is mentioned because in the past
there was confusion with cars parking together!
CLASP mailings are separate
from regular camp mailings and
“parking passes” will not be in the
camper information. If your dues
are up-to-date, look for your “pass”
around the first of May!
The CLASP tables on V-Days are
always popular with many questions
and lots of fun stories and tall tales!
We always have so many wonderful
volunteers and V-Days are no exception .. to answer questions and do
just about anything asked of them!
At Inks Lake we have a great group
of young adults that help park cars
on the airstrip! And, they come the
night before to be up and about and
ready for duty at 5 a.m.!! Couldn’t
do it without them and we thank
them sooo much!
Our “memory bricks” at both
camps are still sooo popular! What
a wonderful place to have your
name(s) or to remember a loved
one. At Inks Lake they are located in the pavilion, a special place
to honor TEX and four founders of
CLH .. BOB TARLTON, ZARK
WITHERS, DR. JOE SHEPPERD
and BOB HUDSON. If you wish
to purchase a brick, the cost is still
$100.00. A form is enclosed OR call
or e-mail the CLASP offices at either
camp for more information.
We had two special tree ceremonies at camp this past summer.
DOUG WASSON, our fall recipient, was honored at Indian Springs
during camp and was attended by
family and friends with many, many
excited campers. RAY and HELEN
FRADY, our 2018 recipients at Inks
Lake, were honored at the Inks Lake

SPECIAL MINI-CAMP CAMPERS . . .
These mini-camp campers enjoyed their “FOREVER TREES” in August, in special places around camp. (l-r)
GARDNER (G.P.) PARKER (‘98), PAUL LEE (‘11), MALCOLM WADDELL (‘08), HELEN FRADY (‘18), SAMANTHA
HOLMAN (‘17) and DOUG WASSON (‘17 . . His tree is at Indian Springs) A complete list of our ATTAWAYTOGO
RECIPIENTS through the years is included in this LUMNews!

mini-camp in August. RAY passed
away last February and it was so
special to hear many of our wonderful Alumni recognize them. These
exceptional Alumni, DOUG, RAY
and HELEN were remembered for
their many many accomplishments
through the years.
This past August our mini-camp
for both camps was at Inks Lake.
We love our Alumni and appreciate
Camp Longhorn for allowing us to

host mini-camp off and on through
the years. We have these camps to experience a little piece of Attawaytogo spirit, bring back memories, meet
up with old friends and to meet new
ones. We enjoy Campfire, Church
Mountain, blobs, water socks, Rio
Flojo, Hossback and amazing Chow!
Just like we remember CLH to be.
CLASP appreciates all that have
attended mini-camp recently or in
the past and help rekindle that great

feeling that is CLH. Just like CLH,
mini-camp is supposed to be alcohol
free and it has become difficult for us
to get the point across to some of our
alumni. This is a very important rule
to keep us safe and focus on what is
truly great about why we love this
place.
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MET RECENTLY AND DECIDED
THAT MINI-CAMP WILL BE SUSPENDED AT LEAST TWO YEARS
TO GIVE US TIME TO THINK
THRU THE SITUATION. We just
cannot afford the liabilities that come
with the alcohol. If you have never
attended or have not attended minicamp in a while, please know that
we are very open to suggestions and
just hope we can settle on an agenda that all would be happy with. If
you have ideas to make mini-camp
a more memorable and alcohol-free
camp with some great fun-in-thesun, please share these thoughts with
us. Visit with JOHN ROBERTSON,
SALL LUCKSINGER, ROBBY
ROBERTSON, NAN MANNING,
BILL ROBERTSON, GARDNER
(G.P.) PARKER or HELEN and
MEL. We are all in this together and
See HELEN, continued on Page 3

